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Transliteration 

q = a  ~ = k a  a=dha T = ra 
m = a  q = kha v=na  la 
p i  q=ga  v = ta q=va 
f = i  gha = tha n = s a  

J = U  s = ria c = d a  B = sa 

z=ii q = cha = dha q = sa 
= ri q - chha ~ m n a  8-ha 

y = e  q = j a  T - pa w = ksa 
a -ai = jha 8 = pha 9 m tra 
d = o 51 = 5a q=ba n = jiia 
a?= au z =  {a Y = bha 
a' = arfi s = tha q = m a  
a: = ah ~ = d a  s = y a  

Note-The modem geographical names are usually 
written without any diacritical marks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

During the early medieval period the KhaSas were the 
masters of a big territory known as KhaSadeSa, the KhaSa King- 
dom (Appendix B-4). Their kingdom comprised Western Nepal, 
South-western Tibet, Kumaon and Garhwal. Sinja and Dullu 
of Far-Western Nepal were then the twin governmental head- 
quarters of the KhaSa Kingdom. The history of the Khasa 
Kingdom is not only the history of a great political power, it 
also constitutes the background of the present Nepalese Pahiid1 
socio-cultural set-up. 

The history of the KhaSa Kingdom was unknown to us 
before Giuseppe Tucci and Yogi Naraharinath, independently 
of each other, initiated explorations and published records. 
Tucci's Preliminar~) Report on two Sciert t f lc  Expeditions in Nepal 
(Rome : 1956) bears great importance since it discloses the 
KhaSa rulers' hold over South-western Tibet. Yogi Narahari- 
nath made explorations in the whole Karnali region, collected 
many useful documents and published them in Itihiisa Prakiir'a, 
Vol. I (Kathmandu : 1955-56) and Samdftipatra Samgraha, 
Vol. I (Kathmandu : 1965). Since then, some historians, Surya 
Bikram Gyewali, Ram Niwas Pandey, Dhanabajra Bajracharya 
Satya Mohan Joshi, Mohan Bahadur Malla and Luciano Petech 
have dealt briefly with the political history of the KhaOa King- 
dom. On the art and architecture of the Kamali Basin, the 
work of P. R. Sharma, though short and preliminary, can be 
regarded the first scholarly work of its kind.1 However, a detai- 
led and comprehensive study covering the multiple aspects of 

the KhaSa history is still laking. The present work, therefore, 
is designed to deal with the subject accordingly. 
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In additions to the materials brought to light by G. Tucci 
and Yogi Naraharinath, some new materials have been publi- 
shed by Mohan Prasad Khanal, Raja Ran.1 Subedi and Arc- 
haeology Department of His Majesty's Government of Nepal 
recently. In the winters of 1979 and 1985 the author of the pre- 
sent study travelled through the districts of the Karnali region 
such as Dang, Pyuthan, Rolpa, Jajarkot, Dailekh, Jumla, 
Mugu, Kalikot, Surkhet, Achham, Banke, Bardia, and Kailali 
confronting the turmoils of the snow-clad mountains, unbridged 
rivers and wildernesses. In the course of the field-study districts 
like Jumla, Dailekh and Achham were found rich for 
origional materials shedding light on the history of the KhaSa 
Kingdom. 

Nature of Sources 

Inscr@tions-There are many stone pillars commonly 
found all over the Karnali region, especially on the roadsides 
and places of pilgrimages. Almost all the pillars contain inscri- 
ptions. The pillars being of sandstone are rough. Due to rain, 
strom and snowfalls of many centuries letters of more than 
ninety percent stone pillars are illegible. The stone inscriptions, 
except the pillar inscription of Dullu, are small containing 
some lines of letters. Only the Dullu pillar inscription (Fig. 11) 
is the source of considerable importance which provides a 
genealogy of the KhaSa Malla rulers and indicates some inl- 
portant events. (Fig. 11) Almost all the copper plate and 
Kanakpatra (gold plate) inscriptions are related to land grants. 
Their chief merit lies in solvil~g some chronological problems. 
Names and dates of the kings along with some references to 
the administrative, social and economic conditions are to be 
found in them. All the inscriptions are given in Appendix B. 

C/~ronicles-Chronicles of the KhaSa rulers written in 
Tibetan language are available in the monasteries of Western 
Tibet. They are published by G .  Tucci, A. H. Francke and 
S. C. Das.2 They almost completely tally with the list of the 
Khaia rulers provided by the pillar inscripition of Du1lu.s 



The Tibetan chroniclcs mention the names of the Khasa 
rulers as the kings of Guge and Purang of South-Western 
Tibet. Another chronicle known as Gopdla Riijci Va~daruIf 
mentions about the Khaia invzsions of the Nepal Valley.4 
The chronicles of the BaisX Thakuri principalities also contain 
some references useful to this study. But the Bnisi chronicles 
are more fictitious and one should have to be more careful to 
distinguish f ~ c t s  from fables. 

Archa~ological Remains-Images, temples and ruins are 
the important tools to study the history of mankind. Many 
Buddhist and secular sculptures and structures of the period 
are found in the forlorn archaeological sites of the Karnrli 
region. Some monuments have fallen, some are in mutilated 
conditions and the images are fast disappearing. If the 
scientific excavations are made in the archaeological centres 
such as in the valley of Sinja, Jumla and Surkhet, and the 
villages of Vinayak (Achham) and Dullu and its adjoining 
areas, there is probability of the discovery of new materials. 

Literary El9idence-The Maha'bhirata, Purdnas, Rfijatara- 
hgiyi of K a l h a ~ a  and other books of Sanskrit literature contain 
frequent references to the ancient KhaSas. Further references 
are to be found in the accounts of Pliny (79 A. D.) and 
Ptolemy (1 51 A. D.).5 We get some knowledge about the 
KhaSas and their language from the medieval inscriptions of 
Kumaon and the Nepal valley.6 

Hence, the inscriptions which are given in Appendix B, 
the chronicles, the archaeological remains of the Karnali region 
and fragmentary references to the Kha6as in the Sanskrit 
literature are the main sources of this study. The present 
work, therefore, concentrates mainly on pri mary documents. 
But since these sources are inadquate to shed abundant light 
on the study, the author has taken into account even a word 
or a phrase which could provide some new clue to issues of 
arguement for analysis. Above all, the works on contemporary 
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history of Kumaon, Tibet and the Nepal valley have also been 
examined. 

The Khaia rulers had occupied a vast territory. There 
were many vassal states within the domain of the Khaka 
Kingdom. The vassal chiefs were left to run the administration 
of their respective areas. Since the direct rule of the central 
government was confined to the.  Karnali region only, most of 
the sources of information are found from the Karnali region. 
Hence, in the present study the chapters on administrative 
system, society, culture, economic conditions, art and archit- 
ecture would present the historical account mainly of the 
Karnali region only. 

Geography of Western Nepal 

The kingdom of Nepal comprises three principal river 
systems: the Koshi in the eastern region, the Gandaki in the 
central region and the Karnali in the western region. Each of 
these regions is named after the river system by which it is 
drained. Kathmandu, the capital of Nepal, lies in the historic 
valley situated between the Koshi and the Gandaki regions. 
Therefore, the Gandaki and the Karnali regions, lying to the 
west of Kathmandu valley are known as Western Nepal. 
Topographically, Western Nepal can be divided into three 
major divisions from north to south : the Himalayan region, 
the hill-region and the Tarai. 

The Himalayan region is largely an arctic zone. I t  
consists of snowy mountains and glacial valleys. The districts 
of Manang, Mustang, Dolpa, Mugu and Humla lie wholly 
north of the main Himalayan range. Some human habitations 
exist in the high mountain valleys of there districts with an 
alpine climate. The Himalayan people grow dry crops and 
depend mainly upon animal husbandry and trade. The 
inhabitants are largely of Tibetan origin. 

The hill region is the heart of the country. It is a 
complex of hills and river valleys situated to the south of the 



Himalayan range with temporate climate suitable for agricul- 
ture. Exclusive settlements of Gurungs and Magars of 
Mongoloid strain, and Brahmagas Thakuris and Chhetris of 
Khas-Aryan origin, and a few other miscellaneous minorities 
exist in this region. The Nepali speaking Brahmaoas, 
Thakurls and Chhetris of hills are collectively termed as 
'Pahadi Caste Groups' throughout this study. 

The Tarai region is situated between the Indian frontier 
in the south and foothills in the north. It is a belt of alluvial 
plain. It has hot and humid climate. As the Tarai provided 
opportunities for land reclamation and settlement after the 
eradication of malaria, many people of hills have migrated in 
this region recently. The aborigional Thirus, Indian immigr- 
ants and hill immigrants live in this region. 

The great rivers of Western Nepal, the Gandaki and the 
Karnali have their origin in the Tibetan plateau and the 
Himalayas. They sweep down southwards cutting the deep 
gorges through the Himalayas and hills, and joined by hundreds 
of tributaries in their courses, they meet the Ganges in the 
Indian plain. There are some trans-Himalayan routes connecting 
Western Tibet with India through Western Nepal. The most 
important one passes along the course of the Karnali river. 
It leads through the Tarai, Dullu and Sinja. From Sinja it 
leads further north through Khojarnsth, Kailish and reaches 
the mainland of Tibet. During the heydays of the Khaia 
Kingdom, this road was made wide and got the shape of 
a highway. Inns and water-receptacles were made along the 
roadsides for the convenience of travellers. Among them, the 
water receptacle of Patharniull of Dullu (Fig. 15) made by 
chief-minister Devavarmii in 1334 (App. B 23) and a stone 
masonary (inn) of H%udi are still in use. From the early 
period it was the main caravan route to conduct trade with 
Tibet and India. It was frequently traversed by the Hindu 
and Buddhist pilgrims as well. Another important route 
connects Doti and Kumaon with Western Tibet through 
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Tihkar pass and TBklBkhAr. In the northern frontiers of 
Western Nepal these routes pass through the passes provided 
by the high Himalayan mountain range. These passes become 
frozen during the winter. Only in the summer they provide 
access to Tibet in spite of the barriers posed by high ranges, 
swollen rivers and sheer ruggedness of the terrain. Trade 
was carried and ideas were exchanged through these routes 
from the historic times. 

Population and Settlement 

The population of Western NepzI can broadly be catego- 
rised variously. Racially, there are two great races of mankind: 
Aryan and Mongoloid. On linguistic ground, they can again 
be classified into two groups: those who speak indo-Aryan 
languages such as Nepali, Bhojpuri, Abadhl and Tharu, and 
the others who speak Tibeto-Burman languages like Tibetan, 
Magar, Gurufig and Newlrl. On regional basis, there are 

Himalayan people, hi11 and valley people and the Tarai people. 
Religiously, the Himalayan people are almost Buddists, 
midland or hill and valley people are mostly Hindus, and the 
Tarai people too Hindus with an exception of the Muslim 
population in minority. The midland region is the contact 
zone of the Aryan and Mongoloid people. It's here that the 
Hindu and Buddhist civilisations merge. Magars and Gurungs, 
both of Mangoloid strain, are the early settlers of this region. 
They ruled over the country before the  has-Aryan infiltra- 
tion from the west and the south. 

The Magars were the first to receive the KhaSas in 
Western Nepal. As they have family surnames such as Thip i ,  
Rani3 and Budhathoki, it seems that they had closest associ- 
ation with the Khaias and occupied important designations in 
the military administration of the KhaOa Kingdom. Other 
surnames of Magars, Sinjall and Sifijapati show their historic 
relations with Sifijii, the capital of the Khaia Kingdom. 

The Hindu people of  has-Aryan origin, such as 



Brahmanas, Thakuris and Ch hetrls who are widely distributed 
throughout the hills and valleys of midlands, are regarded as 
the Pahadl caste groups. Their mother tongue, NepAli, is 
largely influenced by the Sanskrit language. Some other 
people like Matwili-Chhetrrs, Sanyasis and ShGdras who speak 
Nepal1 as mother tongue are in minority. According to 
census report of 1971, nearly 72.25 percent of the total 
population of Western Nepal speak NepBI1. Therefore, the 
Nepili speaking Pahidl caste groups form the dominating bulk 
of the society. The traditional name of the NepalT was 
Khas-Kura, the language of the KhaSas. 

A sub-caste among Brahmanas is known as Jaisi. The 
term Jaisi appears to be the perverted form of Jjqotisf (Jyoti~i- 
Joisl-Jaisl), the meaning of which is astrologer (App. B-26). 
Later on, the offsprings of irregular unions of Brahmapa men 
and women hake also been included in this sub-caste. 
Thakuris and Chhetrls belong to the Ksatriya caste. 
Thakur'fs are the descendants of the Baisi and Chaubisi chiefs 
of the late medieval period. The rulers and feudal lords of 
that period were addressed as Thikurs.7 Present Thakuris 
have family surnames such as PAla, Malla, Barn, Chand, 
Shahi, Shah, Simha and HamB1. Chhetris can be categorised 
into two groups, Khas-Chhetris and KhatrT-ChhetrTs. The 
KhaSas who upgraded themslves into "the lofty rank and 
honour" of the Ksatriya order, took the sacred thread and 
abondoned the unorthodox habits are called Khas-Ch hetrIs. 
But they did not abandon their former family surnames like 
Thapa, Khadga, Basnet and BuQhathokl. The children of the 
Brahmanas with their Chhetri, Khas or Mongolodi wives 
became Khatri-Chhetri. Brahmanas, Thakuris and Chhetris 
are called Tegddhiri, twice born Hindu castes. They wear 
Yajiiopavita, the sacred thread, and are not allowed by 
traditions to consume chicken and alcohol. 

The Pabai-Khas who are known as Matwili-Chhetris are 
very interesting people. They live in the hills of the Karnali 
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region. Particularly, the districts of Jumla, Bajhang and 
Jajarkot have large settlements of them. In Jumla, the 
Matwili-C h hetrls are called Pibai-Khas, the Khasas living 
in unirrigated lands. Although they adhere to adopt the 
title 'Chhetri', they wear no sacred thread and consume 
chicken (meat) and alcohol. They have family surnames 
identical with Tagadhiri-ChhetrYs such as  ThapP, Khadga, 
Basnet, MahatPrA, Rokayi, Budha and Bohari. Their 
mother tongue is Nepali. (Fig. 8) Though their customs and 
traditions have been influenced by Hinduism, they do not need 
any Brahmna priest. The unconverted Matwili-Chhetrjs o r  
Pabai-Khasas of the remote hills of Far-Western Nepal are the 
pure remnants of the ancient KhaSas. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

During the thirteenth century, the kingdom of ~ i o k a -  
challa of Western Nepal was known as the kingdom of the 
KhaSas (App. B-4). The successors of ~bokachalla were 
stated as the ~ h a k i ~ a  Rajis by the Gopila Raja V a ~ s i v l l  
(chronicle) of the Nepal Valley. In the late medieval period, 
the hill region of the Jumli Kingdom was known as K/~isdn, 
the area of the ~ h a k a  settlement.1 Thus the Khasas seem to be 
the dominating bulk of the society of Western Nepal from the 
early period. 

Khaba Settlements in Ancient India 
The consensus of opinion is that the Khasas were a bra- 

nch of thr great Aryan stock and their ancestral home, as that 
of their vedic-Aryan predecessors, was somewhere in central 
Asia. No reference to the Khasas is found in the Vedic litera- 
ture (3,000 B. C.- 1,000 B. C.). But the Malzdbhdrata and 
other books of Sanskrit literature (3,000 B.C.-I ,000 A.D.) have 
frequently refered to them. Therefore, it appears that the Kh- 
alas were non-Vedic Aryans who had entered the Indian sub- 
continent from the north-west around the beginning of the 
first millennium B. C. 

The Mahdbhirata (2:52:2,3) mentions that the ~ h a i a s  
were dwelling in the banks of the river ~a i loda  flowing bet- 
ween the Meru and MandarB mountains. Another passage 
from Mahdbhdrata (2:44:6,7) clearly locates them as the inha- 
bitants of the region where the Sindhu (Indus) and its tributa- 
ries issue from the hills. In the same way, the Khasas are 
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mentioned in the 'Karpa-parva' of Mal~libhdrata (44:4 1)  as 
living in Punjab, between the Arattas and Vasati. According 
to the hldrkandeya Pura'na (57:56) they were the inhabitants 
of the mountains. The Sanskrit literature has grouped them 
among the tribes dwelling in the north-western mountainous 
region of the Indian sub-continent.2 The principal tribes thus 
mentioned with the ~ h a j a s  were the Tanganas, Kulindas, 
Daradas, KirBtas, ~ a k a s ,  Tukhiras and Chinas. 

References to the ~ h a i a s  and their country is also to be 
found in the writings of Roman and Greek geographers, Pliny 
(79 A. D.) and Ptolemy (151 A. D.). Pliny writes, "The mou- 
ntain races between the Indus and the Jomanes are the Cesi, 
the Catriboni who dwell in the forest."3 According to Atkin- 
son, the Cesi and Catriboni correspond with the Khaias and 
Ksatriyas.4 Ptolemy informs that the country of the Khaias 
(Khaiii Region) was situated near the trans-Himalayan tract 
of North-Western India.5 

Kalhana's famous chronicle of Kashmir, the Rijataran- 
gipi, composed in the middle of the twelfth century, gives 
many references to the KhaSas. Somariija and Sixhharaja, the 
rajas of Kashmir were known as KhaSarajas.6 The notorious 
queen Diddi was the daughter of Sitfiharija. She was married 
by Ksemagupta, a Kashniirian king of the eleventh century. 
After her husband's demise she became the all powerful queen 
of Kashmir. A Khasa named Tunga from the territory of 
Parnotia rose from the position of a cowherd to that of queen 
Didda's powerful minister.' 

In the copper plate grants of Lalitashfir (835 A. D.), 
Padmatdev (945 A. D.) and Suviksaraj (cir. 980 A. D.) the 
Khakas are mentioned as the principal subjects of the Kumaon 
Kingdom.* It appears that during the rule of Katiirls, the 
Khaias formed the dominating bulk of the society of Kumaon. 
Therefore, Kedirkhanda (Kumaon and Garhwal) had been 
the synonymous of the Kaiamandal (Kedire KlraJama~~~ale) .g 

The name of the places and mountains such as Khisger, the 



Hindukush, Kashmir (KhaSamihir), Khaiadeia, Khaf maqdal, 
KhaSBla and Khasan were given after them. 

Thus, the KhaSas were the chief inhabitants of the north- 
western mountainous region of Indian sub-continent from the 
very early period. It appears that the first Khaia group arri- 
ved in Western Nepal around the middle of the first nlillennium 
A. D.. During the early medieval period they had occupied a 
vast territory which was known as Kl~aSadeja and its capitals 
were Sinja and Dullu of Far-Western Nepal. 

Khaka as a Warlike Tribe 

The KhaSas were well known warriors. They had taken 
part in the war of Mahabh2rata against the PB~davas. DOr- 
yodhana, the MahabhPrata hero, was proud of his army that 
consisted of the ~ h a b a  warriors.10 They fought the war Ma- 
habhsrata wih iron balls, tridents, bows and arrows.11 Hari- 
varhsa (2:85: 1 8,19) and Bltigmata Purina (9:20:30) also speak of 
their bravery. ViSakhadutta (sixth century) mentions that king 
Malayaketu wanted the warriors of Khafa and Magadha 
countries to be in the forefront at the time of his attack on 
Chandraketu.12 Kalhana in his Rujitararigini (7:979;8:887,1895) 
states that the ~ h a i a s  were rough, violent and turbulent 
people. In Western Nepal, during the thirteenth century, the 
~ h a b a  ruler Aiokachalla was a well known conqueror. The so- 
ldiers of his 'sarl~agimini\~ihini' were recruited ruainly from the 
Khaia community. 

Khaias in the Hindu Caste System 

In many Hindu writings, the Khakas are looked upon as 
the unorthodox members of the great Aryan family. Though 
the  haga as did not strictly follow the caste rules, most of 
them gradually adopted the Hindu caste system. In the matter of 
religion and castes they were not as conservative as the Aryans 
of Indian plains. Looking from the Brahmagical point of view, 
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Karpa in Mahabhirata despised the Khasas of the Bahika 
country (Punjab area) in the following words : 

They are impure and have no religion. The Brahma- 
oas of that locality have no knowledge of the Vcdas 
and altars for sacrifices. 

8 L * a 

A Bahika ( ~ h a b a )  born a Brlhmaaa becomes after- 
wards a Ksatriya, a ~ a i i y a  or a Sudra and even a 
barbar. After being a barbar he becomes a Brih- 
mana or a slave.13 

On the other hand, Manu, the Hindu law giver of the seco- 
nd century B. C., classified that the Khaias were the offsprings 
of the outcaste Ksatriyas. In another passage, he described that 
the Ksatriya people like KhaSas became degraded due to their 
non-observance of the Brahmanical rituals.14 

It appears that before Manu made regulations governing 
caste rules, the caste system was not so rigid. Many Khaias of 
the priest class engaged themselves in religious activities be- 
came Brahmanas during the early period. Some other became 
Krjatriyas in course of time. 

The Descendants of the Ancient KhaSas in Western Nepal 

As noted earlier, the KhaSas had reached Western Nepal 
around the fifth century. The KhaSa influx into this country 
continued even in the subsequent centuries. It appears that 
the hills and valleys of the Karnali region were occupied by 
them even before the establishment of the  hah ha Kingdom in 
the twelfth century. The   ha bas dominated the society and 
politics of Western Nepal during the early medieval period. 

It has been mentioned above that the Pahadi caste groups 
of Western Nepal are the admixture of the KhaSas and Indo- 
Aryan people, and the greater degree of admixture was due to 
the ~ h a i a  stock. This assumption is being examined at length 
here on the following grounds.16 



1. As noted previously, the KhaSas of the priest class 
who were engaged in religious activities and studies became 
Brshmapas during the early period. Some others became 
Kvatriyas in course of time. According to Maltdbhdrata 
(8:44:45,46,47; 8:45:6,7) the Ba hikas (the KhaSas) had adopted 
the Hindu caste system by the time of the composition of this 
work (1,000 B. C.-300 B. C.). 

2. The ~ h a i a  language has been the mother tongue of 
the Pahidi caste groups for the ages. 

3. The family surnames of the PahaQi caste groups, es- 
pecially of Briihmanas and Chhetris of Nepal seem to have 
been derived from the religious and govermental titles in the 
court of the Khaha Kingdom or from the names of the villa- 
ges of the Karnali region and Kumaon. Many of such titles 
(App. D) are not found among the Brihma~as and K~atriyas 
of Indian plains. 

4. Unlike the Hindus of Indian plains, the PahAQi castes 
have no vaihya caste. It seems that the ~ h a i a s  aspired to be 
the Brihamapas, Thakuris or Chhetris as the vaibyas were 
not considered superior to them. 

5. In the PahaQi Brahmana society widow and intercaste 
marriage is traditionally recognised. Such customs are absent 
in the Brahma~a society of the Indian plains. 

6. The Matwali-Chhetris of Far-Western Nepalese hills 
are considered to be the pure remnants of the ancient Khasas. 
They and the people of the Pahadl caste groups have some r e  
markable similarities. 

(a) Matwiili-Chhetrrs and the people of the Pahiid1 caste 
groups have similar features-narrow faces, long, prominent 
noses and deep, set eyes. 

(b) Both speak the KhaI;a language as their mother to- 
ngue. 

(c) Both of them have the same family deity, Mapto, 
which is worshipped by sacrificing animals like goat and sheep. 
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But the rituals of the Brahmanas of Indian plains are 
predominantly non-sacrificial. 

(d) The Matwall-Chhetrls or the Pabai-Khaias have the 
family surnames identical with the Tagadhari-Chhetris. They 
are Airi, Basnet, BhandBrl, Bohara, Budha, Mahatara, Raut, 
RAul, ThApB Budhathapa and BuQhathokr. Some of them like 
Bohara and Bhandiiri are also identical with the Pahidi 
Brahmapas. 

7. Pahadi Brahmanas and Thakurrs claim that their ance- 
stors had fled from the Indian plains to this mountainous 
region during the Muslim oppression in India at  the late 
medieval period. But no source confirms their claim. 
Moreover, it is a well known fact that there was the existence 
of Brihmanas, and Thakurls (Palas and Mallas) even before 
the first Muslim invasion of India. 

8. In chapter 11, it will be mentioned that many of the 
BBisT Thakurl chiefs were the descendants of the KhaSa-Malla 
rulers of Sinja. According to Dor Bahadur Bista: 

Thakuris are the aristocracy among the Chhetris and 
as such have the highest social, political and ritual 
status. If the average ambitious Khas, and later on 
Magars aspired to be Chhetris, the most powerful 
ones became Thekuris during the medieval period. So 
at  present Thakuri is a generic term describing a 
group that developed into the the highest social and 
political order out of the select people from among 
the Khas, Magar and probably a few Rajput 
immigrants from India.16. 

9. Kumaon and Western Nepal have close cultural 
affinities. The Khaias had entered Western Nepal from 
Kumaon. On the anthropological study of the Kumaon hills, 
Ram P. Srivastava writes: 

At some points in their history, the Khasiyas them- 
selves split into Brahmana and Rajput divisions. 
However, the immigrants considered themselves to be 
the 'real' Brahmanas and Rajputs, whereas the 



Khasiyas pitted their own Brahrnana and Rajput 
divisions against the former for status equivalance.l7 

Atkinson recorded about 250 septs of KhaSiya Brihmagas and 
about 280 septs of Khaiiya Rajputs in Kumaon. 18 

10. A practice of upgrading the Khaia to that of the 
Tigildh Arl-Chhetrl caste is found recorded in a document of 
late sixteenth century issued by a Kalyal King, Gaganiraja 
of Jumla.l@ This practice is common in Far-Western Nepal 
even at present where a Brahmapa priest can confer the 
sacred thread on the KhaSas who aspires to be prom~ted.  

Therefore, it bacomes clear that msny of the KhaSas 
converted themselves into Brahmznas, Thakuris or Chhetrls. 
The Pahidi caste groups of Western Nepal owe largely their 
origin to the Khaia stock. The Brahmana and the Rajput 
immigrants from the plains of India, who preceded or followed 
the KhaSas to come to this country, have been assimilated in 
equal status of the Pahadl caste hierarchy. Western Nepal 
was largely inhabited by the Mongoloid people-Guru ngs and 
Magars-before the Khasa influx. The Khasas were the people 
who set the stage for the eventual Pahadl caste domination of 
the country. 

Nigarija : a Khrh Chief 
It will be discussed in the chapter I1 that Niigaraja 

founded the KhaSa Kingdom in Western Nepal around the 
beginning of the twelfth century. Tibetan chronicles insert 
the name of Nigarija in the lineage of the 1De family descended 
from the kings of Lhasa. They mention Nigaraja and his 
successors as the kings of Western Tibet.20 The Dullu pillar 
inscription also states that Nigariija had come from Khiripr- 
adesh of Tibet (App. B-27). Thus it may be argued that 
NBgaraja was a Tibetan by origin. But to me this proposition 
does not appear convincing. 

Although the Tibetan chronicles insert the name of 
Nagar'ja in the lineage of ruling IDe family of Lhasa, however 
they denote a change in succession. G. Tucci writes: 
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After aBar lde PT says: "Then in succession bKrasislde, 
Lha lde, Nagadeva (Niigaraja) became generally (pall 
c'er) master of mNaris": after aBha lde GR states: then 
in succession bKrasis Ide, Bha re, Naga Ide became 
master of Guge, Purang, Mar, yul etc". as to show that 
there was a change.21 

The Sahskritised name Niigadeva itself denotes the 
change in succession. If Nagadeva were of the Tibetan origin, 
his name would not have been Sanskritised. Nagaraja and 
his successors would not have spoken the Khasa language. 
The 'illa' suffix or 'challa' title which are associated with the 
names of Nigargja's successors like Chapilla and Krachalla 
are not of the Tibetan origin. Names like Sahilla and Chavilla 
which have 'illa' suffix occur in the contemporary records of 
Kashmir.2" 

To state Aiokachalla, a successor of Nagarikja, 'sprung 
from the family of Gauda' (App. B-2) seems to be incorrect 
because Asokachalla of Western Nepal could not be the 
descendant of f~mily  of Gauda (Far-Western India). Other 
sources too do not confirm this claim. However, it can be 
argued that his mother might have been the daughter of the 
reputed PBla family of Gauda. The K~atriyas of 1ndo-Aryan 
origin have claimed that they are the descendants of Syrya, 
Chandra, Agni or Prahlada but Nagargja and his successors do 
not claim as such. Then, undisputably Nggaraja must be a 
chiefof the Khaia tribe. On the contemporary history of 
Kumaon, K. P. Nautiyal writes: 

The folk-lore and tradition show that the Katyris 
were a small Khaia tribe, flourishing in the valley of 
Alakananda.. . The Khasas played an interesting role 
in the history of the entire hill region of northern 
India. Many independent dynasties ruling in the 
early medieval period in these parts of India seemed 
to have offshooted from the Khasa stock. And it 
seems very likely that the Katyris also, as an extension 
of the KhaSa tribe, proved to be the first historical 
dynasty of Kumaon.aa 



The KatBrY rule was established in Kumaon sometime 
around the last quarter of the seventh century and it lasted up 
to the end of the tenth century. At the beginning of the 
eleventh century, the Chand Rajputs from the plains of 
India came and established their rule in Kumaon.24 But the 
Chand rulers and local KhaSa chiefs were not in good terms. 
This also contributed to the wide diffusion of the KhaSas of 
Kumaon. 

After the assassination of Lang Darma in B42, Tibet fell 
into a great disorder. It led to a schism in the royal lineage of 
Lhasa which caused the disintegration of the Tibetan Kingdom. 
On the history of Tibet, Tsepon Shakabpa writes : 

The dates 842 and 1247 therefore marked the period 
of decentralised control in central Tibet, during which 
time the country consisted of many s~nall hegemonies, 
which were constantly warring against, or allying 
with each other as conditions warranted.th 

Probably, due to this disturbance in Tibet, the Khaias of 
Kumaon and adjacent areas found themselves at ease to move 
towards Western Tibet. The Khaias who reached Tibet, 
adopted Buddhism and their names and habits were also 
Tibetanised. The KhaBa chieftains emerged as the sovereigns 
of South-Westem Tibet. Their adoption of Buddhism enabled 
them to have setimental attachment with their Tibetan subjects. 
Tibetan chronicles notice that NBgarBja'e and Devariija were 
the two brothers who had been Buddhist monks.27 

After the establishment of their hold in South-Westem 
Tibet, the Khasas, under the leadership of Nagarrija, went 
Jumla and established the Khasa Kingdom in Western Nepal. 

The Dullu pillar inscription states that Pilas who were 
the feudatories of the KhaSa Kingdom were the members of the 
Adityavamsa, but it does not offer any information about the 
dynasty of the ruling kings (App. B-27). Prithvimalla, in this 
inscription, does not say anything abount the origin of the 
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Nagarija dynasty. Probably, he did not address his maternal 
predecessors's as the Khasas because the Khasas were con- 
sidered outcaste people since the ages. 

Saha~apa la  himself boasts of being 'the lamp of Ksatriya 
kula' but he does not mention his master ASokachalla as a 
Ksatriyas. In the plains of India where the Khasas were 
looked upon as  outcastes and barbarians, Sahagapala and 
Puru~ottamasirfiha did not address their master directly as a 
KhaSa, though an indirect reference is made to Aiokachalla as 
a Khasa king that he was the great ruler of the KlzaSadcs'a.'g 

The Godala Riija VamSdl7ali written during the time of 
Jayasthitimalla (1380-1395) apparently authenticates that 
Nigarija and his successors were the KhaSas. It states that 
Jayatari (JitBri), Asokachalla's son, was the king of the 
KhaSas. Moreover, this chronicle clearly mentions that 
Ripumalla and Adityamalla were the Khasa kings.30 

With their family name 'malla', some historians have 
tried to establish blood relationship between the Khasiya 
Mallas of the thirteenth century and the Mallas of Mallapuri 
conquered by the Lichchhavi king Manadeva of Nepal of the 
fifth century, and with the Mallas of MallabhUmi (Kusinagar 
and Pavi) of the sixth century B.C.31 But their versions 
cannot be accepted because the Dullu pillar inscription clearly 
mentions that Asokachalla's son Jitarimalla and Jayapala's so11 
Punyamalla took the Malla title. (App. B-27). 
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POLITICAL HISTORY 

CHAPTER TWO 

Foundation of the Khaba Kingdom 

The stone pillar inscription of Dullu has great importance 
on the political history of the early medieval Western Nepal. 
I t  gives the genealogy of the Pala and the KhaSa rulers. The 
Piilas were, probably, the rulers of the Karnali region before 
the KhaSa Kingdom came into existence. The KhaSas founded 
their rule in South-Western Tibet and subsequently they came 
and conquered Western Nepal under the leadership of Nagariija 
This inscription states, "Nagarija who lived at  ~ h i r i ~ r a d e d a  
came to (Sinja) and became Ja'vejvara. He established order 
in Se~japuri ." (App-27, verse 12). Khiripradesa was an old 
name of Ngari sKorsum of Western Tibet and its headquarter 
was Ta klakhiir. Yogi Naraharinath points out that Jci,*es'llara 
literally means Jumleivara, the ruler of Jumla.1 A copper plate 
grant of SudarSana SBhi dated 1745 mentions that the kingdom 
of Jumla was known as  JiryeJr.aradeja.2 There is also a river 
flowing in the valley of Jumla which is called Javanedi. Thus 
it becomes clear that NBgariija came from Khiripradega of 
South-Western Tibet to Jumla, founded the KhaSa Kingdom 
in Western Nepal and made Sinja its capital, The ruins of 
Sinja royal palace are still to be seen on a small hillock near 
HltsifijA village of Jumla district. 

No evidence states the time when Nagaraja founded the 
Khaba Kingdom in Western Nepal. This is a matter of mere 
conjecture. The first evidence of the Khasa Kingdom found 
so far is the copper plate grant of BaleSvara temple granted by 
king Kriichalla according to which the year of enthronement 
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of Krichalla was 1207 (App. B-1). Krichalla was the fifth 
successor of Nsgaraja. Therefore, P.R. Sharma writes that 
giving an average of twenty years rule to each of the five kings 
before Krachalla, the establishment of the KhaSa Kingdom by 
Niigariija would have taken place around the beginning of the 
twelfth century.3 

Territory and Boundary of the Khaba Kingdom 

In the Bodh Gaya inscription, Abokchalla is said to have 
been the king of thc kings of the ~ h a i a  country of Sapiidalak~a 
mountains (App. B-4). The term Sapidalak~a means : 

Sapadalaksa is an old name of the Sivalik hills, and 
the name literally 'one and a half quarter lakh' must 
have given them from the number of hills in the 
range. The Sanskrit name may have got corrupt into 
Prakrit Savalakha, and thence into Sivalik.4 

King Purusottamasihha of Kamidesa (Kumaon) regarded 
AGokachalla as the crest jewel of the kings of the Sapiidalak~a 
mountains.5 Therefore, it can be conjectured that Sivalik 
mountain range from the Gapdaki to Sutlej was within the 
jurisdiction of the KhaSa Kingdom. 

The Khasa rulers had invaded the Nepal Valley several 
times.8 They hrd issued orders ensuring the security of the 
TaghwaT monastry of Atharasayakhola, north of Gorkha 
(App. B-17, 18). Hence, the territory of the Khasa Kingdom 
seems to have been extended up  to the TrisOli Gapdaki river 
in the east. 

King Krachalla, the fifth successor of Nagaraja, establi- 
shed the KhaSa suzerainty over Kumaon in the year of 1223. 
(App. B-1). His son Asokachalla further proceeded towards 
west and conquered Garhwal (App. B-2, 5). As a vassal king 
of the Khasa Kingdom, king Puru~ottamsirfiha of Kumaon 
sought consent of Asokachalla to offer worship in Gays.? 
Thus in the west Kumaon and Garhwal were under the 
suzerainty of the KhaSa Kingdom. However, it is uncertain 



whether the Khasa rulers after Asokachalla continued their 
hold upon the territory of Kumaon and Garhwal. 

The chronicles of Western Tibet state that the Khasiya 
Mallas succeeded at  a certain time to the ruling 1De family 
of Lhasa and began to rule over South-Western Tibet that 
is Ngari sKorsum of today! 

Ngari was subdivided into three smaller districts- 
Guge, Gangri and Purang. Guge was the largest of 
the three, and contains the well known towns of 
Tholing and Tsaparang. Gangri (Kailasa) is the 
country around the holy lakes (Manasarovara and 
Raksasa) and Purang is the upper valley of the Gogra 
or  Karnali rivar.9 

G.  Tucci, after a long discussion, reaches the following ' 
conclusion : 

In the end of the 12th century some tribes, certainly 
Khas, invaded respectively the kingdom of Purang 
and that of Guge (and probably also Ladakh) ......... 
In the 13th century Purang and Guge and western 
Nepal were united and thus marked the climax of the 
power of Mallas.10 

The renowned SuvargabhBmi, Mount KailiSa (the abode 
of Siva) and the holy lake Manasarovara were within the 
domain of the KhaSa Kingdom. In the south the Khasa 
Kingdom seems to be extended up to the outer Tarai, south of 
the Sivilik mountain range. Two inscriptions of Ripumalla 
are found in Lumbini and Kapilvastu (App. B-1 1, 13). Thus, 
the KhaSa Kingdom, in its heyday, comprised Western Nepal, 
South-Western Tibet, and Kumaon and Garhwal. Spatially, 
it was situated, approximately, within the area between 78" east 
to 85."30' east and 27."45' north to 31' north. 

The Palas 

The Pblas and the KhaSa rulers appear together in the 
Dullu pillar inscription. This inscription mentions the Palas also 
in the capacity of kings. Eighteen names of the PBlas followed 
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by the names of Punyamalla and Srimalla are inscribed in the 
inscription. They are known as the successors of xdityavam~a. 
The genealogy is as follows : 

Adityava~fiSa. Adipda, Amarplla, Jayapala I, 
VijayapPla, Virapiila, Vikramapiila, srip&la, 
D hirapala, Somapila, SO ryapila, Samundrapale, 
Sukhapala, Vig (r) ahapala, Mahipila (Varapiila, 
Gajapila), Viivapala, Jlvapala, Saralapala, 
Jayapala 11, ~ u " ~ a m a l l a - ~ a k u n a m l l a  (queen of 
Punyarnalla) ~r lmal la  (first son of Punyarnalla and 
~akunami l i )  

No other evidence except the DulIu pitIar inscription 
mentions the Piilzs of the Karnali region as  the ruling kings. 
Prithvimalla, who erected this inscription, regards the Palas in 
the capacity of kings because they were his ancestors from his 
father's line. 

The PaIas of the KarnaIi region might have ruIed over 
this area before the establishment of the Khaia Kingdom. 
When the Khaias, under the leadership of NPgaraja, estab- 
lished their hold over this region, the Palas accepted the 
supremacy of the KhaSa rulers and their position was reduced 
to that of feduatories. According to the line of succession 
SOryapila seems to be the contemporary of Nagariija. 

The Pilas as the predecessors of the Khaba rulers 
possessed skill and experience in the matter of state affairs. 
They used to help the Khaia rulers to run the state adminis- 
tration. Sahanap'ila was a Bka'ndifga'rika (treasurer) in the 
court of Asokachalla. (App. B-4). In the same way, the 
Palas might have been employed as  district administrators in 
some imporant pl~.ces such as Goha, Jhurhkar, Gela and 
Palpi. In the Dullu pillar inscription also Goha and JhuIfikar 
are mentioned a s  \ 9 i ~ a ~ a s  (districts). (App. B-27, verses 5-7). 

As stated earlier, the KhaSa Kingdom in its heyday was 
extended from the west of Nepal valley to the east of Kashmir 



and from the south of Brahmaputra to the north of Ganges. 
The places such as Geli, Goha (Guthichaur) and Jhumkhr 
(Tibrikot) which are suggested as the seats of the PBIa 
Kingdom11 are situated within one or two days journey from 
Sifijl. Tibrikot and Guthlchaur are in the east of Siiija while 
Gela lies to the south-west. It is quite impossible to be the 
separate entity of the Pala Kingdom in the vicinity of Sifija 
when the KhaSa power was an unparalleled force of the area 
mentioned above. Similarly, it will be unreasonable to identify 
Purang as the kingdom of the Pdas and Guge as the kingdom 
of the KhaSas. lYhere was no existence of the Pala Kingdom 
in this region during the days of the Khaia rule. The Palas 
were feudatories of the KhaSa Kingdom. 

Nagariija's Successors 

On the north face of the Dullu pillar inscription, the 
genealogy of Nagariija dynasty is inscribed. Tibetan chronicles 
also mention the KhaSa rulers as the kings of Western Tibet. 
According to the Dullu pillar inscription the genealegy of 
Nagaraja dynasty is as follows. 

Nigarija (around the beginning of twelfth century) 

Chapa 
Chipilla 
KraSichalla 
Kradhichalla 
Krachalla (1 207-23) 
Asokachalla (1 255-78) 

~ k ~ i ~ a m a l l a  (1 280) ~dityarnalla Ripumalla ( 1  3 12-1 3) 
(1 321 -28) 

Kal yapamalla 
I 

Sarhgramamalla 
I 
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The Dullu pillar inscription states Adityamalla's son 
Kalyk~amalla and grandson Pratiparballa as the ruling kings 
but no other evidence is available to support this statement. 
Therefore. question arises in regard to the succession after 
Adityamalla. If we accept the authenticity of the chronicle 
of Taghwai monastry, this problem can be solved with its help 
as described below.13 

Adityamalla 
I 

son, son in iaw 
Ka l~2~arna l l a  (died before Pupyamalla (married ~ a k u n a m l l a  

I coronation) and succeeded her 
PratHpamalla (became a monk) father, Adityamalla) 

The family of Punyamalla, according to the Dullu pillar 
inscription and other sources, is as follows : 

I 
I I I 

Srimalla Chandramila Prithvimalla (1 338-58) 
(first son) (daughter) (Dharmamalii and Drpamila 

were the queens of 
Prithvrmalla). 

Saryamalla (1 367) 
Abhayamall (1 376-91) 

The chronicles of Tibet give some important information 
about the Nigaraja dynasty.14 The name of Nsgarija mention- 
ed by the Tibetan chronicles is Nigadeva. They also refer to the 
change in succession after Pratapamalla. The following table 
shows almost complete agreement between the genealogies 
given by the Dullu pillar inscription and Tibetan chronicles : 

Dullu pillar inscription Tibetan chronicles 
NBgaraja 
Chdpa 
Chspilla 
Kr&Sichalla 

Nagadeva 

bTsan p'yug Ide 
bKra sis Ide 



Kridhichalla 
Kr  Ac halla 
Aso kac halla 
Jitsrimalla 
Anandamalle 
Ripumalla 
Sarhgramamalla 
Adityamalla, son of 

Jitariinalla 
Kalyinamalla 
Pratipamalla 
Punyamalla of another 

family 
Pr ithvimalla 

Grags btsan Ide 
Grags pa Ide 
A so ga, A so Ide 

aDsin dar smal, d i d a r  smal 
Anan, Anan ta smal 
Reu, Riu smal 
Sangha smal 
A jid smal 

Kalan smal 
Par tab smal 
Punya rmal (bSod nams) of 

the family of Purangls 
Pra ti rmal 

According to the Dullu pillar inscription Nigarija had 
come from Kharipradeka of Tibet. But some Tibetan chronicles 
state that bTsan p'yug Ide (Chapilla) went to Yatse (Sifija) and 
became its king. Whosoever might have been the person to 
come to SiAja, all the sources are unanimous in one point that 
someone among the earlier Khasa kings had come from Tibet. 
But the Dullu pillar inscription is more authentic than the 
other sources. Therefore, it has been already mentioned 
above that Nigarija was the founder of the KhaSa Kingdom 
of which Sinja was the capital. 

King Nigaraja was the great conqueror and reformer. 
He not only founded the Khasa Kingdom in Western Nepal 
but also made many reforms in his kingdom. If the Buddha 
image inscription of Barahat (Garhwal) is that of Nagaraja, 
he must have conquered Kunlaon and Garhwal also. 

After Nigaraja, according to the Dullu pillar inscription 
and Tibetan chronicles, Chapa, Chapilla, KrASichalla and 
Kradhichalla became kings in succession. But we have no 
source to throw light on their reigns. The source cited above 
give only their names and order of succession. The king who 
bears great importance after Nagaraja, is Krichalla, son of 
Kradhichalla. 
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Kumaon Invasion of Kriichal la 

A confirmation of deed of Krichalla is inscribed on the 
reverse of the copper plate grant made by the Katari king 
Desatadeva to the BAleSvara of Kumaon.17 This inscription 
of Krlchalla was inscribed in the Sake era 1 145 (1 223 A.D.). 
At that time the capital of the kingdom of Krichalla was 'in 
the prosperous city' near Dullu. 

According to the Baleivara temple inscription (App. B- 1), 
Krschalla had invaded and subjugated Kumaon in 1223. This 
took place in the sixteenth year of his enthronement. There- 
fore, it seems that Krachalla had become the king in (1223-16) 
1207. The chronological history of the Khasa Kingdom begins 
from that date. 

Eight names of Mindalikas (governors) and two names of 
Riuttardjas are also inscribed in his Balesvara temple inscrip- 
tion. They had accompained the king during his invasion of 
Kumaon. They were : ~ r i  Yahada Deva MA~dalika, Sri 
Chandra Deva Mapdalika, Sri Hari Riuttarija, ~ r i  Aniliditya 
RButtarBja, ~ r i  Vinaya Chandra MApdalika, ~ r i  Vidya Chandra 
Magdalika, ~ r i  Jaya Sirhha MAgdalika, Sri Jihala Deva 
Maqdnlika, ~ r i  Vallala Deva ManQalika and Sri Musi Deva 
Mindalika. 

In those days, the Ma'gdalikas had occupied high position. 
In this incription Mdndalkias and Rdnttariias are mentioned as 
friends and ministers of the king. It appears that Krichalla 
adopted 'divide and rule' policy to administer Kumaon. Some 
local chiefs were made Mdndalikas to gain their favour. 
Atkinson writes : 

The names of the Miodalikas or local chiefs contain 
those of two Rawat RBjas evidently of the same clan 
as the chief of Domkot, and the names Jihala and 
Jaya may be compared with the names of Khasiyi 
Rajis Jahala and Jaya. It is worthy of note that three 
of the Ma~dalikas have the tribal affix Chandra, the 
same as that borne by Son1 Chand's family.lA 



With the advent of the subjucation of Kumaon there took 
place a fierce battle and the casualties might have been many 
as the inscription states, "...the prosperous Krichalla Deva... 
has crushed the whole circle of his enemies with his arms, and 
having destroyed the kings of the demolished city of Kartipura, 
(Karttikeyapura-Kumaon) and established our right therein." 
(App. B-1). As mentioned above, many of the local chiefs 
accepted the suzerainty of the Khasa Kingdom and the others 
who did not were destroyed by Krachalla. 

But after the conquest Krichalla showed tolerance in 
religious matter. Although he himself was a Buddhist king, 
he offered worship to Ekrudra Balesvara, the Hindu god, and 
donated a larga area of land with mines, valleys, and jungles, 
together with its products. In this way, Kriichalla showed 
deep respect to the feeling of his Hindu subjects of the newly 
acquired territory of Kumaon. 

Conquests of A$okachalla 

Asokachalla succeeded his father Krikhalla. The inscrip- 
tions relating to him are found not only in Western Nepal but 
in Garhwal, Gaya and Bodh Gaya also, and confined to the 
dates between 1255 and 1278. (App. B 2-6). Therefore, it 
appears that he ruled over the country for more than twenty- 
three years. 

The reign of Asokachalla marks the climax in the history 
of the Khasa Kingdom. The trident inscriptions of Gopesvara 
(Garhwal) and Barahat (Tehri Garhwal) mention him as a 
great conqueror. If his father Krachalla had conquered 
Kartripura (Kumaon), he would have further proceeded 
towards west and occupied Garhwal and Tehri Garhwal. His 
army known as ' .sar~~~irnini~*rShinl" was one of the best 
forces of that time. King Purusottamasiaha of Kumaon in his 
Gaya inscription writes that Asokachalla was a renowned and 
illustrious ruler, and was the crest jewel of the kings of 
Sapadalakga mountains.lQ 
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The trident inscription of GopeSvara points out that as 
Vikrsmiditya ruled over Vetalas, so did Aiokachalla over 
Danavabhlitala. DanavabhQtala might have been referred to 
the country of Western Tibet,ro which was under the suzerainty 
of the KhaSa Kingdom. Some chronicles of Tibet mention, 
"His son, A so Ide (A+okachalla), bought those 44 towns 
which had at an earlier time been offered to Rdo-rje-gdan 
(Vajrasana) by Mya-nan-med (Asoka Maurya). At that time 
they belonged to the Sog-pos (Mongols), and he established a 
religious brotherhood, which was sustained by their taxes." 

(App. A). These 44 towns or villages might have been the 
territory of Lzdakh, lying to the north of Kumaon. 

The sarvagirninivdtinl (an encompassing force) of 
ASokachalla brought the Gandaki region under the control of 
the Khasa Kingdom. It was due to that control, Jitirrimalla, 
son of ASokachalla, could easily invade the valley of 
Nepal for the first time in 1288. It appears that the tribal 
chieftains of the Gandaki region were compelled to pay 
tri b ute to the KhaSa Kingdom during ASokac halla's rule. 

Thus Asokachalla expanded his kingdom into a trans- 
Himalayan empire in this mountainous region. His empire 
comprised Guge, Purang and Gangri (Kailasa) in the north, 
Tarai in the south, Kumaon and Garhwal in the west and the 
Gandaki region in the east. Generally, we cannot find the 
existence of a big kingdom in the mountainous region during 
the medieval period but it was due to their valour and bravery 
that Asokachalla and his followers expanded their kingdom 
into an empire conquering the rugged and ferocious barriers 
of nature. 

Aiokachalla was known not only as a great conqueror 
but was also renowned for his broad religious policy. He is 
especially remembered as a kind and tolerant king in the 
pillar inscription of Dullu (App. B-27). Although he was a 
devout follower of Buddhism, a faith based on non-voilence, 
he always kept his army strong and effective. 



As the Gandaki region was occupied, the waves of the 
Khasa- Aryan people came and settled there and their language 
and culture expanded rapidly throughout Western Nepal by 
the time of Asokachalla. The king promoted various aspects 
of Nepalese Pahirdr society and culture. The first written 
document of Nepali language (Sifijalf briinch of the Khasa 
language) available so far belo~igs to his period (App. B-6). 

It will be discussed later that the famous Kafikrevhira of 
Surkhet, a large and beautif111 Buddhist monument of the 
Karnali region, was probably made in the heyday of the 
KhaSa Kingdom, that is during the reign of Asokachalla. 

Dispute on the Succession after Jitirimalla 

Jitarimalla was the elder son and successor of Asoka- 
chlla. He was the first Lhasa ruler who adopted the Malla 
title. The KhaSa people under the leadership of their king, 
Jitsrimalla, stormed the valley of Nepal to invade for the first 
time in 1288. If the small inscription of PadukBsthBn, Dullu, 
dated 1299 is of Jitarimalla, the span of his reign seems at 
least 1 1 years. (App. B-10). 

Jitarimalla had two sons-Aksyamalla and Adityamalla. 
But there is controversy as to the immediate successor of 
Jitirimalla. At the same time Jitari's nephew Ripumalla 
(Anandamalla's son) appears to have enjoyed royal titles. 

Aksayamalla was the rightful successor of his father's 
throne. But no source speaks of his enthronement. Tibetan 
chronicles also do not mention his name in the list of the KhaSa 
rulers. He might have died before being crowned or some 
other incidents might have occurred which prevented him from 
succeeding his father. On the other hand, a chronicle of Tibet 
writes, "Hdzindar-rmal's son (Jitiirimalla's son), A-hdzin-rmal 
(Adityamalla), first became a monk at Saskya (Shlkya monas- 
tery of Western Tibet); (then) he became king again." (App. 
A). It is to be noted as to why Adityamalla went to Shlkya 
monastery to be a monk. It may be the rise of Ripumalla 
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who ultimately captured the throne of the Khasa Kingdom, 
and Adityamalla fled to Tibet. 

Ripumalla appears for only two years (1 3 12-1 3 13) with 
the status of a sovereign king. Hence nothing is known about 
Ripumalla and his son SarhgrZimamalla. It appears that 
Adityamalla returned from the Shhkya monastery at  sometime 
between 13 13-1 3 16 and established his hold over the throne of 
Sinji (App. B 12, 15). 

A Change in the Line of Succession 
Adityiimalla, as  known from the Gopila Rlija VamSivali, 

was ruling until 1328. Probably, he died immediately after 
his return from the invasion of Nepal valley because an 
inscription of his successor king Punyamalla, dated 1328 is 
available (App. B- 1 8). 

According to the stone pillar inscription of Dullu, 
Adityamalla's grandson Pratapamalla left no issue to succeed 
him. This put a n  end to the line of Nagarija. Then, Punya- 
malla, a descendant of the Palas, became the ruler of the 
KhaSa Kingdom. Before his succession to the throne of 
Sinja, he was a vzssal chief liking in GelB.21 The Dullu pillar 
inscription states nothing as to how Punyamalla got the throne 
of the Khasa Kingdom. According to a Tibetan chronicle, 
a relative of the last king (Par-tab smal) of the Nagaraja 
dynasty named So-nam de (bSod-nan~s Ide) accepted an 
invitation to become the king and under the title of Pun-ma1 
held the government of Purang.22 Most of the chronicles of 
Tibet brought to light by G. Tucci also agree with this 
statement.23 However, it seems that Punyamalla did not 
succeed Pratipamalla, he succeeded Xdityamalla. As ment i- 
oned earlier, Adityamalla was ruling up to the fullmoon day 
of Chaitra 448 Nepal era (April, 1328 A.D.).*4 A copper 
plate inscription mention that Punyamalla had become the 
king before the month of Baisikha (April-May) of the same 
year. (App. B-18). There is no inscription of Kalylpamalla 
and Pratapamalla available. 



The chronicle of Taghwai monastery (though its autht- 
nticity has yet to be proved) states that king Adityamalla had 
one son (Kaly pamalla) and a d~ughter  (Sdkunamili). Kalyg- 
allamalla's son Pratiiparnalla was a bachelor. When AdityarnaI~a 
died, Pratipamalla did not ascend the throne. At his request, 
Pugyamalla, the husband of ~akun~ .ma la ,  was proclaimed the 
king. Thereafter, Pratapamalla became a rnonk.26 P. R. 
Sharma writes : 

It is possible to regard following Mr. Balakrishna 
Pokharel that thc right to inherit the throne as well 
as the Malla title came to Pu~yamalla by virlue of his 
marrying the daughter of the sons of Nagaraja's 
house. I know from the instance of the Matwali 
Chhetris of the Choudhabisakhola (Jumla) that this 
practice known as 'gharhllne' prevails even today in 
which a sonless father brings in his son-in-law to stay 
in his house.26 

Such a custom, like the one just mentioned above, known 
as dolajiprathd was in vogue in the Nepal valley during the 
medieval period in which a sonless father gives his d~ughte r  in 
marriage and his son-in-law receives his gotra (family name) 
as well as the right to inherit him37 If viewed in the light of this 
custom, Punyamalla, who married ~akunamala,  the daughter 
of Adityamalla, got the right to inherit the throne of Aditya- 
malla as well as to adopt the Mall3 title. 

Pur~yamalla was succeeded by his son Prithvlmalla 
around the beginning of the year of 1338. The durationof 
Pupyamalla's rule seems of about nine years (App. B-18-21). 
The KhaGas once again invaded the Nepal valley in the winter 
of 1334 during the reign of Pupyamalla. It has been claimed 
that Puyyamalla had conquered several countries such as  
Kohgkana, Karnata, La!a, Murala, Kerala, Dahala, Afiga, 
Banga, Kalihga, Mithila, Malava, Nepala, Gurjara, 
Jilandhara and Andhra (App. B 20). However, his claim, 
excepting the conquest of Nepal in 1334, lacks substantial 
evidence. 
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O n  the Kbasiyiis' Invasions of the Nepal Valley 

As mentioned earlier, the Gandaki region was subjugated 
by Khabas by the time of Aiokachalla. This helped his 
successors in making continuous efforts to get control of the 
kingdom of the Nepal valley. Jitarimalla, the son and successor 
of Aiokachalla, was the first KhaSa ruler who invaded the 
valley for the first time in 1288. According to the Gopila 
Rija Vamjdvali, the KhaSas had invaded the valley of Nepal 
several times as follows : 

1. Jitiirimalla's first invasion-NS 408 Pausa (1 288 A. D.). 
2. Jitarimalla's second invasion-NS 409 Phalguna (1 289 

A.D.). 
3. Jithrimalla's third invasion-NS 41 0 Phalguna (1 290 

A.D.). 
4. Ripumalla's visit-NS 433 PhBlguna (1 3 13 A.D.). 
5. KhaSa invasion during the time of Adi tyamal la-~s  

441 Chaitra (1321 A.D.). 
6. Adityamalla's second invasion-NS 488 Chaitra (1 328 

A.D.). 
7. Khaka invasion during the time of Punyama1la.NS 

454 Bhidra (1334 A.D.). 

Thus the KhaSas had entered the valley altogether seven 
times and among them six were the invasions. Ripumalla visited 
the valley in 131 3 on a pilgrimage. All the KhaSa invasions 
were carried during the winter except the last one. Puyyamalla's 
force entered the valley in the month of Bhldra (August- 
September) and returned home after six months in Phalguna 
(February-March). Most of the campaigns were led by the 
~ h a d a  rulers themselves. Therefore, it appears that the 
campaigns were taken by them seriously. 

In the east of the ~ h a i a  Kingdom, the valley of Nepal 
from the early period was a prosperous one due to its fertile 
land and interpot trade link with Tibet and India. It was not 
only well knownifor its prosperity but also renowned as a centre 



of pilgrimage, having the sacred shrines of Pasupatinatha, 
SvayarhbhOnPtha and Matsyandranatha. 

The story of the enormous wealth of the Nepal valley 
lured several invaders. As the people from the remote hills of 
the Karnali region came and settled in the fertile basins of the 
Gandaki region after the Khasa rulers' domination the Khas- 
Aryan people and their culture widely diffused throughout 
Western Nepal. Then the Khasa campaigned towards the 
heart of the Nepal valley by the time of Jitarimalla in 1288. 
On the invasions of Jitarimalla the author of the Gopa'la Rtija 
VarirS6vali writes : 

The Khasiyis came. For the first Rijii Jayatari 
entered in the month of Pausa of the year 408 NS. 
In SBmhe (Svayamhii area) 800 Khasiyas were killed 
and entire mass of our people took shelter in the 
forest. Then the Khasiyas Bed. Thereafter the people 
returned to their normal life in ,a happy mood.* 
The year came. On Phalguna Sukla13, Jayatari 
entered once again for the second time. He brunt 
several villages. He offered worship to Svayah- 
bfrnatha, Lokesvara and Paiupatinatha. Then 
happily he returned to his country. Samvat 4G9 NS.+ 
On 410 NS Phalguna ~ u k l a  Prapatipadl (February 
26th, 1290) Jitiri came and captured Nuwakot. He 
presented treasury to the temple of Bungma 
(Ratomatsyendranatha), entered Gva19 (Deopatan) by 
the western gate ..Then he brunt several villages. 
Remained encamping for one month in PBtan (but) 
the fort could not be opened.28 

From the above statement it seems that during the first 
invasion the year of 408 NS (1288 A.D.) a fierce battle had 
taken place between the Khasas and the forces of the Nepal 
valley in which eight hundred soldiers of the invaders were 
killed. The number of casualties on the side of the Nepal 
valley is not mentioned. However, it seems that the kingdom 
of the Nepal valley was defeated by the Khaias and its people 
took shelter in the forest. When the Khaias returned to their 
homeland, the people of the Nepal valley returned to their 
normal life. 
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After fourteen months of the first invasion, Ji t ir i  again 
invaded the Nepal valley. At that time the Khaia troops 
burnt several villages. Gopdla RGju Vam4avali does not mention 
anything regarding the resistance against the invading force. 
It mentions only the religious deeds performed by the king 
Jitirimalla in the Nepal valley. His third invasion took place 
in 1290, after one year of his second invasion. 

Though the ~ h a i a  invaders fired the city and looted 
the wealth of the people and the palace of the Nepal valley, 
they exhibited their spirit of religious toleration outside their 
domain also. Jitiri performed puja and offered presents to the 
deities of Hindus as  well as Buddhists in the vzlley. Ultimately 
Anantamalla, the then king of Nepal, would have been 
compelled to pay tribute to the KhaSa kingdom. 

But the KhaSa supremacy established by Jitirimzlla over 
the valley did not last for a long time. The Doyas from the 
Karnita Kingdom of Tirhut invaded the valley in 1300 and 
131 1 .*Q The Tirhut invasion of 1300 was carried on at the 
request of the king Anantamalla himself. 

King Anantamalla of Nepal died in 1308. After him 
Anandadeva ascended the throne. But some prominent 
courtiers like Jayaiaktideva, Vetanadeva and Meghachandr- 
adeva were against the new king. They did not hesitate even 
to seek help from the Doyas of Tirhut. The I?oyas were 
called for. They reached the valley in the month of Migha 
(January-February) 13 1 1 . They remained in the valley for 
more than a year. They fired the cities and temples, plund- 
ered the riches of the temples and imprisoried courtiers and 
Brihmaqas. But they could not establish their rule and 
returned home in 131 2. Nor could they dethrone the king 
Anandadeva.30 

In 1313 the Khasiyi RgjA Ripumalla visited the valley. 
King Anandadeva of Nepal was the supporter of the ~ h a i a  



ruler. As the Poyas were driven out and Anandadeva had 
consolidated the power, Ripumalla did not need to carry any 
operation against anyone. Therefore, the Gopdla Rdje 
VamSivali does not mention any hostility at  that time when 
Ripumalla was in the valley. I t  states that Ripumalla went to 
Bungma, offered treasury to Matsyendran~tha, propitiated the 
Bha!tiraka of Gvala (Pasupatinatha) and worshipped the 
Chaitya of Kintipur (Svayarhbhanatha); he performed 
ceremonies and returned home after eighteen days.81 He had 
visited Nepal not as an invader but as a pilgrim. At the same 
time, he enforced the ~ h a i a  supremacy over the Nepal 
valley. 

Until Rudramalla's emergence on the political horizon 
of Nepal, nobody appeared to challenge the Khaka supremacy 
over the valley. Tn 1320 Rudramalla crowned his relative 
Arimalla in Deopatan.32 Rudramalla was not satisfied with 
the king Anandadera. Therefore, he placed Arimalla on the 
throne and he himself became the de facto ruler. Ultimately, 
Anandadeva was forced to quit the crown. 

In 1321 the KhaSa king Adit~amalla sent his troops for 
an attack over the Nepal valley. Gopila Vamhfrali does not 
mention the name of the leader of the invading force. It 
mentions that on the second day of the bright moon of 
Chaitra, 441 NS the KhaSas came, fought and destroyed the 
fort of Rajabiisa of Tipura (Bhaktapur).a3 Their aim seems 
to eliminate the power of Rudramalla. So they attacked 
Bhaktapur which was the seat of Rudramalla's de facto rule. 
Ultimately, Rudramzlla might have agreed to pay tribute to 
the KhaQa Kingdom. That's why the KhaSa rulers did not feel 
necessary to attilck the valley during the lifetime of 
Rudramalla. 

Rudl-am~lla died in 1326 at the age of thirty. After the 
death of Rudramalla there wzs complete chaos in the 
political atmosphere of the valley. In such a condition the 
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KhaSa king Adityamalla once again raided the valley in 1328. 
According to the Gopila Rija Vamkivali, I d  ityamalla came 
on the seventh day of the bright moon of Philguna, 448 NS 
(1328 A.D.), fought and captured NuwPkot. After five days, 
his force captured Siikharkwith (Pharping), burnt several 
villages and surrounded the fort of Pulbahi (Lalitpur) for 
twenty two days but they could not destroy the fort. Then 
Adityamalla and his force entered Nepal in the full moon day 
of Chaitra 448 NS.94 The VamSivali preserved in the Kaiser 
library describes the result of this invasion in the following 
words: 

Then Adityamalla entered Nepal, extracted dayda 
(fine) from the people of Lalitagrima (Lalitpur) in 
the full moon day of Chaitra 448 NS. 

Thus, Adityamalla returned to his country after many 
days' loot and destruction of the Nepal valley. The KhaSas 
once again invaded the valley during the reign of Punyamalla. 
The Gopda Rdja Vamhivali writes: 

Thayitabha entered Lalitp-pur on the seventh day of  
the bright moon of Bhadra 454 (NS) (August- 
September, 1 334). Sak hupatiraj could not enter the 
city and was killed by the KhaSas. Other forty 
men were killed. The ~ h a k a s  returned on the first 
day of the dark moon of Phalguns! (February-March, 
1335) with booty. They brunt the village of 
Sank hu.35 

Thus the Kllala troops remained in the Nepal valley 
for about six months. It was the longest seize of the K haha 
in the valley. At that time, the ~ h a i a  troops might have 
involved themselves in the domestic querrel in the kingdom of 
Nepal. I t  was a time when Devaladevi, queen o f t h e  late 
king Harisimhadeva of Tirhut, was emerging as a dominating 
figure in the politics of Nepal. Probably, Devaladevi and 
her followers succeeded in persuading the Khaia troops to 
return, assuring them to pay tribute regularly. 



It appears that the KhaSa rulers were not motivated 
to annex the Nepal valley into their kingdom due to the incon- 
venience of transport, administrative and other difficultes. 
Besides, they always faced mass resentment in the valley. The 
people chose to take shelter in the forest rather than to accept 
the permanent control of the KhaSa invaders. On the other 
hand, the KhaSas had heard of the enormous wealth of the 
valley. Therefore, they always tried to maintain their supre- 
macy over the valley only to get the incomes derived from it. 
The KhaSiya operations were carried to make the valley their 
tributary. When the tribute was paid regularly the Khaia 
rulers left the valley undisturbed. But when their supremacy 
was violated they invaded the valley, fired the cities, plundered 
the riches and compelled the kingdom of Nepal valley to pay 
tributes. Therefore, it appears that during the early medieval 
period, the kingdom of Nepal valley remained a tributary of 
the KhaSa Kingdom for sometime. 

The Glorious Days of Prithvimalla's Rule 

Prithvimalla was the son and successor of Pagyanlalla. 
Pupyarnalla had two sons : the elder one was SrImalla and 
Prithvimalla was the younger. Probably, ~ r ima l l a  died before 
he was crowned and Prithvimalla succeeded his father. So far 
available inscriptions mention that Prithvimalla ruled over 
his country for more than twenty years (Ayp. B-21-30). 

The famous Dullu pillar inscription, which is known as 
Klrt istahbha also, was installed by Prlthvimalla in the Sike  
year of 1279 (1357 A.D.). Many other inscriptions of his time 
are found in the Karnali region. About one third of the 
inscriptions relating to the history of the KhaSa Kingdom were 
inscribed during the reign of Prithvlmalla. For the study of 
the history of the Khaia Kingdom, the Dullu pillar inscription 
of Prithvlmalla bears great importance. 

Prithvimalla had many capable personalities to assist him 
either in war front or in administration. Tibetan chronicles 
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also mention the name of his chief minister.36 His chief 
minister was YaPovarmi. DevavarmG and Jagatisirhha were 
other ministers.:' Yasovarmi is also known as the Mallivnan- 
daleS~ara from the inscription of Jayagarh village (App. B-25). 
His other prominent courtiers were : Jayasihha, Achhami 
RBula, Bhartiikoti Raula, Vrihaspati R i d % ,  Faityil RBula, 
Kunwar Bhar, Balal Chand, Abhu Bhandari, Kidi Thap%, 
Itsaku JO~ST, Sarfikardeva Bhapdiiri, Bichhu Bhandari and 
Kidi Sejuwal. (App. B 22-32). 

Many learned Brahmanas like Prasada Golhana Joisi and 
Devarija Joisi adorned his court. They received tax-exempt 
lands from the king. ~ ivadeva JoisI, Juthadev Joisi were also 
respected in his court. Likewise, the learned men and artisans 
like Bilasarasvati Sumati, Abhivijayasirhha and ~ivarijija. These 
persons had worked for the installation of the Kirtistambha 
(victory pillar) of Dullu. The Kirtistamhha states that all 
taxes were exempted to the BrShma[~as, B l ~ i k ~ u s  (monks), 
Dltarmabl~cSnakas (preachers and Sfitradlla'rakas (artisans). He 
gave treasury to the needy who approached him. He was 
constantly engaged in religious activities and it is said that he 
converted the age of Kali (iron age) into golden age.38 

During his time the Khaia Kingdom attained cultural 
and material prosperity. Commercial contacts with India and 
the mainland of Tibet were maintained. The main caravan 
route, connecting India and Tibet passed through Surkhet, 
Dullu, Sinja and Taklakhiir. Pri thvimalla had entrusted his 
minister Jagatisimha with the task of maintaining this road. 
Horse-drawn carriages might have been introduced. These 
DharmaicSlds (shelters) and NrSzrlis (water receptacles) were 
constructed along the roadsides for the convenience of the 
caravan carriers and pilgrims. Patharnauli of Dullu (Fig. 15) 
and shelter of Haudi are still to be found in use. A s~nall 
water receptacle having a small Stupa on its roof was constru- 
cted during the reign of Prithvimalla and the same known as 



Kuchivihar today, is yet to be seen in a village of Achhim 
(Fig. 14). 

SifijA and Dullu had been more prosperous cities during 
the time of Prithvimalla. According to a kanukpatra (gold 
plate) inscription of this king, the royal palace of Sinja was 
white washed and had four imposing dimensions. The varan- 
dahas of the palace were alluring with the songs of beautiful 
maidens and the palace and its environ was besmeared with 
the scent of numerous smelling flowers (App. B-26). Dullu 
was venerated as the most holy place having three ~a i ivanara  
sites in its surrounding. (App. B-30). 

Prithvimalla, probably, had faced many difficulties during 
the first phase of his rule. He might have fought many battles 
and suppressed many rebels. This is felt from the expression 
that his was the battlefield uproaring like that of Vetala 
(App. B-26). He compelled his adversaries to pay him tribute. 
He ruled his country with dexterity and gave instructions to 
his vassal kings, as he is said the teacher of the unbaptised 
kings (adiksita rijd diksi fiksd guru) (App. B-30). In an 
inscription. he is mentioned as great religious king (parama 
dhirmika) and an embodiment of wish-giving tree (parama 
kalpadruma'vatara) (App. B-23). 

To the Decline 
Prithvimalla was one of the great rulers of the Khasa 

Kingdom. It was in his time that the glory of the ~ h a i a  
Kingdom once again reached its climax. '.(he) had great dream 
and he did his best to realise it; but it seems that somewhere 
he met with disaster."gg It appears that in his old age he 
retired from the active political life and devoted himself to 
religions activities. He followed the policy of non-violence. 
He did not seriously care for the state affairs, which ultimately 
caused the disintegration of his great kingdom. 

PrithvYmalla ruled over his country at least for twenty 
years from 1338 to 1358 (App. B-21-30). In 1352 Nirayapala 
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of Doti appeared as a sovereign king.40 Therefore, it seems 
that Dofi had revolted against the central government of Sifij5 
during the last phase of Prithvimalla's rule. The yoke of the 
Khasa suzerainty was overthrown from the South-Western 
Tibet with the rise of Chang-Chub Gyaltsen, who by 1350 had 
made himself master of the whole Tibet.41 Tibetan cllronicles 
also do not mention the names of Prithvimalla's successors. 

The Dullu pillar inscription presents the genealogy of the 
Khaia Malla rulers. I t  mentions also the names of the queens 
of Prithvimalla, and even the names of the composer and ins- 
criber of this inscription. If Prithvimalla had a son, when this 
inscription was inscribed, he certainly would have been men- 
tioned. Probably, Prit hvimalla was heirless. 

A land grant charter of 1367 which was issued by the 
king SOryamalla from Sinja has been published receiltly (App. 
B-33). Some prominent courtiers of Prithvlmalla such as 
Juthadava Joisi, Sahkaradeva BhandBrl and AchhPmi Raula 
figure in it. Therefore, Siiryamalla appears to have occupied 
the throne of Sinja after Prithv'imalla. But the relation between 
Prithv'imalla and SOryairialla is not clear. 

It seems that SOryamalla initiated military campaigns to 
supress the revolt of Dorl and other vassal chiefs, and he 
achieved some success in his attempt. His inscription mentions 
that his sword was vigilant to destroy his opponents. He 
protected those chiefs who were loyal to him, and destroyed 
those who were proud and revolted against him, and he was 
the protector of Uttardkltanda, i .  e. north-western region of 
Indian sub-continent (App. B-33). Exaggerations in regard 
to the praise of the kings are commonly found in the inscrip- 
tions. However, one can conclude from the above statenlent 
that SBryamalla was always attentive to save his kingdom from 
further disintegration. 

Two land grant certificates of Abhayamalla are found 
which were issued from Udumbarapuri in 1378 (App. B-34, 



39.42 But these records do not mention Abhayamalla as a 
sovereign king. Nor is Udumbarapuri mentioned as a capital 
of any kingdom. His name is not zssociated with the titles of 
a sovereign king such as Pararnbhalidruka and Mohirdjddllirdja. 
He was Adhircja (crown prince) at that time. It appears that 
S'uryamalla had entrusted him with the task to suppress the 
revolt of Doti. He appears to have been successful to over- 
come that revolt. If he had not been successful, he could not 
have issued the land grant charters from Udumbarapurl. Once 
again Doti came under the co~ltrol of the KhaSa Kingdom 
during the time of Silryamalla. 

Abhayamalla wris, probably, the son of SOryamalla. 
But it is certain that he was the successor of SBryamalla. 
Many courtiers of Prithvlmalla and SBryamalla such as 
Achhsmi Rauli, Udayasixhha RBulil, Srivarma Raula and 
Kidi Sejuwal also figure in the land grant charters of 
Abhayamalla (App. B-33-41). Two land grants made by 
Prithvlmalla were also confirmed by Abhayamalla in 1 376 and 
1383 (App. B-33, 34 and 39). 

As discussed earlier, Abhayamalla seems to have played 
a successful role to suppress the revolt of Doti. But Doti could 
not permanently be subdued. King Nagamalla (son of Niray- 
apala) of Qoti appears as the sovereign king in 1387.43 

The Rise of the Varman Family 

Yasovarmi had been the most powerful chief minister 
during the reign of Prithvlmalla (1 338-1 358). He is mentioned 
with great regard along with the king Prithvimalla in the 
PBtharnQulT inscription of Dullu (App. B-23). Prithvimalla, 
in his old age, devoted himself to religious actik ities. He did 
not care much in the state affairs. YaSovarma had stronghold 
in administration. His descendants maintained their posi- 
tion in the reign of SOryamalla. During the time of Abhayam- 
alla, they entirely dominated the politics of Sinja. Many 
Varmiis such as Malayavarma, Medinlvarma Jayatavarma, 
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~ r i v a r m ~ ,  Sujinavarmi, Surulavarmi, Harivarmi RBjavarmP, 
Sumeruvarmil, Avantivarmi and Anakuvarmi are known as the 
witnesses of the land grants in the inscriptions of Abhayamalla 
(App. B 34-41). These Varmiis seem to be the descendants 
of YaSovarmi. 

After Yaiovarmi, Malayavarmi figure prominently in the 
politics of Sifijii. From the Rainkasinghu inscription of 
Kalikot, dated 1378, it is known that Malayavarrni had taken 
the title of Riija at that time (App. B-38). A land grant charter 
issued by him in 1389, found in Jajarkot, mentions him as the 
Mal~iriijadhiriija (App. B-40). He had, probably, established 
a separate kingdom, the headquarters of which were Khadi- 
chakra and Bilaspur.44 Abhayamalla, on the other hand, was 
the king of Sifija and he seems to be ruling up to 1391 (App. 
B 41). Malayavarma, at about 1391-92, captured SifijP and 
made his son Medinlvarmi the Malziman~ales'l~ara (provincial 
administrator) of that place. 

It appears that after Abhayamalla, Malayavarmi be- 
came the ruler of the Karnali region. He had controlled the 
area from the east of Doti to the west of G a ~ d a k i  and from 
the south of Taklakh'ir to the north of the Tarai. After 
Malayavarmi, according to the chronicle of Raskot, his 
knigdom was divided among his sons and Balirija as follows:*s 

Malai bamma 

I I I I I 
Sumeru- Medinibamma Parbatiraya Sarhsaribamma, Baliraja,46 
bamrhs, (Jaktisi~ha), (Pitainbara- Kingof Kingof 
King of King of varma), Dailekh Jumla 
Sal yan Jajarkot King of 

Dhulikot 
(Ru kum) 

The name of Sumeruvarmii as the son of Malayavarmi 
is also recorded in the Rainkisinghu inscription of Kalikot. 
(App. B-38). The existence of Medinivarma. Sarfisiravarma 



and Baliraja has been authentically proved by the inscriptions.47 
MedinivarmP was the MahamanQalebvara of Sinja in 1393.48 
After some years he became the co-ruler of Sinja with Baliraja 
as the copper plate charter of 1404, which was jointly issued 
by them, mentions both of them as the kings of Si5ja.tB 
Thereafter, Medinlvarma does not appear in the political scene 
of Si Aja. He is said to have been the king of Jajarkot under 
the name of Jaktisilhha.* 

Sinja and Jumla are the two river valleys separated by 
a hill within the reach of one day's journey. In Jumla, 
Baliraja had become the king at about 1400. (App. B-43). 
Probably, he was a relative of Malayavanni, and he had 
helped Malayavarmi in capturing the throne of Abhayamalla. 
When the kingdom was divided after Malayavarma, Baliriija 
got Jumal and after some years Sinja also. Thus, he became 
the founder of the rule of Kalyal dynasty and the kingdom 
of Jumla. 

The Disintegration of the Khaba Kingdom 

As noted earlier, NPgarAja founded the Khaia kingdom 
sometime at the beginning of the twelfth century. Its glory 
was enhanced by his successors. In its heydays, it extended 
as a trans-Himalayan empire. Rut, during the later years of 
Prithvimalla's rule, it began to crumble down into pieces. 
The following causes can be attributed to the fall of the 
Khaia Kingdom. 

1. Prithvimalla, during the early days of his rule, fought 
many battles and vanquished many enemies. But in his 
old age he retired from active participation in practical 
political matters. He devoted most of his time to religi- 
ous devotion and philanthropic activities. His apathy 
towards state affairs and his adaption of non-violence 
ultimately caused the disintegration of his great kingdom 
which was being preserved with swords. 

2. In the middle of the fourteenth century, under the 
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leadership of Chang-Chub Gyaltsen, Tibet regained its 
prestige. This king by 1350 had made himself master 
of the whole country.51 Thus, in the reign of this king, 
South-Western Tibet got freedom from the yoke of the 
KhaSa suzerainty. The omission of the names of the 
KhaSa rulers after Prithvrmalla by the Tibetan chroni- 
cles bear testimony to this fact. 

3. King Krichalla and his son ASokachalla had conquered 
Kumaon and Garhwal. It is uncertain as  to when 
these places became independent from the suzerainty of 
the K haia Kingdom. After the conquest of ASokachalla, 
the history of Kumaon remains thickly wrapped up in 
confusion. We could not find any trace of its soveriegn 
status. The Riigaon pillar inscription and other 
sources mention that it was Gyanachand who ascended 
the throne of Kumaon with repute and significance. 
After Aiokachalla's conquest, he was the first ruler who 
as a sovereign king ruled only Kumaon for more than 
forty-five years (1 374-141 9 . 5 2  Thus, under the able 
leadership of Gyanachand, Kumaon once again rose to 
a powerful and independent kingdom. 

4. I t  is certain that Doti  was under the control of the 
KhaSa Kingdom u p  to the time of Punyamalla (1328- 
1337).63 The Pi las  of Doti  might have taken part in 
the state affairs of the KhaSa Kingdom as local admini- 
strators. No evidence is available to prove separate 
existence of Doti during the heydays of the KhaSa 
Kingdom. In 1352 Nirayapila of Doll appeared in the 
capacity of a king.54 But, as stated earlier, Dof i  seems 
to have been subjugated once again during the time of 
Stiryamalla. Ultimately, Doti gained freedom. Nigamalla, 
son of Nirayapala, appeared as the independent king of 
Doti in 1387.55 

Due to the inconvenience of transport and other diffi- 
culties the KhaSa rulers had adopted the decentralised 



administrative system. The local chiefs were entrusted with 
the task of running the administration of their respective 
areas and there were many vassal states. When the central 
government of Sifija became weak during the second-half of 
the fourteenth century, some of them likc South-Western 
Tibet and DotT got an opportunity to be free from the control 
of the KhaSa Kingdom. 

5 .  It appears that when Prithvin~alla retired from the active 
political life, the courtiers of Sinji were divided into 
rival groups in order to take the control of administra- 
tion. YaSovarma dominated the others and bacame the 
most powerful chief minister of Prithvimalla. His 
descendants maintained their predominant positions in 
the court of Sinji. During the time of Abhayamalla 
their position was more exalted. Abhayamalla did not 
have the capacity to get rid of the Varman family. 
Ultimately, MalayavarmB occupied the throne of 
Abhayamalla. Malayavarma had control only over 
the area from the east of Doti to the west of GagQaki 
and from the south of Taklakhar to the north of the 
Tarai. 

As stated earlier, after Malayavarma his kingdom broke 
into a number of small principalities. The Karnali region of 
his kingdom was divided among his sons and Baliraja. The 
year 1404 witnessed the total extinction of the Khaba Kingdom 
when Baliraja became the co-ruler of Sifiji with Medinivarma.5~ 
Thereafter, Medinivarma did not appear in the political scene 
of Siriji and Balirija became the sovereign king of the Jumla 
Kingdom. He was the founder of the rule of Kalyil dynasty 
in Jumla and he made Svarnarama the capital of his kingdom. 
Sifiji remained no longer the capital of any kingdom. 
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ADMINISTRATIVE SYSTEM 

CHAPTER THREE 

The sources for the study of the administrative system of 
the Khasa Kingdom are very few. No epigraphic records and 
other reliable written documents are available for the study 
of this important aspect of polity. Therefore, this topic will 
be studied mainly in the light of the titles and designations of 
the kings, courtiers and vassal chiefs, and other terms and 
words which are found in the contemporary inscriptions of the 
KhaSa Kingdom. 

The Khaia Kingdom in its heydays occupied a vast 
territory comprising the diverse topographical regions : the 
Himalayas, the hills and the Tarai. Due to unbridged rivers, 
snowy mountains and frozen passes the means of transport and 
communication connecting distant provinces of the country 
with the centre were difficult. Therefore, direct rule in all 
provinces was not possible. It appears that only the Karnali 
region was under the direct rule of the central government. 
There were many vassal states outside the Karnali region which 
paid tribute to the Khasa Kingdom. The Khasa kings had 
left the defeated kings or chiefs to discharge the functions of 
the local administration of their respective areas by themselves. 
The administrators of the provinces, under the direct control 
of the centre, were appointed by the king. The administrative 
organisation of the Khasa Kingdom apparently was as follows: 

Rai (King) 
I 
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Kumaras (Princes) 
I 

~ a h a m a ~ d a l e s v a r a s  ~ a h a m i i t ~ a  ~ i i j aguru  Vassal Kings 
and Mandalesvaras Amiityas Joisis 

Senapatis 
I 

I I I 
I --- I I I 

Adais, Adhikir'fs, 
KQrkIs etc. 

I ' I I 
I I I 

I 
Mahatirls 

I I 
Paikelas such as I 

I 
and RokByas Thapas, Khadgis I I 

and Ranas 
I 

I I I 
I I I I 

I I 
I I 

RaitIs (Subjects)-- ----- - 

King, the Benevolent Ruler of the Middle Age 

The Khaka rulers adopted Buddhism when they came 
in contact with the Tibetan Buddhists. After the foundation 
of the KhaSa Kingdom in Western Nepal, however, they ruled 
the country according to the ideals of Hindu polity. Kings 
like Krlchalla, Akokachalla, Punyamalla and Prithvimalla 
stated themselves as Paramasaugata, the great devotee of the 
Lord Buddha. Punyamalla and Prithvimalla expressed that 
they became able to preserve their great kingdom with the 
blessing ofBuddha (App.B-19, 20,26). King ASokachalla 
took pride in calling himself a abhinavabodhisattvdvatfira, the 
recent incarnation of Bodhisattva. (App. B-2). 

According to the Hindu polity, the king is the protector 
of tlie realm and society as the God Almighty protects and 
sustains the universe. The KhaSa kings, like many Hindu 
kings of ancient times, bore the eulogies such as parama- 
bhatta'raka rnahirbjiidhirija parametvara, rCjaraliniri~va~a. 
asuranira'yaya, ro'jachakraniriyana, garrr#arza'rfiyana, ,qaru#ad- 



hvajdvatbra etc. These eulogies tend to indicate that the 
kings were treated as the incarnation of the Devine Viq~u.  
The one, paramahhatt6raka mahdrdjidhirija, was the distinctive 
designation of the paramount Hindu rulers. 

The king was all in all. He was not only the head of 
state but was also the chief administrator. The official bus- 
iness was carried by his order. He was also the fountain of 
justice. He was the chief judge who heard or decided the cases 
that came from his subjects. The BalaSvara temple inscription 
mentions the king Krachalla as the Dharmarija, the Supreme 
Judge (App. B-1). 

Although the king was all powerful. however, he had to 
follow the traditional customs and practices. Puqyamalla and 
Prithvimalla committed themselves to rule the country accord- 
ing to the law and polity propounded by the Hindu scholars 
and commentators like Gargyayana, Gautama, Harita and 
Apastafhva (App. B-19, 20, 26, 30). It appears that they had 
accepted the control of the Superior Authority as it is slid that 
they were able to preserve their great kingdom with the bless- 
ing of the Lord Buddha (SrighantSrad/lanid/~ig~~a prijyarijra 
raksi ksama). The discharged the functions of a benevolent 
ruler of the middle age. 

The kings were respectful and tolerant to both Hinduism 
and Buddhism. They paid special attention to the welfare of 
their subjects. Evidences show that they constructed many 
water-recepacles. shelters, roads and temples. Sometimes, 
the kings went out of the capital for inspection tours and 
gathered first hand informations about district administration. 
Some orders are found issued from their tour camps.1 

The king was the central authority. His power was 
delegated to the courtiers, ministers, Mun&leSraras and other 
various officers. On the other hand, there were many v?.ssal 
kings who were entrusted to run the local administration. It 
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is mentioned that Punyamalla and Prithvimalla had given 
instructions to their vassal kings (Adlktita rija dlkgd dikjd 

guru). 

Kumiiras (Princes) 

The reference to the K~rmiiras is found in almost all the 
the land grant certificates of the KhaSa Kingdom. The posit- 
ion of the princes was next to the king. As eldest son of a king 
had the right to occupy the throne after his father, his brothers 
were generally appointed in the governmental posts like 
Sendpatis (commander-in-chiefs), Mandaleivaras (governors) 
and Amdtyas (ministers). In this way, the princes assisted the 
king in the state affairs. 

Primogeniture was the accepted law of succession to the 
throne. A sonless king could adopt his son-in-law or near 
relative as his heir-apparent. As discussed earlier, Punyamalla 
had succeeded his father-in-law Adityamalla. The tradition of 
coronation was also in vogue. The Dullu pillar inscription 
mentions the coronation ceremony of Punyamalla (App. B-27, 
verse 17). 

Emphasis had been given to the education of the Kun~a'ras, 
especially to the heir-apparant. The teachers of ~ iokacha l la  
were the learned Pundit MOSala and a monk named Guchapathi 
from Kashmir. (App. B-3). There were many scholars like 
Deva Joisi, Jayakara Pandit, G o l h a ~ a  Joisl, Vidya kara Pandit 
and Sivadeva Pandit who taught ethics, law and polity to 
Adityamalla, Punyamalla and PrithvImalla. Trainings in 
administration and military arts were also given to the Kumiras. 
Prince Abhayamalla, as mentioned earlier, appears to have 
played a successful role to supress the revolt of pot] during the 
time of SOryamalla. 

Mahamitya and Amityas 

Mahimitya was the chief minister while AmZtyas were 
the ministers. Some frgmentary references to the ministerial 



designations of the Khaia Kingdom are available in the i n r r i p  
tions. According to the Blleivara temple inscription, King 
Krachalla had accompanied his ministers during his invasion of 
Kumaon (App. B-1 ). Sahagapala's grandfather M risibrahma 
was the Mahimalrattaka (chief-minister) and his father Chi- 
tabrahma was the Mahattaka (minister) in the court of the 
Khaia Kingdom during the times of KrBchalla and 
Aiokachalla (App. B-4). 

In the reign of Prithvimalla (1338-1358), there were 
Mahdma'tya Yasovarmi, Maho'rndtya DevavarmQ and Arndtya 
Jagatisimha working simultaneously. Among them Yakovarma 
was the most powerful one. He is ~nentioned with high regard 
in the Pgtharnauli inscription of Dullu by the Mahdrntitj9a 
Devavarmi of Chhatyil family. (App. B-23). Amtitya Jagat- 
ismha was also the in charge of maintaining the'trans-Him- 
alayan road passing through Dullu and Sinja (App. B-3 1). 
Yasovarmi was also employed as the MahdmnandalcJrara of 
Achham for sometime (App. B-25). Sujlnavarmi was the 
Maha'mdtya in the court of Abhayamalla (App. B-39). Since 
the reign of Prithvimalla, many other members of the Varman 
family, and the persons having Riula' titles figure frequently as 
the witnesses of the land grant charters. Some of them were 
the Amdtyas in the administration. Their main duty was to 
assist the king in his state affairs. Also, they had to take part 
in the warfare in the capacity of commander of the army. 
Sometimes, they were appointed as the MandaleSrara to run 
the administration of the Mandalas (districts). 

Mandalikas or Maadalebvaras 

Inscriptions of the Khaka Kingdom give some references 
to the Mipdalikas, Mandalidlt SJas and MandaleJ~*aras. Eight 
Ma'ndalikas and two Rdlrttardjas mentioned in the BUlesvara 
temple inscription, are stated as the friends and ministers of the 
king Krachalla. They had accompained the king during his 
invasion of Kumaon (App. B-I). 
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Medinivarma was the kfal1imandale4vara of Sinja in 1393 
and Sarhsaravarmii was the Mcindalika of Dullu in 1395.2 
As the MandaleJvara was a title conferred on such powerful 
persons of the kingdom, it seems to be a very important 
position of that period. Sometimes royal princes, at  times 
senior officials and occasionally defeated kings were employed 
as Ma!rdales'aras. 

The Mdndalikas, MandaleSl*aras and Ma'n#olahiJas were 
the same designations. They were the governors of the 
Mandalas similar to that of the districts of present Nepal. 
Also, there seems no difference between MandaleJvara and 
Mahdmandales'l-ara as the Rijii is often regarded as the 
Mahdrijidhirija. The Man(la1eSvaras were responsible to the 
kin'g and used to visit the capital from time to time in order 
to get the instructions from the sovereign. The kanakapatra 
of Prit hv'imalla mentions that MaqdalidhiSas offered presents 
2,nd loyalty to the king (App. B-26). They were required to 
send military contingents to the king in his military underta- 
kings. Sometimes, they had to take part in the warfare. 

Pi t ra ,  Bhatta . . and kista . . 
Some persons having Pdtra, Bhatla and Sista titles such 

as Patra Szrbkaradeva, Patra Trailokyabrahrna, Bhatta 
Paduma, Bhatta Damodara, Bhatta Niireya~a,  &ista Righava 
and ~ i s t a  Mahipukala are known from the inscriptions of 
Krachalla and Aiokachalla (App. B-1, 3, 4). They appear 
to be the prominent courtiers. Bhattas were, probably, the 
Dharmfidhikiras, the royal chaplains. The BltBra appears to 
be the perverted form of the BhaCta. Some persons like Hiru 
Bhata, Richhu Bhita and Saichu Bhata figure as the 
witnesses in the land grant certificates of Prithvimalla and 
Abhayamalla (App. B-22, 39). 

The term 'BandBri' is a corrupt form of the Sanskrit 
word Bhdndagirika, the meaning of which is treasurer. 



SahanapBla was the Bhdndagdrika in the court of Aiokachalla. 
The Blrindagdrinas bare witness in a land grant of Pupyamalla. 
(App. B-19, 20). Many Bhanddris also figure in the 
inscriptions of Privthv'lmalla. Since it was the title of the 
treasurer of the state, it was an important designation of the 
kingdom. 

Riijagurus and Joisis 

The Rijagunr (preceptor of the king) of ~kokachalla 
was a learned man whose name was MOiala. Golhapa Joisl 
was the teacher of Pritl~vimalla. He was also an astrologer 
who made Prithvjmalla's horoscope and got the land grant 
from the king (App. B-26). Jaisi is the corrupt form of Joisi 
and Jyotisi the meaning of which is an astrologer. As stated 
earlier, at present in Western Nepal, the Jaisis belong to a 
sub-caste among the hill Brahmanas. Many Joisis figure 
prominently in the inscriptions of the Khasa Kingdom. They 
were learned persons having excellent knowledge in Sahskrit. 
They were the authors of the highly florid Sanskrit language of 
the inscriptions. They were granted with honour the tax-free 
BirtiS lands from the kings.3 They were obliged to advise the 
kings to rule the country according to the ethics and pality 
propounded by the earlier Hindu scholars. 

Lekhakas 

It was the title of an officer who was appointed to write 
public documents. According to the Mudedeval inscripticn 
of Dullu, there were many Lekl~akas during the time of 
Prithvimalla, among them IstidAsa was the chief one. (App. 
B-29). He is also known from the Kuchivihar inscription of 
Achham (App. B-24). 

Preksaka 
The title 'Pekhaka' is known from the inscriptions of 

Pugyamalla and Abhayamalla. It is the perverted form of 
Preksaka, meaning an onlooker. Probably, Preksaka was the 
inspector or an officer of intelligence. He might have been 
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entrusted with the task of sending information to the central 
government. In some of the available royal charters of the 
KhaSa Kingdom, they are placed before the other officers 
like Adhikdriris and Kirkis .  This suggests that Preksaka was 
an important functionary of the Khaka Kingdom. 

Adai 
This officer figures in the inscriptions of Punyamalla and 

Prithv'Smalla. The Adai was, probably, the supervisor of the 
crown lands known as Seri.4 There would have been many 
arable Sera' l a d s .  For example, a terrian field near the Sifiji 
royal palace area is called SerZ even today. The agricultural 
produces of Serd lands were appropriated by the royal family. 

Adhikiiri and Kiirki 
In ancient Nepal, the governmental officers were called 

Adlrikrita.5 In the KhaSa Kingdom also the Adlzikdri seems 
to be an official who combined judicial and administrative 
functions. The title 'Kiirki' seems originated from the words 
Kiranika or Ka'rika, an executive officer especially related to  
the public incomes. 

In the land grant charters of the ~ h a b a  Kingdom, 
Preksaka, A&i, A clllika'r i ,  Kirki ,  Khadgr3, BupcS, Budithr3pi, 
Tlripd, RdnP, Mahatrird and Rokd-vr3 working at Humla, Dang, 
Jumla, Dullu, Kudna, Palanta, Raskot, Chhidya, Sirkot, Gum 
Bajura, are eddresscd as the local functionaries. Among 
them, Ad1likcTr.i and Kirki  were the officers of an administrative 
unit bigger than a village and smaller than a Mag#ala or  
Visaya (district), which may be called a Dard (sub-district). 
The Adlzika'ri discharged the administrative and judicial 
functio~ls of the Dard. He worked under the supervision of 
the ManclaleJrara. The K i r k i  was, probably, an  associate to 
Adhikifri in the fiscal adlninistration of a Darii. 

Mahatarii and Rokaya 
Mahatiri was the viIlage headman and RokEj7a' was his 

subordinate in the village level administration of the KhaSa 



Kingdom. He had also to take part in the warfare if called 
for. Some vfrastambhas (herostones) are found established in 
commemoration of the Malzafdris who died in fighting.6 
Mahattaras (the elders) were the members of the village council 

in the ancient Indian states.' The village headman of the 
Thiirus in Dang-Deukhuri is called Malrafo even today.8 
The Rokctyli was also an important person in the village 
administration. His main duty was to receive or entertain the 
guests, especially the state officials who paid inspection tours. 
The Jdgir land known as Rokdyli A-10 was given to the Rokdyi 
as his emolument.9 

MILITARY ADMINISTRATION 

King, The Supreme Commander of the Army 

The king was the supreme commander of the armed 
forces. The Khasa kings were themselves great warriors. 
Though they were the devout followers of Buddhism, a 
faith based on non-violence, they kept their army strong 
and effective. The Khasas were well known warriors from 
the ancient times. Their military morale became more exalted 
during the days of the Khaia Kingdom. The Khasa rulers 
often themselves led their troops in the invasions. For inst- 
ance, Krachalla and Ahokachalla in the conquests of Kumaon 
area, and Jitarimalla and Adityamalla during their invasions 
of the Nepal valley had commanded their armies. 

As stated earlier, the Khasa kings had compelled many 
small kings of the neighbouring countries to accept their 
suzerainty. Some Khasa kings had plundered the wealth of 
the Nepal valley. Soxnetimes, they abducted the wives and 
daughters of the defeated kings. It is said, "His (Abka- 
challa's) nails were tinged with the vermilion on the foreheads 
of the wives of inimical princes." (App. B-2). 

King ASokachalla was proud of his 'encompassing force'. 
Krachalla, Punyamalla, Prithvimalla and Abhayamalla are 
stated as the best archers. In the skill of bowmanship, 
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Krachalla is compared with the Hindu mythological heroes 
such as RBma, Bhisma and the Pagdavas (App. B-1). 

Senapati, the Commander of the Army 

The Gopekvara trident inscription mentions that generals 
and captains had accompained the king Asokachalla in his 
invasion of Kumaon (App. B-2). Often the royal princes, 
sometimes Ama'tyas, MandaleJsaras and the other administra- 
tive officers also acted as the commanders of the armed 
forces. 

Many persons having R i u h  title figure in the land grant 
certificates as the witnesses. Some powerful personalities like 
Malayavarma, Medinlvarmi, SamsarvarmB and Baliriija had 
taken this title. The Challa and the Malla were the titles of 
the kings and the princes, and the RaulA was the title of the 
high ranking feudatories including the relatives of the royal 
family. When military forces were the main sources of political 
power, the RGulis had almost monopolised the post the 
Senipat i. 

Paikelae, the Warriors 

The references to the PaikelcSe like TI~cTpis, Kl~ti~gcis, 
Rands, and Budis are found in the land grant certificates. 
Tl~ipa's and Klladga's are also known from the commemoration 
pillars established in honour of the Paikelds who died in 
fightings. These pillars are known as Virastambllas (hero- 
stones). The Sitkhambha inscriptions of Dullu mention : 

Be it auspicious. Yasu Thipg,  son of Bhimadeva, 
est~blished the herostone in 1256 ~ i k e  Era ..... ... 
Be it auspicious. Dhamu Khadga, son of Bhlmadeva, 
established the herostone in 1256 sake Era. 10. 

Thus the two sons of Bhlmadeva, namely Yasu and 
D h i m u  had taken the titles Tl?dpd and Kl~aciga' respectively. 
Khadgii is the corrupt form of the Sanskrit word Klladgagrdka 
meaning the holder of sword. Therefore, Kltadgds were the 



posts of soldiers who fought with sword. Tlldpds were also 
the military personnels since they had established herostones. 
Yasu ThHpd, BHsu ThipP and Raja TMpa are known from 
the inscriptions of the herostones.11 Many Magars were 
also employed in the army as they had family surnames such 
as  Thipds Thdpti, Rini ,  Budti and Bndl~~irhoki. 

During the times of war the PaikelGs took part in i t ,  and 
in times of peace they lived in the countryside cultivating their 
own fields. The folklores of the Karnali region speak highly 
of the courage and bravery of the Paikelis. The member of 
the Paikela houses helped the king in times of need as the 
Samurais of medieval Japan had done. The carvings of the 
horse rider Puikela's on many wayside stone pillars (Fig. 16) 
are still to be seen all over the Karnali region. 

Weapons of War 

Bow and arrow, sword and spear, and Pdia (rope) were 
the main weapons of war. (App. B- 1). The land grant 
charters of Prithvimalla and Abhayamalla state that their 
enemies were shot dead by arrows shot from the bows (App. 
B-26, 36, 37). The carvings of Paikelds are seen holding 
weapons like spear and sword. They are depicted defending 
with armour, shield and helmet (Figs. 2, 16, 19). Horses 
were commonly used in the battle-fields. One can see many 
carvings of horse-rider Paikelds on the stone pillars. Horses 
are also seen covering with armour (Fig. 16). 

JUDICIAL CUSTOMS 

The Traditional Sources of Justice 

Almost all the kings took pride in being called well 
versed in vzrious Dhar~nada'stars (the Hindu scriptures). 
Many Hindu scholars got patronage in the court. They had 
to advise the kings to discharge the administration of justice 
according to the laws of holy Hindu texts. The inscriptions 
mention that laws, ethics 2nd polity propounded by the 
ancient Hindu scholars like Gtirgyiyaoa, Gautama, Atri, 
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HBrita and Apastahba, were the main basis of the judicial 
administration of the Khasa Kingdom. 

The sayings of the Smritis and Purdnas have been exactly 
quoted in the inscriptions : 

The donor of lands dwells in heaven for sixty thousand 
years, but the resumer and his counsellor remain in hell 
for the same number of years. 

The appropriator of a village, a gold coin, or  one inch 
of ground, enters into hell to remain there for the reign- 
ing period of fourteen Indras. 

Whoever resumes lands given either himself or  others, 
may he be born as a worm to remain in filth for full 
sixty thousand years. 

One who would maintain and improve one's own dona- 
tion or others' donation would enjoy the blessings of 
gods and goddesses. 

The people and the rulers were much religious minded. 
They believed that if any sin was committed they would suffer 
in the hell. They were more frightened of sins than legal 
punishment. The discharge of justice might be misled but the 
offender, as they thought, could not spare himself in any way 
from Dharmardja, the Supreme Judge. The concept of hell 
and heaven made them strictly follow the then prevalent 
Hindu code of conduct. 

Legal Punishment 

An inscription of Sinja mentions that Ripumalla had written 
a book on polity. (App. B-14). That book might have in- 
cluded many references to the administration of justice but 
the book is not available so far. The murder of BrAhmana, 
infanticide, killing of women, cow-slaughter and the offence 
against the king or  the act of treason were considered most 
heinous crimes. Severe punishments like death sentence and 
confiscation of the property were prescribed for such offences 
from the ancient period. 

The king Saryamalla took pride in calling himself the 



seizure of the whole property of the proud and rebel kinga 
(sagar~ia raja sarrl~asaaharano pralina-(App. B-33) Adityamalla 
and Puny amalla declared that corporal punishments including 
one dhdrni or 100 tolis of gold as a fine would be inflicted if 
the royal orders relating the security of Taghwai monastery 
were violated (App. B-17, IS).  

Some punishments such as dandakunda, petdll, chorl and 
jirr are mentioned in the land grant charters (App. B-26). 
Judicial fines and corporal punishnlents were collectively 
known as dandakuyda. Petfili was, probably, the punishment 
for abortion. Chori and ja'ri were the names of punishments 
inflicted on theft and elopement respectively. However, sour- 
ces so far available have not stated more elaborately about the 
laws and the administration of justice of the Khasa Kingdom. 

ADMINISTRATIVE UNITS 
The administrative system of the KhaBa Kingdom was 

the decentralised one. Its organisational structure appears to 
have been as follows : 

The Kingdom 
I 

Capitals (Sinja and Dullu) 
I 

I 
Vi~ayas or Mandals (Districts) 

I 
Vassal States 

I 
DarGs (sub-districts) 

I 
Villages 

Sinja, the Summer Capital 
The valley of Sinja is situated in the Jumla district of 

Far-Western Nepal. The valley is fertile and looks beautiful. 
On the eastern side of the valley, there is a small hill, Lami- 
tlladi, where the ruins of the royal palace can still be seen. 
Sinja was the main seat of adminstration and Dullu was also 
the headquarter especially for winter season. Sinja lies at the 
distance of about 100 kilometers from Dullu. It is situated 
approximately 9,500 feet above sea level. Unlike Duilu, this 
valley remains snow covered in the winter. 
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Sinja, being the capital of the powerful kingdom, had 
become a prosperous city. Many inscriptions mention Sinja 
as 'Srlrnatl sefijibhidltdnarara nagare'. The royal palace of 
Lamitthada was of four imposing dimensions and white washed 
one. The heaps of ruins lying to the east and southern slopes 
of the royal palace area s l~ow that they were many secretarial 
complexes and barracks of body-guards. 

Dullu, the Winter Capital 
References to Dullu as the capital of the KhaSa Kingdom 

is found in the Balesvara temple inscription of Krachalla, 
dated December 1223 (App. B-1 ). Prithvimalla had issued 
one land grant charter from Sinja in the month of ~ r a v a n a  
(July-August) and another from Dullu in the month of Marga 
(November-December) (App. B-26, 30). Therefore, Sinja 
and Dullu seen1 to be the summer and winter capitals of the 
Khasa Kingdom. The famous pillar inscription (Kirtistamabha) 
of Prithvimalla having the gene?-logy of the KhaSa rulers is 
still standing on the roadside of the Dullu hill (Fig. 1)  

Visayas or Mandalas 

According to the pillar inscription of Dullu, sometimes 
during the medieval period, Mahipala and Bisvapala had been 
the administrators of Goha Vi~aya  and Jhumkar Visaya. The 
districts such as  Achham, Jumla, Dailekh and SuvarpabhQmf 
(South-Western Tibet) were known as  Mandalas which were 
governed by the k l a ~ 1 ~ a l e 4 ~ ~ a r a s  or the Ma'qdalikas. 

Deriis and Villages 

The term 'Dara' does not occur in the contemporary 
rxords.  However, from the references of the inscriptions, it 
can be known that the area, where the Adllikiri was the 
administrator, was similar to that of a Dara (Garkha in 
M a h a k a l ~  Zone and Thum in mid-western and Eastern Nepal). 
Until recently, the administrative unit bigger than a villages 
and smaller than a district, was known as Dara in the Kar- 
nali r e g i o n . l V u c h  units mentioned in the inscriptions of the 



KhaSa Kingdom were : UparT Jumla (Sifiji Dara), Tall Jun~lA 

(Pafichiaya Darii), Riskot, PalaRta, Dang, Dullu, Hum and 
Bajru.13 Within a DarP there were many villages. As men- 
tioned earlier, Mehato'ri was the chief functionary of the 
village administration and Rokiyd was his subordinate. 

After Aiokachalla, the direct rule of the central govern- 
ment seems to have been confined to the Karnali region. 
Only the places such as Ukufk (Darchulg) in the west, Humla 
in the north and Dang in the south are recorded in the land 
grant charters issued by the successors of ~ iokacha l l a .  (App. 
B-19, 20, 25). The territories of the Khaka Kingdom, outside 
the Karnali region, were administered by the vassal chiefs. 
Such vassal kings were the Gurung and Magar tribal chiefs in 
the Gandaki region and local chiefs of South-Western Tibet. 
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SOCIETY AND CULTTJRE 

CHAPTER FOUR 

Western Nepal witnessed a great change in the society 
during the early medieval period. The social interactions led 
by the encroachment of the ~ h a i a  people were the special 
phenomena of this period in this area. The rapid assimilation 
and accomodation of the races, religions, cultures and 
languages which occurred in this region was never seen before 
or after this age. 

The Khasa kings were the great devotees of the Lord 
Buddha but they Ilad equal respect for Hinduism. So Buddhism 
as well as Hinduism flourished in their kingdom. A sense of 
harmony and toleration developed between the followers of 
these faiths. The Pahadr language which is known as ~ h a i a  
language also emerged at  that time. It bore a great impact of 
the Sanskrit language from the south. The Khabas gained 
political power and eventually dominated the society of West- 
ern Nepal. As mentioned earlier, the PahBQi caste groups of 
Nepal owe their origin largely to the Khasa stock. 

The Caste System 

The  hab bas were gradually being Indianised even before 
the beginning of their influx into Western Nepal from the west, 
that is from Kumaon around the middle of the first millennium 
A.D. The Aryan people of the Indian plains who preceded or  
followed the Khaias to come to this region assimilated them- 
selves in the PahiQi caste groups of which the  hada as constitu- 
ted the dominating bulk. Most of the non-Mongoloid people 
of Western Nepal adopted the Hindu caste system. 
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Bra'hmanas-According to the Hindu classification of the 
caste system, the main duty of the Brihmagas was to perform 
religious ceremonies. They were learned men holding posts of 
priests and teachers. They were highly respected in the society. 
In the ~aledvara temple inscription, a Brihmana named Bhatta . . 
NBriyaqa is adorned as well versed in many branches of 
knowledge (App. B-1). Two other Bhatta Brahmanas, Damo- 
dara and Paduma, got respectful place in the court of ASoka- 
challa (App. B-3). The Bhatta was the title of the royal 
chaplain. 

Prasada G o l h a ~ a  Joisi was the teacher of Prithvimalla. 
He was the astrologer who made the horoscope of the latter 
(App. B-26). The Brihmapas like Jayikara and Vidyikara 
were given the title of Pandit. It was the title of a Brahmana 
scholar. The other titles of the Brahmanas, Achdrya and 
Upa'dhyiya, were the titles of religious preceptors. (App. B-4). 
The astrologer Brahma~as  were known as Joists, 

The Briihmanas exerted influence in the royal court and 
enjoyed many previlages. They were bestowed with honour 
the ~'rittis, that is Birtd lands exempt from all taxes. The vrittis 
were never to be confiscated. Murder and enslavement of a Bra- 
hmana was considered a heinous crime. It has been stated in an 
inscription, "he who saves the cow from swamp, the Brahmaga 
women from slavery, vritti from abolition and Brahma~a  
from murder, gets liberation from the sins of his whole life". 
(App. B-26). The Brihmar~as also occupied many important 
governmental posts like Adl~ika'ri. Kdrki and Bltagdiri. These 
official titles changed into family names in course of time. 
Even at present, many Brahmana families have these family 
names. 

K~atriyas-The Ksatriyas were the people of ruling and 
warrior class. The PBlas who ruled over the Karnali region 
before Nagaraja, were the Ksatriyas migrated from the Indo- 
Gangetic plains. An inscription of Bodh Gaya mentions 



Sahaaapala, a courtier of Asokachalla, as 'the light of Kqatriya 
kula' (App. B-4). It appears that with the foundation of the 
Khaka Kingdom, the Palas of the Karnali region were reduced 
to the position of feudatories. There were matrimonial 
alliances between the ruling Khasa family and the Palas. For 
instance, Puoyamalla of the Pala fdm ily married ~akunarnll6, 
the daughter of the Khasa king Adityzmalla. The Khasa 
rulers regarded themselves as 'pure' Ksatriyas after they be- 
come a political power. Many of the Baisi Thakurls seem to 
be the descendants of the KhaSa Malla rulers of Sinja. Many 
Varmas and Raulas who occupied important positions like 
Amtityas, Mandaleivatas and Senipatis were the members or 
near relatives of the ruling Khasa family. 

On the other hand, the Paikeltis (warriors) like Tltipis, 
Khadga's, Ra'ntis and Budhis were recruited mainly from the 
ordinary ~ h a b a  and Magara communities. Both groups of the 
Khasa, TdgiZd/~a'ris Matwilis, could get the post of the Paikeld. 

Vaisyas-No epigraphic records show the presence of the 
Vayiya people in this kingdom at that time. Therefore, it 
appears that the Pahadi caste groups had no VaiSya caste. 

Si idras-~n inscription of Balirhja records a DamAi (tailor) 
and a Tam015 (copper-smith).l The references to Siirki 
(cobbler) arc also found in a copper plate of 1450.Vhese were 
the lower class and untouchable people known as ~ ~ d r a s .  

The Position of Women in the Society 
The women of the upper starta of the society were 

respectful. Many inscriptions of the Khasa Kingdom write: 
"SHntapura.. ichirah jayatu" (Antapura will also be victor- 
ious). The Antapura was the living place of the queens. Two 
wives of Prithvimalla, DharmamBla and Dipamala. were 
regarded as the BhGmT and ~ r i  of the Divine Visqu. (App. 
B-27). Krichalla, in his Kumaon inscription, does not 
mention his father's name but his mother ~ i r a  has been 
praised as the most prominent lady. (App. B-1). 
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Chastity and faithfulness were considered the best 
qualities of an ideal woman. The Kumaon inscription of 
Kriichalla mentions, "The quality of charity and other virtue 
is excellent, but more so is she who is addicted to her duties 
and ever faithfully devoted to her lord (husband)." (App. B-1). 
In the kanakapatra of Prithvimalla, the term 'gosai' is 
associated with the name of a woman named Taradevl. The 
word 'gosai' denotes her high position. Very respectable 
persons of the society were addressed as  gosiijyii. An inscri- 
ption of Ghodasain village of Achham reads, " ~ r i  TirideviS- 
chiram jayatu." Therefore, Taradevi seems to have been 
another prominent lady of the Khaia Kingdom. The 'mala' 
was the surname of the female members of the royal family. 
~akunamala  was the mother of Pritvlmalla, his sister was 
Chandramilla and his queens were DharmamBIa and 
Dlpam%ltl. RatdamalB was the queen of Malayavarmtl (App. 
B-38). 

The kings and nobles kept many wives and concubines. 
Sometimes, wives and daughters of the defeated kings were 
also taken forcibly. The Gopeivara trident inscription of 
~gokachal la  bears witness to this fact. Among the thirty taxes, 
one jdrikar is also mentioned (App. C). The word jiri denotes 
that women had the right to divorce. But this right was 
probably confined to the lower starta of the society. The 
slavery of women was in vogue. But the Brahmana women 
were never to be enslaved (App. B-26). A tax called rn~#iili is 
recorded in some land grant certificates. The meaning of 
mu#a is head, and most probably ntti&ili was a tax imposed on 
women of certain Himalayan tribes (App. C). 

No evidence is found as regards the female education. 
A few references regarding to the religious activities of women 
are available. Sirii, the mother of Krachalla, was the protec- 
tress and benefactress of cows and Brahmanas. Sauka 
Karkyani and her husband built a temple of Buddha during 
the time of Abokachalla (App. B-6; Fig. IX). 



The Followers of Buddhism and Hinduism 

Western Nepal was the contact zone of Hindu and 
Buddhist civilisations. During the early medieval wriod. 
Buddhism was flourishing in Tibet while it was being uprooted 
from the plains of India due to the renaissance of Hinduism. 
But, a t  the same time, both religions were flourishing in 
Western Nepal. 

In  the north of the Himal~yas,  during the seventh 
century, Tibet emerged as a strong and unified kingdom 
under the leadership of Srong-tsan Gampo. By then, Tibetan 
people adopted Buddhism. Many Buddhist scholars from 
Nepal and India were invited to preach religion in Tibet. 
Buddhism prospered by the fostering care of Srong-tsan 
Gampo and his successors. Many monasteries were cstabli- 
shed in Tibet for the propagation of Buddhism. Among them, 
the sakya monastery of Western Tibet was one of the princi- 
pal seats of Buddhist learning. But Tibet fell into great 
disorder after the assassillation of Lang Darma in 842. 
Following the disturbances in Tibet, some ~ h a i a s  reached 
South-Western Tibet, and in course of time the KhaSa chiefs 
emerged as  the ruling kings. They were the forefathers of 
Nagaraja, the founder of the ~ h a i a  Kingdom in Western 
Nepal. The Khasa who came in the contact with the Tibetan 
Buddhists adopted Buddhism. 

There are many evidences to suggest that the Khaias 
adopted Buddhism only when they came in contact with' 
Tibetan Buddhists. Tibetan chronicles notice that Nagarija 
and Devarija, who had Sanskritised names, had been Buddhist 
monks in Tibet (App. A). The Buddhist chant 'om mani 
padnte hum' which is usually found inscribed at the top of 
stone pillar inscriptions of the Khasa Kingdom, is written in 
Tibetan script Fig. I). Tibetan impressions are also reflected 
in the art  and architecture of the Karnali region. The clay- 
tablets found in Sinja (Figs. VII and XX) resemble the Tibetan 
clay-tablets belonging to the twelfth and thirteenth centurics.3 
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The Vajrayana sect of Buddhism which originated in Bengal 
was adopted by the Tibetans later on. It had great impact 
on the religious life of the people of the Karnali region 
during the early medieval period. 

Nagariija and his successors were the ardent devotees of 
the Lord Buddha. The feudals and courtiers like Sauna Kiirki, 
Yaiovarmii, Devavarma and Malayavarmii also had shown 
their deep respect to Buddhism (App. B-6, 23, 24, 25, 38). 
Buddhist art  and architecture are commonly found in the 
Karnali region. King Prithvimall~, who ruled the country 
during the later phase, built many Chaityas but no Hindu 
temples. All the architectural works of that period, except the 
Vinayaka Pafichadeval of Aksayamalla, are related to Budd h- 
ism. In the land grant certificates issued in the names of the 
Hindu Brahmapas and drafted also by the Brahmagas, 
Buddhism found a due place. The trinity of Buddhism (Buddha, 
Dharma and Sarhgha) is the witness of the land grants. 
The prominent kings like Krichalla, ASokachalla, Punyamalla 
and Prithvimalla have stated themselves as parama-saugata, 
the great devotee of Lord Buddha. Therefore, Buddhism seems 
to have been the court religion of the KhaSa Kingdom. 

However, there was no discriminat ion between Hindus 
and Buddhists. The KhaSa kings were extremely tolerant in 
the matter of religion. The Brahmanas declared the Khaia 
rulers as the living incarnation of Divine Visnu. By the efforts 
of the Brahmanas, Hinduism began to prosper in the kingdom. 
From the epigraphic evidences it appears that Hinduism was 
also gaining ground in the court of the Khasa Kingdom since 
the reign of Krichalla (1  207-1 223). 

The Baleivara temple inscription of Krachalla provides 
an example of the religious toleration of the Khasa rulers. The 
inscription mentions Krachalla as  an ardent devotee of Lord 
Buddha (porama-saugata) . At the same time he equally revered 
Ektudra Bglesvara, the Hindu deity, by offering worship and 
donating land. The inscription states, "The donor of lands 



gains (the favour) of Aditya, Varuaa, BrahmH and Viqnu, as 
also of Soma, HutHsana and the god holding the trident in his 
hand." Furthermore, the inscription endows KrBchalla with 
all the qualities of the Hindu legendary heroes such as Rama, 
Bhiqma and Dharma (App. B-I).  His mother Sira ,  as the 
same inscription states, was the protectress and benefactress of 
cows and Brahmanas. According to a chronicle of Tibet, 
Krichalla had established an image of Maitreya and Maiijusri 
made of gold (App. A). 

ASokachalla is addressed as abhinma bodtlisat~xivatira, the 
recent incarnation of Bodl~isatva, in his inscription of 
Gopeivara. Other two inscriptions mention him as pravara 

makiiydna yi~'inah, the staunch follower of the Mahayana sect 
of Buddhism. (App. B 2, 3, 4). His teacher MBsala, his you- 
nger brother Daiaratha and his courtiers were also Buddhists. 
Many Buddhist scholars like Guchapathi of Kashmir, had got 
patronage in his court. He established an image of Buddha 
in Bodh Gaya and an arrangement was made by him to offer 
regular worship to Mahi  bodhi. Though Aiokachalla was the 
follower of Buddhism, he had the great respect for the 
Hindu deities. For instance, he had erected tridents (the arm 
of Siva) in Garhwal (App. B-2, 5). 

The Khaia rulers had attacked the valley of Nepal on a 
number of occasions. They fired the cities. looted the wealth 
of royal palace and people but Hindu temples and Buddhist 
shrines were respected by them. Jitirimalla and Ripumalla 
offered worship and treasury to Pasupatinatha, Matsyendranatha 
and Svayarh bhOnitha. Ripumalla visited Lumbini and 
Kapilvastu en route from Sinja to Kathmandu (App. B-1 1 , 13), 

The use of 'Om ntani padtne Itzrm' is fonud in the Lumbini 
Kapilvastu inscriptions of Ripumalla. This Buddhist chant is 
usually found inscribed at the top of the stone pillar inscript- 
ions of the Khaki rulers. The followers of the Mahayana sect 
of Buddhism whirl the Dltartnachakra and count the series of 
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beads muttering this chant. Accordingly, Ripumalla, TarBdevi, 
Prithvlmalla, Yaiovarmii, Devavarmii, Jayasirhha and Mala- 
yavarma inscribed this chant at the top of their stone inscript- 
ions which testifies their faith in Buddhism.4 Ripumalla was 
a very religious and learned king. He had copied a Buddhist 
text entitled Laghtrratnatrajja (App. B- 14). Another Buddhist 
text, Abhisal-naya'lahka'ra, found in a monastery of Tibet and 
copied from Surkhet in 1370 B.S., mentions him as 
RlijarfijeSvara LokeSvara (App. B- 12). Adityamalla in his 
boyhood lived at  the sakya monastery of Western Tibet for 
sometime. Pratapamalla chose to be a monk rather than a 
king.5 

Punyamalla and Prithvimalla state themselves as the 
great devotees of Lord Buddha, but they were committed to 
rule according to the ethics and polity of holy Hindu texts. 
Golhana, the teacher of Prithvlmalla, was a Brshmana. Many 
learned Hindu scholars got patronage in the court. Since 
the reign of Prithvimalla (1 338-1 358), orthodox Hindu gods 
like Brahmi. Virnu and Siva were introduced as the witnesses 
of the land grants. However, even after Prithvimalla, Buddhism 
maintained its position in the court. Abhayamalla and Mala- 
yavarma bulilt a Buddhist monastery consisting of eighteen 
Gomba's in Khojarniitha.6 

After the fall of the Khasa Kingdom, Hinduism began to 
supercede Buddhism. Due to lack of fostering care of the Baisi 
and Chaubisi rulers, the influence of Buddhism slowly declined 
and was confined only to the higher Himalayan valleys. 

The Places of Pilgrimage 

Mount Kailiisa, the abode of Siva, the holy Minasa lake 
(Manasarovar) of Western Tibet, situated at  the altitude of 
about 14,000 feet and K hojaranitha (Khecharatlrtha of 
Sanskrit literature) were and are still the most sacred places of 
pilgrimages for both the Hindu and the Buddhists. Hindu 
pilgrims from the south used to visit these places after travers- 



ing the difficult passes of snowy range. The chronicle of 
Raskot mentions that Malayavarma had built a big lnonastcry 
in Khojaranatha. 

Having many sacred centres in its surroundings, Dullu 
was venerated as a holy place of pilgrimage at that tirne. The 
holy sites-Sirast hina, NBvisthina and Padu kast hana were 
called trayavaiivitzarajvilik~etra, thrce centres of Agni or the 
god of fire, where natural gas flames were burning consuntly 
shooting from the ground (Fig. 7b). Among them, two are 
burning till now and one (of Piidukasthan) is extinguished. An 
inscription of Prithvlmalla mentions Durlahgl~yanagara (Dullu) 
as para~napivana, the most holy place. Prithvimalla had 
introduced a fair called Hariiaizkari in the aforesaid holy 
sites of Dullu (App. B-30). Kankrevihar of Surkhet was also 
an important religious centre of Buddhist pilgrimages. Today 
only the heaps of ruins of that great Vihar are lying scattered 
(Figs. 3 ,  10, 13, 22, 23). But they help to discover a highly 
flourished civilisation of the historic past. 

The religious importance of Lumbini and Kapilvastu was 
not the less. King Ripumalla visited these sites en route Sinja 
to Kathmandu. Khojarnith and h k y a  monastery of Western 
Tibet were renowned czntres of Buddhist pilgrimage. Many 
Buddhist pilgrims of Tibet used to visit Lumbinl, Kapilvastu, 
SaranPth and Bodh Gaya through the trans-Himalayan route 
which passed via. Sifiji and Dullu. Badarlnath, Kedaranith 
and MuktinHth were other important holy sites. The insript- 
ions of the Juml% Kingdom contain the expressions like Sri irl 
badar fndtha jayati and mr~ktindtka sahciya.7 The deity of 
MuktinPth was venerated as the LokeJvara by the Buddhists 
and as Nirdyapa by the Hindus. 

Ceremonies and Festivals 

The kartnakdn#a, the Hindu science of rituals, had presc- 
ribed various ceremonies to be performed in the Hindu society. 
Even the Buddhist kings, courtiers and officials follow.ed the 
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Hindu customs and traditions. An inscription of Malayavarm~, 
dated 1389, mentions uljo, mailo, sarddlzya, dcisai and tiydr (App. 
B-40). Uijo denotes the Hindu samskdras like nvdrana (name 
giving ceremony), vratabandlla (the sacred thread investure 
ceremony of twice-born Hindu castes) and marriage. Mailo 
denotes funeral rites. Das'aiii and Tiydr (Tihara) are the names 
of Hindu festivals. The HariSankaritdtra' was a religious 
ceremony held on the first day of the month of MBrge when 
prople used to visit the three holy sites of Dullu (App. B-30). 
There seems no discrimination between Vai~navism and 
Saivisrn as Hari and ~ a h k a r i  jointly denote a ceremony. KuJe 
Aumsi, Cl~aite DaJaii?, Mesa Somkra'nti, Karkata Samkrcinti, 
Makara Samkra'nti and Bazrddha PDrvit~zii are some other tradi- 
tional festivals of Western Nepal. 

Education and Learning 
Epigraphic records show that the KhaSa kings and their 

courtiers, Br i  hmanas and other administrative functioilaries 
were educated. But no evidence throws light on the education 
of women and ordinary people. Briihmanas were the teachers, 
astrologers and priests. The Kumaon inscription of KrZchalla 
states that a Brahmana named Bhatta Narilyna was well versed 
in many branches of knowledge (App. B-1). The titles of cont- 
emporary Brahmanas such a Aclzirya (professor), Upddlyiya 
(preceptor), Joisi (astrologer) and Panclita (learned person) 
tend to show that the Brihmanas were highly educated. The 
Hindu Brahmanas as well as Buddhist monks had adorned the 
court of the Khasa Kingdom. 

The eulogy makers of Pugyamalla, Prithvimalla and 
Abhayamalla such as Go1 hana Joisi, ~ ivadeva Pandi ta, 
Juthadeva Joisi, Dharrnaraj;~ Joisi were the learned Brahina~as 
who possessed profound knowledge of Sanskrit language. 
These eulogies are written in highly florid Sai~skrit. Sumati, 
the composer of the Dullu pillar inscription, I~t idasa and 
Dharmadasa were other educated persons having excellent 
knowledge of Sanskrit. (App. B-23, 24). 



The kings were not only skilled in the science of warfare 
(dastra). but also well vcrsed in ethics and polity (Sdstru). 
Pupyamalla and PrithvImalla are said to have possessed such 
kinds of knowledge. An inscription of Sinja writes that king 
Ripumalla, inspired by the meditation of Lokandtha. copied a 
book, Lagl~uratnatraya, which 'tended to fulfil all human 
desires'. (App. B-14). A manuscript of Abhisamuydlankira 
had been copied in 13 13 from Surkhet by his inspiration 
(App. B-12). Though the educated Briihmnas and Ksatriya 
aristocrats possessed knowledge of Sanskrit language, the 
ordinary people were ignorant of it. So the kanakapatra and 
copper plate charters were partly written in varnacular 
language. The varnacular language was the eastern PahaQi 
or the SifijZt1-i section of Khasa language. 

The Origin and Development of the Sifijiili Language 

As discussed earlier, the Khasas were non-Vedic Aryans. 
They entered the Indian sub-continent from the north- 
west around the beginning of the first millennium B.C.. While 
they were in central Asia, they had their own language which 
was an offshoot of the ancient Iranian language. But their 
language was not as prosperous as Sanskrit of their Vedic 
Aryan predecessors who entered India before them. The KhaSas 
came as conquerors in groups. The language and its speakers 
could not be separated. Their language also came with them. 
However, it is obivious that in course of their movements 
from Afganistan to Nepal, their language was much i~lflue~lced 
by the Sanskrit language. Both of the languages, the Vedic- 
Sanskrit and the KhaSa, owe their origin to the ancient 
Iranian language of central Asia. 

The KhaSas inhabited in the north.western hill   pa hid^) 
region of the Indian sub-cont inent. Therefore, the KhaSa 
language is known as Pahadi language also. It can be 
categoriscd as follows:~ 
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KhaSa Language 
1 

I 1 I 
Western Pahadr Central Pahidl Eastern Pahadr 
(Local dialects of (Garhwali and (Sinjal~) 
hills, west of Garhwal) Kumaoni) 

During the early medieval period, the main seat of the 
~ h a s - A r ~ a n  people who spoke the eastern branch of the 
~ h a 6 a  language was Sifija. Therefore, the eastern PahiiQ~ 
can be called Sifijgli also. This language begail to prosper 
when the  hab bas established their kingdom in Western Nepal 
and made it the official language of their kingdom. The first 
authentic documents of the Siiijgli language, available so far, 
is inscribed in a stone pillar of Padukasthan, Dullu, during 
the time of Akokachalla (1 225-1 278). This inscription (Fig. 
1) reads : 

(I)  Oxh namo Buddhayeh I sri 
(2) Asokachchalladeva schi (3) rath jayatuh ( Sauna KB 
(4) rki SaBka Karkyaniko (5) devalah ( 

Most of the copper plates and all kanakapatras of the 
Khasa Kingdom are written partly in Sanskrit and partly in 
the Siiijali language. But the main text is inscribed in the 
vernacular (Siiijal~) language. Two copper plate charters of 
Adityamalla and Pu~~yamalla,  issued for the Ti be tan speaking 
areas, are found written partly in Siiijjali and partly in Tibetan.9 
Sanskrit was popular among the priests and Pundits, and all 
the Hindu rituals were performed following the Sanskrit holy 
texts. But Si5jal-i was the language understood by the people 
in general except the Tibetan immigrants of the Himalayas. 

The Khasa rulers contributed much to the development 
of the Sinjili language by making it the medium of the official 
correspondence. Even after the collapse of the KhaSa 
Kingdom, it became the state language of all the Baisi and 
Chaubisi principalities. After the conquest of them by the 
Gorkhali rulers, the Silljali language began to be called the 



Gorkhd Bhdj6 (Gorkha language). Later on, the Sinjal~ 
branch of the Khasa language became the national language 
of the kingdom of Nepal. 
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ECONOMIC CONDITIONS 

CHAPTER FIVE 

Due to want of adequate data, a systematic study of the 
economic history of the KhaSa kingdom is far from being 
possible. The following account is primarily based on the 
fragmentary references of the inscripticns so far available. The 
people had adopted various occupations. The chief means of 
their subsistence were agriculture, animal husbandry, indus- 
tries and trade. 

Land Tenure System 

The main occupation of the people was agriculture. So 
the arable lands were of great importance. Even the Brahma- 
nas, engaged in religious activities, were desirous of acquiring 
Birtd lands from the state. Obiviously, land was the mirrior of 
social status. The land within the domain of the state was 
considered the property of the king. Only when the king used 
to bestow land on others, the proprietry right was shifted to 
individuals. The forms of land tenure prevalent at that time 
may be categorised as Serd, Raikar, Guthi, Birta' and J6gir. 

Sera'-During the eighteenth century in Nepal, " Raikar 
lands which were appropriated by the crown for meeting the 
foodgrain and other requirements of the royal palace house- 
hold were called Sera."l An official known as Adai was the 
in charge of functions relating the Serci land2 The Adai figures 
prominently in the land grant certificates of the Khaia King- 
dom (App. B-26). During the days of the KhaSa King- 
dom, this officer was, probably, the supervisor of Ser6 lands. 
It appears that there were many SerG lands the agricultural 



produces of which were appropriated by the royal family. For 
instance, a terraced field near the Sinja royal palace area is 
called SerZ even today. 

Raikar-The inscriptions mention that the king was 
called Rdi. People could cultivate land paying tax to the king 
or state. Hence, the Kar (tax) taken by the Rdi (king) was 
Rafkar, and the land which was taxed by the state was known 
as Raikar land. The land grant certificates of the ~ h a i a  King- 
dom mention the term 'kut' as a tax. The private individuals 
who cultivated Raikar lands had to pay tax to the state in the 
form of kut (rent). They had only the cultivating right and the 
ultimate right of the Raikar lands was vested on the state. If 
the ownership of the Raikar lands were divestituted in the 
form of Birri or Guthi, the cultivators had to pay rent to the 
Birtd holders or Guthi instltutions. 

Guthl-Guthi refers to the institutional land ownership. 
The lands granted for the use of religious and charitable insti- 
tutions were known as Glrthi lands in Nepal during the medie- 
val period and after. The Bilesvara temple inscription of 
Krichalla provides an evidence to the institutional land owner 
ship. King Krachalla bestowed a land grant of large holding 
with all revenues derived from it to the Ekrudra Balesvara 
addressing the learned person, Bhatta Nariyana, who was the 
worshipper of that deity (APp. B-I). The grant was made to 
meet the expences of the ~ l l e i v a r a  temple. 

Birtfi-The land endowment with the exemption of all 
taxes made to certain individuals, espeicially to Brahmapas for 
their livelihood was called vritti. Birtd is the perverted form of 
sritti. The Birrd land tenure system was extensively prevalent 
in the Khasa Kingdom. The Brahmagas who had approach to 
the royal palace got large Birtd holdings from the kings. The 
Birtli lands received by the descendatns of Vidyakara from 
Puqyamalla and by Golhapa JoisT from PrithvTmalla were of 
large size while Jayabrahma Joisi got a small plot of BirtG 
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land from Abhayamalla (App B-19, 20. 26, 34, 35). Certainly, 
the large Birt6 holders did not cultivate their lands themselves. 
They could collect various taxes and rents from the peasants 
who cultivated their Birth lands. Traditional Sanskrit litera- 
ture advocated to donate lands to Brihmanas, teachers, priests 
and religious and charitable institutions. The land grant 
certificates state that anyone who donated land would live in 
heaven for 60,000 years. Thus the religious interest was the 
main factor for prevalence of Birtd and Gutki land tenure 
systems. 

J6gir-M.C. Regmi points out, "The form of land tenure 
known as Jagir came into being (in Nepal during the 18th 
century) when revenues on land were assigned as emoluments 
to government employees and functionaries."a Some faint 
references denote that the system of Jdgir land tenure was 
pravalent in the Khaia Kingdom. For example, two inscrip- 
tions of some later period (1450 A. D,) found in Jumla, record 
Rok iy i  AZo (field of the Rokiyi) ,  which was probably a 
Jigir land given to the Roki-~i i  as his emolument by the state.4 
The Rok6y6 was a functionary of the village administration. 
The fiscal character of the KhaSa Kingdom was non-moneti- 
sed. Therefore, it appears that Raikar lands were assigned as 
Jigir to various employees and functionaries of the ~ h a b a  
Kingdom. 

Trade with India and Tibet 

The main trans-Himalayan trade route corlnec ting India 
and Tibet through Western Nepal passes along the course of 
the Karnali river via Sinja and Dullu. Contemporary records 
mention that Sinja had become an important trade centre 
during the days of the KhaSa Kingdom. (App. B-19). Acharya 
Kautilya in his ArtlraSGstra mentions two kinds of woolen 
blankets, Bkiizgisi and Apasdrakd, exported from Nepal.5 No 
evidence bears testimony of sheep rearing in the valley of 
Nepal. Therefore, these blankets might have been exported 
from the Karnali region which was an important wool produ- 



cing centre from the early period. Among the thirty six taxes 
of the KhaSa Kingdom, Pdkl~okar (tax on blankets) was one 
(App. C). The state derived considerable amount of income 
from the taxcs levied on the export of wollen produc~s. The 
main items exported from the KhaSa Kingdom towards the 
plains of India were : wool, woolen clothes, herbs, horses of 
noble breeding, falcon and musk of the deer. The Khaka 
Kingdom imported the items such as silk clothes, spices and 
salt from India. This kingdom exported foodgrains, cotton 
clothes, pepper, chilli and some other items to Tibet. Among 
the major articles imported from Tibet included wool, woolen 
clothes, salt. sheep, horses, gold and silver,e 

The falcon and musk of the deer were the 
special items to export towards India from the hills of 
Far-Western Nepal through the ages. A tamed falcon could 
bring its prey to its master. So people tamed and kept it. 
Even at present, there are some places called BrSjrlralif, the 
spots to capture falcons. People of Far-Western Nepal have 
many stories about the taming and exporting falcons 
to India. The musk of the male deer was, as now, of great 
importance for medical purpose. Even at present, the J u m l ~  
musk is well known for its high quality. From the early period, 
Jumla was a renowned musk producing centre. There was 
special demand of the Jumli musk in the Indian markets. So 
the export of the musk was one of the most profitable busi- 
ness. The upper class people were also interested in it. An 
evidence of some later period mentions that Arjun Budi  
acquired land from the king Muktisihi and Silimsahl by pre- 
senting purso katlturo (male must deer) to them .7 A kanaka- 
patra of Pupyamalla while describing the city of Sinja, 
writes that the merchants living in their shops were happy 
( A ~ P .  B-19). This statement signifies that the condition of 
trade in kingdom was good and Sinja was one of the main 
trade centres. 
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Medium of Exchange, Weight and Measures 

The coins of the Khaja Kingdom are not found so far. 
No record is available relating to the minting of coins in the 
kingdom. The kanakapatra of Prithvlmalla refers to the use 
of coins but it is not certain whether they were exported from 
outside. It is known that slrvarna, takf and dim were the units 
of coins in circulation. (App. B-26). The suvarna was the 
unit of gold coin, taki was of silver and dem was of copper. 
Surlarna and dim were the highest and lowest denominations of 
the currency. But the calculation of these units is not clear. 

Although the circulation of gold, silver and copper coins 
was not unknown, however, the barter system appears to have 
been predominent. The copper plate charters of Adit~arnalla 
and Pugyamalla found from the Taghwai monastary mention 
that:one dhdrni and 100 tolds of gold was to be taken as fine for 
disobeying the royal orders (App. B-17, 18). If coins were in 
wide circulation, fine would not have been taken in kind. 
Some infor~nation about weights and measurements could be 
found from the contemporary records. As pointed out above, 
the terms of told and dhirns were used to denote the quantity 
of gold. This testifies that told, seer and dhirni were the 
measures to weight the quantity of matter. According to the 
system prevailing from the medieval period in Nepal's western 
hills, the calculation of avoirdupois weight was : 

28 tolas= 1 seer 
8 seers = 1 dhirni (2240 grams) 

The kanakapatra of Prithvimalla mentions that one who 
resumes even one angula of (Birtd) land would suffer the agony 
of hell. Therefore, it appears that angula,, bitta' and hita were 
the units of the linear measurements : 

12 angulas = 1 bitta 
2 bittas = 1 hiita (18 inches) 

Similarly, some terms like mutho and ma'm are men- 
tioned in the kanakapatra of Prithvimalla. These units were 



used to measure the quantity of grains and liquid things. The 
volumetric measurements would have been as follows : 

10 muthis = 1 m i n i  
8 manis = 1 piithi 

20 pathis = 1 muri (approxmately 3.00 cubic feet) 

Some terms that denote the types of lands and system 
of land measurement are also known from the inscriptions. 
They are : ilo, dici, ilikd, ldlo and suwird-0 610, dl8 and Blikd 
denote paddy field. The unirrigated land where crops like 
maise, millet and buck-wheat were grown was called tdlo, and 
srrwa'ri was the terraced land of the same type. Yogi Naraha- 
rinath writes that one 610 was equal to 25 ropanis (1,36,900 
sq. ft.)9. AIfi was the plural form of 610 and the Sanskrit 
version of iilci is a'lika'. 

Sources of Revenue 

The land grant charters of the Khasa Kingdom mention 
various kinds of taxes collectively known as chhattiskar (thirty- 
six taxes). The BrHhmanas who acquired Birtii lands from 
the kings were also exempted from those taxes. Judicial 
fines, punishments, forced labour and obligations were also 
included in the thirty-six taxes. King was considered the 
owner of the land and water in his kingdom. Therefore, tax 
on the products of the earth was a sort of rent in return. Many 
kinds oftaxes, regular and occasional, are known from the 
inscriptions. However, the mainstay of finance continued to be 
the land revenue. The kut which literally means 'rent on land' 
was the main source of the income of the KhaSa Kingdom. 
In ancient Nepal and India, the tax on  land was usually called 
bhiga (share), which was a fixed proportion of crop.10 The 
kut  appears to have been the same kind of tax as bhiiga 
(App. C). The proportion perhaps varied according to the 
quality of land, irrigational facilities and the need of the state. 

There were the taxes levied on cattle and other live- 
stock, and agricultural, dairy and industrial products. Tax 
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on domesticated animals and fowls was called blzoga in 
ancient Nepal.11 In the Khaia Kingdom, tax an cattle and 
other livestock was known as jiu. (App. C). Besides, there 
were taxes levied on dairy produce such as milk, curd, and 
ghee. These taxes and tax on honey were called chaunl taxes 
(App. C) In addition to the regular land tax known as kut, 
there was a tax called mauni which was levied on seasonal 
agricultural produce such as vegetables and fruits. Another 
tax on agricultural produce was rubo (tax on cotton). Pulo was 
also a kind of land tax levied on grass and grazing lands. Suto 
(tax on cotton thread) and pdklio (tax on woolen cloths) were 
the taxes on industrial produce (App. C). 

In ancient Nepal, tax on trade was known as kar.12 In 
the Khasa Kingdom, the kar probably included taxes on 
shops and merchandies, and tolls on roads. House tax called 
kudiyo was also levied upon common people. The regular 
taxes known as kut, jiu, kar and kudiyo which fell upon the 
masses would have yielded considerable income to the Khasa 
Kingdom. The term nloda ap~rtctli denotes that state had also 

claimed reversion of the property of those dying without 
heir. 

Other taxes called jdr i ,  inuddli, uido or ulzdro, mdnu- 
mutlzo, dubdrrii or dubaro, pithiyo or poialo, jhyafipci guplzyrifi 
and kaPito were the lesser and occasional (App. C). There 
were also liabilities to forced and unpaid labour known as 
berh-baulo, sewd, dllarci and royiiro (App. C). Services in 
labour and gifts were expected by the kings and his officers on 
tour. Bandanaclzdra or deklta~zi and clzllaparddm fall on this 
category (App. C). Many of the taxes and forced labour 
were also paid to the village headmen, Birtd holders and local 
feudals. Beside various kinds of taxes and services in labour, 
state derived considerable income from the tribute paid by the 
vassal chiefs. Sometimes, the Khasa kings extorted money 
and riches from defeated kings. 
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ART AND ARCHITECTURE . 

CHAPTER SIX 

With the foundation of the Khaba Kingdom, the art and 
architecture began to prosper in Western Nepal. The political 
consolidation achieved under the leadership of the Khasa 
rulers led to the economic and cultural development of the 
region. The economic and cultural development helped the 
development of the art and architecture. The art  and arch- 
itecture of the Karnali region had been influenced by both the 
Indian and Tibetan styles. The KhaSas had come in contact 
with the Tibetan Buddhists even before the foundation of their 
kingdom in Western Nepal. Therefore, the Buddhist icono- 
graphy and architecture of the region largely bore the Tibetan 
impression. In those days, the &kya monastery of Western 
Tibet was one of the principal centres of Buddhist learning and 
art. The Brahmanical architecture began to flourish in 
Western Nepal only after Kumaon came under the control of 
the Khaba rulers of Sinja. In fact, it was an extension of the 
Kumaon architecture. 

Statement of the Time 
Most of the temples, stupas and sculptures of the Karnali 

region are undated. The first temple that bears the date of 
construction is the Vinayak Pafichadeval of Achham built by 
Ak~ayamalla in 1280 (Fig. 9). A Buddhist temple is reported 
to have been built by Sauna Karkl and his wife during the 
reign of Aiokachalla (Fig. 1). The PatharnBuli of Dullu 
(Fig. 15) having five votive stupas on its roof was constructed 
in 1354 (App. B-23). In the same year, another ndufi (water- 
receptacle) having one stupa on its roof was built in Achhan~ 



(App. B-24; Fig. 14). It will be mentioned below that thc 
Kafikrevihar was also a fine creation of the architectural 
activity of the Khaba Kingdom. Though most of the sculptures 
are undated, there are some clues to fix their approximate 
time. The image of the Ak9obhya Buddha (Fig. I )  found at 
Paduklsthan, Dullu, was made during the reign of ~ i o k a -  
challa. The sculptuses of three Puikeliis (Figs. 2, 19, 16) and 
two lions (Fig. 6) appear to have belonged to the period of 
the Khasa Kingdom. The clay tablets found in the caves of 
LAmathidi, Sinja, which contain Buddhist chants, Buddhist 
images and stupas (Figs. 5, 12,) were made during the 
period between twelfth and fourteenth century. The script of 
the Buddhist chant of the tablets resembles the script of the 
inscriptions of the KhaSa Kingdom. Some of the stupa 
symbols of the tablets give their exact parallel to the stupa 
inscribed on the top of the Dullu pillar inscription. (Fig. I I ) .  

Similar clay tablets having Buddhist chants and symbols found 
in Tibet are mentioned to have belonged to the period between 
eleventh and fourteenth century.1 

The Viniyak Pafichadeval of Achham 

The Hindu temple constructed in Sikhara style is called 
deval and a group of five temples are collectively known as 
Pafichadevals. They are commonly found in the Karnali reg- 
ion. The districts of Jumla, Dailekh, Achham, Doti and 
Dadeldhura are rich in temples. The Viniyak Panchadeval 
built by Aksayamalla, a member of the Khaka ruling family, in 
1280 is the specimen of the Brahmagical architecture of the 
KhaSa Kingdom. Among the five temples, one temple of the 
south-west has totally collapsed and vanished, and four of 
them are still standing in a mutilated condition (Fig. 9). The 
central temple contains the inscription of Aksayamalla on its 
lintle. (App. B-8). 

The Pafichadevals are the temples of five deities of Hindu 
patheism that is of Siva, Vi~pu,  Durga, G a ~ e s a  and Siirya. A 
Sivalinga is still found lying in the central temple of D m &  
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(Achham). The images of Vi~nu,  Durgi, Gageia and Sarya 
are enshrined in the four-sided slrkandsikd sanctums of the 
central temple of Manma Pafichadeval. These images are in 
crude form. However, they help to identify that the Pafichad- 
evals are none but the temples of Hindu Pafichayana gods. As 
in the sanctums of almost all the central temples of Pnfichad- 
evals the divalingas are enshrined, ~ i v a  Pafichayana concept 
appears predominent in this region from the early period. In 
most cases, the central temple of the Pafichadevals is the 
largest structure than its subsidiary temples of its four corners. 
The temples are built on a platform. They are single struct- 
ures separately made on rectangular ground plan. P. R. 
Sharma writes : 

One can divide the temple vertically into three parts. 
They are from below : the base consisting of the 
sanctum wall called the Jarhgha, the superstructure 
or the tower called the Prasada or Sikhara and the 
crowning umbrella-stone called the Amalaka.2 

The ground plan of the largest temple of the Vinayak 
Pafichadeval is of 5.00 feet length and 4.50 feet breadth. The 
height of the Jamgl~a is of 6.00 feet and of the prasida or 
fikhard 13.00 feet. The height of the dnlalaka and its stand is 
unknown as this portion has fallen. The remaining height of 
the temple is 19.00 feet. 

All the temples are made of chiselled stone blocks. There 
is no use of any piece of wood. The masonary work is done 
with thin layer of lime mortar. Iron nails were used at 
key-joints of stones to fasten them. The temples are 
made on an elongated pyran~id shape with a flat top and the 
dntalakas are on their finials. Stones used in the ten~ples are 
carved with flowers and patterns. The lintle and ceiling are also 
artistically carved. The temples of the Vinayak Panchadeval 
are only the remarkable Brihmanical architecture of the 
~ h a i a  Kingdom, remained so far although in a mutilated 
condition. The architectural and sculptural monuments of 
Doti and Dadeldhura are mainly works of Doti state 
which emcrged after the fall of the KhaSa Kingdom. 



'The first dated monument of that area is the Ajayamerhat 
Panchadeval built by Nigamalla. the king of Doti, in 1393. 
Most of the temples of Jumla also belong to the later period. 
The temple of Bistabadfi were constructed in 15003 and the 
temple of UkhaQ'i in 1486.4 Similarly, all the temples of the 
Dailekh district seem to be constructed during the period of 
Dullu and Bilaspur states. The Pafichadevals of Darna 
(Achham), M h m a  (Kalikot), Raskot (Kalikot) and Chilkhiyii 
(Kalikot) also belong to the later period. However, it is 
obvious that they all bear the traditional style which was 
imported in this region from Kumaon during the thirteenth 
century. 

The Kaiikravihiir of Surkhet 

A large heap of ruins of the Klnkrevihir is lying on a 
hill, south of the Surkhet valley. The ruins are scattered over 
a perimeter of about 400.00 feet. The height of ruins is about 
20.00 feet. Large and massive stone block having diverse 
patterns and figures are lying scattered. Therefore, it can be 
inferred that a large temple had been built there. The name 
of the place associated with 'vihar' indicates that the sectarian 
character of the temple was related to Buddhism. This will 
be further testified when one sees the figure of Buddha in 
meditative posture inscribed on the stones at the spot. 
(Fig. 13). 

No records mention the date of the construction of the 
temple of Kinkrevihar. Only the style and the religious tradi- 
tion of the region may help to assign the approximate date of 
its construction. The style shows that it was an earliest temple 
of the region. As mentioned above, Buddhism was in a highly 
flourishing state during the period of the ~ h a i a  Kingdom. 
King Krichalla (1207-1223) and ~bokachal la  (1255-1278) had 
done many works of religious merit related to Buddhism. 
Ruins and stone sculptures of Surkhet mention that this valley 
was a centre of the Buddhist religious activities during the 
early medieval period. An inscription of Asl  sahu and Rueri- 
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devl dated 1292, found in Surkhet, shows that human habita- 
tion existed in the valley and religious works were done here 
at  that time (App. B-9). A manuscript of the Buddhist text 
Abhisamavilankira had been copied from Surkhet in 131 3. 
(App. B-12). Therefore, it can be inferred that the temple of 
Kgiikrevihar was built in thirteenth century, probably during 
the reign of Afokachalla (1  255-1 278), which were the most 
glorious days of the ~ h a i a  Kingdom. The temple was made 
on fikhara style. Two miniature towers (Fig. 10) with 
imalaka seen on the spot were probably overlied the tower of 
the temple. An image of the flying nymph (Fig. 22). is seen 
artistically carved on a stone block which was probably projec- 
ted below the lintle, facing the door-opening. On many other 
stones, Buddha images with Tiiris (Fig. 13), sinuous plant 
stalks, lotus flowers, associated couples of swans and cranes, 
and so on are tastefully carved. The ruins indicate that this 
temple was the most celebrated architecture of the Khaia 
Kingdom. 

Stupas, the Symbolic Monuments of Buddhism 

Many stupas or chaityas constructed during the period of 
the Khaba Kingdom are found in the Karnali region, particu- 
larly in the districts of Jumla, Dailekh and Achham. Among 
them, the stupa of Kuchi (Fig. 14) and stupa of PBtharndulr 
(Fig. 15) were built in the reign of Prithvimalla (1238-1251). 
They are built on the roof the niulis (watet-receptacles). 

The stupa Siridhuskl, Jumla, (Fig. 20) exists as an 
independent object. This stupa contains the Buddhist chant 
'om mani pcrdtne huh' in Ra!juizd character. The stupas have 
square plan. Their garbha or basement, after raising vertically 
two to four feet, is stepped reducing above. Then a square 
cube with a cornice lies on it. Some global. square and circular 
tiers representing kalaSa (dome) and bhiivarlas (globes) are placed 
above the square cube. Besides, the stupa of Kuchi has 
four-sided openings and a girdle of beads around the basement 
(Fig. 14). The Patharaiuli stupa is built on the roof of a 



large structure of the nduli (Fig. 15) made of large and massive 
stone blocks. There were five chaityas made according to the 
nl&qialika arrangement (App. B 23). But at present only one 
chaitya exists. 

The stupas of MichHgaun were constructed in 1482 and 
1501.5 The chaitya symbols are inscribed in many stone pillars 
including the Kirtistahbha of Dulla (Fig. 1 1). They have garbha 
(basement), cllhatra (umbrella), kalaja (dome), torana (festoon) 
and bhiivanas (globes). The clay tablets having the chaitya 
symbols (Fig. 5) represent the Tibetan impression on the 
Buddhist architecture of the region. They are of the fashion of 
the Tibetan mC'od rtens (Chhortens). One of the stupa symbols 
contains a figure of Aksobhya Buddha inside of it (Fig. 12) 
while another multi-towered stupa has a figure of Vairochana 
(Fig. 5). The multi-towered stupa is the distinguished feature 
of the Buddhist architecture. 

SCULPTURES 
Sources of information on the iconographical arts of the 

Khaba Kingdom are much limited. Some sculptures are found 
in Dullu, Dailekh Bazar, Baijanath (Achham), Doti and 
Dadeldhura, but many of them belong to the later period. The 
icons of Dailekh Bazar are the works belonging to the subse- 
quent centuries of the Gorkha conquest (1789 A. D). The 
Niirayapa temple of Dailekh Bazar where these icons are 
enshrined, was built by a Gorkhkli general. Similarly, the 
icons of Baijanath fall after fifteenth century onwards. The 
images of Doti and Dadeldhura including those of GaurY 
and Mahi~asuramardini appear to have been the works of 
Doti state as the first historical monuments of that area. These 
icons were enshrined in the Ajayamerhit Pafichadeval of 
Dadeldhura constructed in 1393 by Nagamalla, the king of 
Doti.6 The following images are selected for the study of the 
sculptural arts of the ~ h a b a  Kingdom. 

Icons Places 
(1) Ak~obhya Buddha Pidukasthsn, Dullu. 
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(2) Buddha with Taras Kafikravihiir, Surkhet. 
(3) Celestial nymph y 9  1 9  

(4) Vairochana of clay-tablet Limatbida,  Sinja, 
(5) Avalo kitesvara of clay-tablet 9 9 , 9 

(6) Taras of clay-tablet y s  9 , 
(7) Aksobhya of clay-tablet , 9 , , 
(8) Paikelds (warriors) PHdukB~thBn, Dullu. 
(9) Two standing lions LBmiithadP, Sinja. 

Buddhist Sculptures 

It is reported that Nagarija (?) had established a n  image 
of Buddha in Barahat (Uttarakai~). '  An image of Aksobhya 
Buddha (Fig. 1) carved on a stone pillar shaft established by 
Sauna Kirk1 and his wife on the occasion of the inaguration 
of the temple of Buddha was built by them during the reign of 
Asokachalla. This figure of Buddha is represented in the 
characteristic of bhiirnisarda mtrdri (earth touching posture). 

'a no- The Buddha sitting on a lotus, decorated with a crown, J j 
pavita (sacred thread) and aksamGli (a girdle of beads arounds 
the neck). He wears no robe found usually in other Buddha 
figures, His eyes are half-closed. Similar Buddha figure appears 
in a clay-tablet found in a cave of IirnBthiidQ, Sinja (Fig. 12). 

A Buddha figure respresenting dhyhnanludr6, the medita- 
tive posture, appears depicted in the ruins of KaBkrevihir 
(Fig. 13). Two figures of THris hoIding lamp-posts are 
standing on his two sides. This figure of Buddha wears a 
diaphanuous robe. Another Buddha figure in meditatye pos- 
ture with a standing Tar& is also seen on a roadside pillar of 
Bhandarighfl, Achham. A stone piller of I t r i m ,  Surkhet, con- 
tains the figures of Maitreya, Lokesvara, Gautama and Tara.0 

Buddhist images figure in the clay-tablets found in the 
caves of Lan~ithada. Sinja One of them contains a Buddha 
inside of a chaitya symbol. On either side of the chaitya, two 
figures representing Taras are sitting on the lotus fiowers 
(Fig. 12). 



Another clay-tablet shows a figure of Padmapani Lokei- 
vara standing and holding a stalk of lotus in one hand and 
granting boon or protection with the other (Fig. 12). A figure 
of Vairochana Buddha is seen in a clay-tablet. The Buddha is 
placed within the main sanctum of a multi-towered stupa 
(Fig. 5). P. R. Sharma points out, "Another fragmentary 
clay-tablet from Sinja shows a four-legged deity standing in 
didha posture. It is no doubt a Tantric divinity most probably 
either Heruka o r  Samvara, the popular tutelary deity of 
Tibet."g Tibetan impressions are reflected in the Buddhist 
sculptures of the Karnali region. As regards the clay-tablets, 
they resemble the Tibetan clay-tablets of the period between 
eleventh to fourteenth century.10 

Other Sculptures 

A figure of celestial nymph (Fig. 22) appears carved 
on a stone block of the ruins of Kiifikrevihar. The stone with 
this figure was most probably placed under the lintle facing 
the door-opening of the temple. The image is artistically car. 
ved. She is stretching her hands and has flying posture. She 
wears necklace, bangles and aksarnt515. Three life-sized stone 
sculptures of lions are standing in a displaced order on the 
roadside of the royal palace area of LamathiIda, Sinja. These 
animals have large eyes and mouths opened. They might have 
been placed on either sides of the door-opening of the temple 
palace. Four figures of PaikelGs (warriors) appear to have been 
carved on the stone pillars of Padukisthin, Dullu. (Figs 2, 
16. 19) They are equipped with sword, spear and armour. One 
of them is a figure of horse-rider (Fig. 16). The horse is also 
covered with armour. The pillars contain inscriptions which 
read as follows. 

A. (1 )  OIfi svasti B. (1) Orb svasti 
(2) Sidho ra (2) Visu ko 
(3) ut ko (3) vira stafabhah I I 
(4) Vira Stib 
( 5 )  bhab 1 1 
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C. (1) Om svasti Dh% D' (1) Orh svasti 
(2) durgalyg (2) Rate ko 
(3) ko vira starh (3) vira 

(4) bhafi I 1 (4) stambhah 1 I 

The above quoted inscriptions show that the pillars were 
erected in commemoration of the warriors who died fighting. 
In the Karnali region, many wayside stone pillars show 
similar figures which could be interpreted in the same way. 
Other stone pillars containing the symbols of the sun, the 
moon, stupa and disc are commonly found all over the region. 
Most of the pillars contain the date of installation ranging 
thirteenth to fourteenth century. 
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RECAPITULATION 

The ~ h a i a s  were non-Vedic Aryans who had entered the 
Indian sub-continent from the north-west around the beginn- 
ing of the first millennium B.C. and became the chief inhabit- 
ants of the north-western mountainous region of the Indian 
sub-continent. It appears that the first Khasa group arrived 
in Western Nepal around the middle of the first millennium 
A. D.. Many of the Khasas, who czme in contact with the 
Hindus of the Indo-Gangetic plains adopted the Hindu culture. 
The KhaSas of the priest class became Brahmanas during the 
early period and some others became K~atriyas. The Matwali- 
Chhetris or the PBbai-KhaS of Far-Westem Nepal's hills who 
did not convert themselves into the Hindu castes are the pure 
remnants of the ancient Khasa people. 

The Brihmanas, Thakurls and Chhetrls of hills al:d 
valleys on the southern slope of the Himalayas are known as 
Pahidl caste groups. The Brahmana and Rajput immigrants 
from the plains of India who preceded or  followed the Khaias 
have been assimilated in equal social status of the Pahbdi caste 
hierarchy. Therefore, present Nepal i Pahti&i caste groups are 
the admixture of the KhaSas and 1ndo-Aryans. But the greater 
degree of admixture owes to the Khaka stock. The dominating 
bulk of the society of Western Nepal before the KhaSa influx 
were the Mongoloid people-Gurufigs and Magars. The 
Khaias set the motion for the succeeding Pahiidi caste domin- 
ation of the country. 

During the early medieval period, the Khasas established 
a fairly big kingdom known as KllaJadcJa, the Khaka kingdom. 
Their kingdom covered a vast territory comprising Western 
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Nepal, South-Western Tibet, and Kumaon and Garhwal dur- 
ing its heydays. It was a magnificent achievement con- 
quering the rugged and defiant barriers of nature. Nagar6ja 
was the KhaSa ruler who founded the KhaSa kingdom in 
Western Nepal around the beginning of the twelfth century. 
His successors Krdchalla, Aiokachalla, Jitirimalla, Ripumalla, 
Adityamah, Pupynmalla and Prithvimalla were the prominent 
rulers of the KhaSa kingdom. After the foundation of their 
kingdom in the Karnali region, the Khasa conquerors occupi- 
ed the fertile basins of the Gandaki region, King Jitirimalla 
led the KhaSa troops to invade the Nepal Valley for the first 
time in 1288. From this time onward, the KhaSas invaded the 
valley of Nepal several times. The kingdom of the Nepal 
Valley paid the tribute to the KhaSa rulers. The Khasa king- 
dom began to crumble down into pieces by the tinles of 
Prithvlmalla. After Malayavarmi, it completely collapsed. 
Though the powerful kingdom vanished from the political 
horizon, it had lasting impacts on the succeeding society and 
politics of Nepal. 

Most of the family surnames of the Nepali Pahiid1 caste 
groups as given in Appendix 'D' were derived from the 
governmental desigilations of the K haSa kingdom, and from 
the place-names of the Karnali region. This testifies that in 
the past people of the PahQdl caste groups of Nepal were 
distributed mainly from the Karnali region throughout the 
kingdom of Nepal. 

During the days of the KhaSa kingdom, civil and military 
functionaries, who were entrusted with the task to maintain 
order in the Gandaki region, migrated to this region along 
with the ordinary people because the fertile basins of the seven 
Gandakis had sufficient attraction for the settlement. The 
Khadggs who were defeated by Drabya Shdha in Gorkha 
were probably migrated from the Karnali region. The con- 
temporary records of the Nepal Valley show the influence of 



the ~ h a i a s  and the Khaia language in the Malla kingdoms of 
Kafitipur, Lalitpur and Bhaktapur.1 The people of the K has- 
Aryan origin penetrated into Eastern Nepal during the days of 
the Sena kingdom of PBlpa which was extended in the east up 
to Morang. Prithv~nariyana Shaha, after his conqucst of 
Eastern Nepal, had also encouraged them to settle there. 

The Kh~l ias  were renowncd warriors from the early 
period. It was due to their valour and bravery that they became 
able to establish a great kingdom in this rugged mountainous 
region. Even after the collapse of the Khasa kingdom, the 
Khaia Ksatriyas maintained their morale. The Khasa soldiers 
were regarded as  the best warriors during the eighteenth 
century when Prithvinarayana ShHha of Gorkhh launched the 
campaign for the unification of Nepal? The Khaia soldiers 
played most important role in the unification of Nepal under 
the leadership of Prithvintirayk~a Shaha and his successors. 

The court religion of the KhaSa kingdom was Buddhism. 
The Khaia rulers were ardent devotees of the Lord Buddha. 
Many of the countiers in the kingdom were also Buddhists. 
But the kings and courtiers were extermely tolerant in the 
matters of religion, and they had equally respected Hinduism. 
When Hinduism gained predominant posit ion in this region 
after the fall of the ~ h a i a  kingdom, the Hindus adopted the 
same attitude towards Buddhism. The sense of religious tole- 
ration and harmony which was developed in the days of the 
Khaba kingdom is found to be at  the core of the present 
Nepalese Pahtid'f culture. 

The Pifichdyana cult which was a good combination of 
different sects of Hinduism such as ~aivism, Vai~navism, 
&ktirm and SGrya worship was also gaining ground in the 
Khaia kingdom. The symbols and images of Siva, Visgu, 
Gage&, Devi and SBrya were enshrined in the Panchadevals 
and worshipped together. These Pafichiyana gods repre- 
sented by small iiligrcinra stones are worshipped at home daily 
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by the Pahidi Brlhmanas of Nepal before their morning meal. 
Even the systems of weights and measurements, and land 
tenure systems such as Birtd, Guthi and Raikar which were 
adopted in Western Nepal during the days of the KhaSa king- 
dom, are prevalent in the present Nepalese society. Only, the 
Birti system was abolished in Nepal in 1959. 

One of the most silnificant impacts of the ~ h a 6 a  kingdom 
on modern Nepal was in the field of language. The eastern 
section of the KhaSa language is known as the Sifijalr or 
Eastern PahBd?. The KhaSa kings made it the state language 
of their kingdom. Many inscriptions of that period are found 
written in this language. It also became the state language of 
all the Baisi and Chaubisl principalities which emerged after 
the fall of the K h a k  kingdom. Today, the Sifijali branch of 
the Khasa language has become the national language of 
Nepal. 

The creative assimilation of the language, culture, tradit- 
ions and population of K h A s  helped the Gorkhalls in their 
campaign of the unification of Nepal. All the BBisi and 
Chaubisi principalities had the same language, culture, religion 
and traditions. That's why the conquest of Western Nepal 
by the Gorkhalis was not followed by the religious and cultural 
disturbances. The cultural unification of Western Nepal with 
high sense of harmony and toleration was achieved under the 
Khasa rulers during the early medieval period. 
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A ppendicee 

APPENDIX- A 

The Kings of Guge 

(Accordirlg to ~ l l e  Dpag-bsatn-lion- bzant ( p .  52), a 
chronicle of Tibet). 

Source-A. H. Francke, Antiquities of Indian Tibet (New 
Delhi : S. Chand & Co., Reprinted in 1972), p. 169. 

Translated from the Tibetan Chronicles 

Hkhor-re had two sons, viz. Nlga-ra-dza and Deba-ri- 
dza. Later on the three together (i.e. the father with his two 
sons) took the sign of monkhood. Although the (religious) name 
of the father was Ye Ses-hod, he became better (easier) known 
by the names Lo-chen (Papdit) and Mkhan-slob-goig-pa 
('only Guru'). When he had entrusted the government to his 
younger brother Srod-ne, the hymns and Vinaya being widely 
known, the Smritis (bastras) came at that time. During the 
reign of Sroh-ne's son, Lha-lde, Subhuti SrI-Santi was invited 
(to Tibet from Kashmir). He translated the ~ e r - ~ h ~ o ~ r ,  and 
Lo-chen's disciples translated many (other books). He had 
three sons. Of these Hod-lde reigned, whilst Byan-chub-bod 
and Zi-ba-hod, the younger ones, became monks, and invited 
Lord Atisi (to Tibet). During the reign of Hod-lde's son, 
Rtse-lde, Zi-ba-bzan-po ( ~ ~ n t i b h a d r a )  arrived in Tibet; and, 
when the wise men of Dbus-Gtsan and Khams had assem- 
bled, the great religious council (chos-bkhor-chen-po) of 
Mnah-ris took place. His son was Hbar- lde, then Bkrasis- 
lde, Bha-lde, Naga- deva; Btsan-phy ug-lde went to Ya-tshe 
(Sinja). His son was Bkra-sis-lde. Then, in order, Grags- 
btsan-lde, Grags-pa-lde. He erected (an image of) Hjam- 
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dbyans (Manjughosa) of 7C  bre (a weight) of gold, a stupa of 
24 bre (of gold), an (image of) Bde-mchog (Sambara) of 500 
(Rupees) of whitc silver, and (an image) of Byams-pa 
(Maitrcya) of 12000 (Rupees). His son A-so-lde, bought 
those 44 towns which h;!d at an earlier timc been offered to 
Rdo-rje-gdan (VajrSisana) by Mya-nan-med (ASoka). At that 
time they belong to the Sog-pos (Mongols), and he established 
a religious brotherhood, which was sustained by their taxes. 
His sons were Hdzin-dar-rmal and An-na-rmal; of these two 
the latter had the Bkah-hgyur copied in  gold. His son Rehu- 
rmal conquered many Indian nations; he erected (images of) 
the eight Sman-bla in silver, and provided golden roofs for 
the Hphrul-snan temple. His son was Sari gha-rmal; and his 
son was Hdzin-dar-rnmal. Hdzin-dar-rmal's son A- hdzin- 
rmal, first became a monk at Seskya; (then) he became king 
again. His son was Ka-lan-rmal. With his son, Par-tab-rmal 
the family of the Ya- tshe kings came to an end. Bsod-nams- 
ide of (S)pu-rans was invited to Ya-tshe, and, when he 
began to reign, he took the (title of) Pun (ya) rmal. His son 
Pra-ti-rmal and the minister Dpal-ldan-g rags-pa (Yaso- 
varmii ?) began the Chinese roof (golden roof ?) over the 
Bcu-gig-zal (Avalokita temple) at Lha-sa. 

APPENDIX B 

Inscriptions of the Khaba Kingdom 

The inscription of the KhaSa Kingdom are collected and 
reproduced in this Appendix. The author is much indebted to 
the researchers who found out and published these inscriptions 
in different books and journals. These inscriptions are found 
in Western Nepal, Western Tibet, Kumaon, Garhwal, and 
Bodh Gaya. 

APPENDIX B-1 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Krachalla 

Place-The BileSvara Temple, SOi, Kumaon. 
Date-1 145 Sake (1223 A.D.). 



Source-E. T .  Atkinson, Kurnaun Hills (Delhi : Cosmo 
Publications, Reprint in 1974), pp. 51 6-51 8. 

Note-This inscription is inscribed on the reverse of the 
copper plate grant to the BBleivara temple made 
by the KatOrI king DeSatadeva. Original text in 
Sanskrit is not available. 

The Translation of the Inscription 

Be it auspicious. The prosperous state of Bharauta. 

The splendid Sir5 ruling in heaven, ever strengthened by 
her victorious lord, having embraced the goddess of victory 
resplendent with her precious pearls, dropping from the skulls 
of her elephantine foes, who were dragged to battle, and killed 
and felled by the spears of her warriors, vincible only by the 
lord of heaven, a protectress and benefactress of cows and 
Br5hmans. Her son was the great hero and king Krlichalla, 
the most excellent, and chief of all who bear arms or are ver- 
sed in the sciences, and who was ever inclined to (act of) piety 
and charity. By his combat with elephants of newly sprouting 
tusks, with lance, sword, and ropes, Krachalla, the lord of 
earth, became equally marvellous with the Pandavas. He was 
a devout Saugata (Buddhist), and shone like the sun on the 
lotus of the Jini-kula (it may be read Jijiirkula). He was fierce 
in the strength of his arms, of marked valour. and entitled the 
most venerable, the lord supreme, and great king of kings, the 
prosperous Krachalla Deva, lord of men, who. in the Vijaya 
rcjya (realm of victory), now in his possession, has crushed 
the whole circle of his enemies with his own arms, and having 
destroyed the kings of the demolished city of Kartipura, 
(Kiirtikeyapura) and established our right therein, inspected 
the land bequeathed by its former kings, all of which, with 
their revenues, are all now made over to the highly deserving 
of homage ~ r i  B~leSvara. the sole Rudra Bhatta NBrZiyaaa, 
a Bengali Briihmapa (baiigaja) Jtiglkebhyarn by means of this 
grant. Here is a couplet of the king's sister : "The clouds 
with abundance of rain fill the mountains and rivers, but fame 
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the necklace of the world, stretches over the three worlds." 
The (following) is another couplet of the great queen : 
"The quality of charity and other virtues is excellent, but more 
so is she who is addicted to her duties and ever faithfully 
devoted to her lord, for time is known to have a devouring 
head." The great king in council with his principal courtiers, 
viz. : 

Sri Yahad Deva Mandalika, 
Srl Vidya Chandra Mandalika, 

Sri Sri Chandra Deva Mandalika, 
Sri Jaya Simha Mandalika, 

Sri Hari Raja RButta Raja,. 
Sri Jihala Deva Mandalika, 

Sri Aniliditya Riutta Raja, 
Sri Vallala Deva Mandalika, 

Srl Vinaya Chandra Mandalika, 
Sri Musa Deva Mandalika, 

Having determined with his friends and ministers and 
well considered the matter as in duty bound, has given the 
aforesaid grant to the logician, tantrika, counsellor, saintly, 
forbearing, prudent, renowned in compositions of prose, verse, 
and poetry in this age of Kali, the poet, connoisseur of the 
purport of works (books), skilled in the calculation of horos- 
copes and the like, the son of Nanda, conversant in agury, 
and renowned in the world. The limits and boundaries there 
of being Svaharagadi on the east, as far as Kahudakota on 
the south; as far as Talakota on the west; and as far as Ladhaul 
on the north. This spot thus bounded on the four sides, and 
situated in the Sri Kona Desa (corner land), with the mines, 
valleys and jungles, together with all products thereof, are 
given over by me by means of this grant, and for its contin- 
uance coeval with that of the sun and moon. 

(Verses) 
All the mighty (princes) who from time to time shall be 

born in my race, let them as well as other masters of land 

Preserve this (for ever). The donor of lands gains (the favours) 



of Aditya, Varuna, Brahma and Vishnu, as also of Sonra, 
Hutiisana, and the god holding the trident in his hand. When 
the lands (possessed by) Dillpa, Nripa and Nahusha have been 
left behind, they shall ncver accompany any other monarch 
(on his demise). Lands have been bequeathed by various 
kings, beginning with Sagara. Whocver becomes master of 
land at any time, he reaps the produce thereof. He who 
receives lands as well as he who grants the same both become 
meritorious and both in heaven remain. Whoso resumes 
lands whether given by himself of another, 

As a filthy worm for sixty thousznd years doth pother; 
Whoever steals a gold coin, resumes a villa, o r  an inch 

of ground, 
Shall dwell in hell as long as offerings are drowned. 
No gift is equal to the grant of land, no wealth equal to 

gift. 
No virtue greater than truth, nor sin than falsehood's 

shift. 
The king, one's life, strength and gods deserve most to 

be regarded by all 

So long as the possessor of the place where the lotus 
loves to exist of the auspicious Krichalla-deva wanders on the 
earth, so long may the lotus-abode of the chief of the Kirantis 
(may be Kirtt ira) (flourish)-(Srimat Krbckalladerasya ydvat 
arnbl~j~ajirllIpati ~~ihararu bhuvi lavat kira'ttirasya nripakumu- 
ddkara) . 

And long as the lord of stars spins on the head of the 
god holding the Pinaka bow, and his dreadful braids of hair 
are moistened by Ganga's stream. 

What was the holder of the GBndiva bow-merely poss- 
essed of valour ? What was the son of Dharma ? What is 
the lord of wealth ? What was the Ramabhadra the mighty, 
and was Kudarpa too before him ? No, never were they such 
neither in this manner nor in that, as the famed Kriichalla, 
who is as a gem on the crowns of all the rulers of earth. 
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In beauty he resembled the moon and Ratipati. 
To the indigent he was the Kalpa-tree. 
In valour he was in quality like the geni of Raghu. 
In the assamblage of all the qualities he was BhavBnipati. 
In howmanship he was a Rima or Bhlsma himself. 
In justice he was as if born of  Dh~rrna .  
Kracl~alla was a destroyer of his clephantine enemies in 

the Kaliyuga, 
Let our allies, abiding in firm amity, meet with 

prosperity, 
And let the rulers of earth govern her with justice 

throughout the year, 
Let the four articles of  polity remain steady with you a s  

a new married bride. 

And Iet the god having the semi-bow as a gem on his 
crest confer good fortune on mankind. Dated 1145 of the 
year of the Saka king, the 2nd day of the waning moon of  
Pausha, Monday, asterism of  Pushya. The moon in Cancer, 
and the sun in Sagittarius; and Saturn following him; Mars  
in Virgo; Jupiter and Mercury in Scorpio; Venus in Aquarius; 
the ascending node in Aries; and the descending node in 
south-east. Written in the prosperous city near Dulu, 
Welfare to all worlds ! 

APPENDIX B-2 

The Trident Inscription of Akokachalls 

Place-Gopeivara, Garhwal. 

Date-1 I 1 (7) 3 Sake (1 251 A. D.). 
Source-E. T. Atkinson, Kzrmurrn Hills (Delhi) : Cosmo 

Publications, Reprint in 1974), pp. 51 1 - 51 2. 
Rallul Sanskritayan has published its Hindi 
translation in Hinlal Parit hnya, Vol. I ,  Garllnsal 
(Allahabad : Law Journal Press, 1253), pp. 
111-112. 

Note-The date of the Gopeivara trident inscription 
read by Atkinson seems wrong. It would have 



been correct if it had been 1 173 hike in stead of 
1 1 13 Sake. Regarding to the name, Atkinson 
reads 'Anekam:!lle' but Rchul Sankritayan rightly 
reads i t  as Aiokachalla. 

The Translation of the Inscription 

Om. Be i t  auspicious. The lord paramount and most 
venerable king of kings, the fire of whose valour has consumed 
the swords of his enemies, and the gems of whose nails are 
deeply tinged with the vermilion on the foreheads of the wives 
of inimical princes. Who in the depth (of his understanding) 
and extent of his renown was like the great ocean, and the 
splendour of the gems of whose footstool flashed on all sides 
with the collected rays of luminous rubies on the heads of the 
assemblage of his allies and hostile princes. Who is as a lion 
amongest royal elephants and a ruler of the land of Danavas 
as Vikramaditya had been of VetBla. Who like Nirayana uses 
all princes as his eagles (garuras), and is endued with the 
three energies. Who is sprung from the family of Gauda and 
is ~ilaka (signet of royalty) to the Vairatha Kula and a recent 
incarnation of Bodhisata. This is prosperous Aneka Malla 
(Aiokachalla), the tilaka on the rulers of the earth, who with 
his encompassing forces has subdued Kedara B h ~ m i ,  and 
having made his conquered territories as his own province, 
free of wrrrf~re, the lord of earth has erected thereupon his 
royal edifice ~ r l  Padrnapada, which he has adorned with 
everything for his enjoyment, giving of gifts and feasts. In the 
year of the ~ i k a  king past 1 1 13 (1 173) by solar calculation 
the number of days p a t  is Gapapati 12, Friday, the 9th of 
of moon written by Malla ~ r i  Rija  Malla, ~ r i  lswari Deva, 
Pa~Qita ~ r i  Raiijana Deva. and ~ r i  Chandrodaya Deva, in 
conjurlction with the general and captain. 

APPENDIX B-3 

The Bodh Gaya Inscription of Abokachalla 

Date-Lak~manasenasyiitita Era 51 (1 255 A.D.). 
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Solrrce - Binod Rihari, "Two Inscriptions of Bodh 
Gaya", Epigraplzia Indica, Vol. XII (1 9 1 3- 19 14). 
P. 29. 

Note-In the end of the inscription there is a figure of an 
ass ascending upon a female pig. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-4 

The Bodh Gaya Inscription of Sahacapalm 

Date-Lak?magasenasyitita Era 74 (1 278 A. D.). 

Sorrrce-Binod Bihari, "Two Inscriptions of Bodk 
Gaya", Epigraphia Indica, Vol. XI1 (1 91 3-1 9141, 
p. 30. 



Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B - 5 

The Trident Inscription of Abokachalla 

Place-Barahat, Garhwal. 

Soirrce-Bhagawan La1 Indraji, "An Inscription of 
Gaya", The Indian Anriquary, Vol. X ( 1  881), 
pp. 345-346. 

Note-This inscription is inscribed in a metal trident of 
21 feet height in Bariihat (Uttarakashi). 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B- 6 

A Stone Pillar Inscription during the time of ACokachalla 

Place-Padukast han, Dull u. 
Date-X 
Source-Surya Mani Adhikary, Pas'chima Nepdlko 

Aitihisik Anrz~apa (Kathmandu: Research 
Centre for Nepal and Asian Studies, 2043 B.S.), 
p. 5. 

Note-It is the first authentic inscription of the Nepili 
language available so far. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-7 

The Inscription of Clay-Tablet 

Place-Simpati, Lamagupha, Sinja. 
Date-X 
Note-The clay-tablets contain the Buddhist chant 

similar to that of the Bod11 Gaya inscription of 
ASokachalla (App. B-3) 

Transcript of the Inscription 

I .  ai'r if 2. ETG 8 % ~  rrc (vr) ?r b ?. a %d asmd psa 
4. q h t ~ $ f . r ~ h f p b  5. zrrf~prvs 6. v: 

APPENDIX B-8 

An Inscription of Aksayarnalla 

Place-BinByak Pafichadeval, Ac hham. 
Dote-1202 sake (1280 A. D.). 



Source-Ramesh Jung Thapa (ed.), Ancient Nepul, Nos. 
30-39, p. 75. 

Note-This inscription is inscribed in the lintlc of the 
central temple of the Vinayak Pafichadeval. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-9 

An Inscription of Asa Sahu and Rudra Devl 

Place-Birendranagar, Surkhet. 
Date-1214 Sake (1292 A. D.). 
Source-Surya Mani Adhikary, "Pakchim Nepalka kehl 

AprakiSit Abhilekh". Contributions to Nepalese 
Studies, Vol. VII No. 1 & 2 (1 979-80), p. 176. 

Note-The stone which contains this inscription is kept 
on the wall of a newly built temple of Mahafikala 
in Surkhet. Some letters of the inscription are 
effaced and the legible ones read as follows. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

1. ~TG-*.II W F F ~  g f ~ m i i  2. .... .... kql .... 81t 
x fqqr% q ? qv a n m ~ ~ g  me 3. .... I.. hq .....a.m.... I 

APPENDIX B-10 

An Inscription of Ajita (Jitari) malla 

Place-Padukast hart, Dull u. 
Dote-1212 sake (1299 A. D.) 
Source-Yogi Naraharinatll published this inscription in 

Itiluisa PrakbSa, Vol. 11, No. 1 (Kathmandu: 
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ItihBsa PrakaSaka Samgha, 2013 B. S.), p .  201. 
I have also read the original text of the 
inscription. 

Note-Jitarimalla has been named as iijitamalla in this 
inscription. Some Tibetan chronicles also 
mention him as ajidar-rmal. On the other hand. 
the same king is called Jayatiri by the Gopdl 
Vamjivali. These documents have ort hographical 
error in mentioning the name of the king. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B- 1 1 

The Kapilvastu Inscription of Ripumalla 

Date-1234 sake (1312 A. D.). 

Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Rudr ik~ara~ya  Maltitnlyam 
(Kathmandu: Tarak Bahadur Shah, 1880 ( ~ a k a ) ,  
p ,  26. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B- 12 

An Inscription of  Ripumalla 

Pluce-This inscription is recorded in the colophon of a 
manuscript work of Abhisamaydlahkdrd y reserved 
in the spon K'an monastery of Tibet. 

Date-1370 V. S. (1313 A. D.). 
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Source-L. Petech, Medieval History of Nepal (Rome : I 
M. Eo, 1965), p. 108-109 ff. 

Note-This is the first inscription of the Khaia Kingdom 
which mentions Vikrama Era. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-13 

The Pillar Inscription of Ripumalla 

Place-This inscription is inscribed on the Asokan 
Pillar of Lumbini. 

Date-X 

Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Itiluisa PrakdSa, Vol. 11, 
No. I (Kathmandu: Itihasa Prakasaka Samgna, 
2013 B. S.), p. 81. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-14 

A Stone Inscription of Ripumalla 

Place-Sera, Sinja. 

Date-X 

Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Itihisa Prakdb, Vol. 11, 
No. 1 (Kathmandu: ItihAsa Prakiisaka Samgha, 
2013 B. S.), p. 80. 

Note-Some letters of the inscription are effaced and 
the legible ones read as follows. 
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Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B - 15 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Adityamalla (1) 

Source-Dhanaraj so ti, Sotigaun, Bajhang. 

Date-1238 Sake (1316 A. D.). 
Note-This inscription has been brought to light by Raja 

Ram Subedi in "Karnili PradeSa k a  Rijh 
xdityamalla ko Sake 1238 ko TPmrapatra". 
Contributiolis to Nepalese Studies, Vol. 1 1, No. 3 
(2041 B. S.), p. 11 7. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

1. aif ~ a f ~ a  I df ?r~nsrafsr? 0 I sgsim?qas fqmqrfufhaa- 
&fai53= Sqrn irlip- 

2. w m q s  ~f ~ q f  n m v  I Y T ~ ~ ~ T T ~ W J ~  I img ( T) 

~ ~ l m l ~ m ' f t t s l f ~  
3. fsha fawrzrf~ k~wrin mevgm qr~rsrfcrav 

$ a r f ~ ~ q  
4. qwh: em: g(: B H ~ ~ I T :  ~ ~ f ~ a ~ ~ f q a i  w q  11 

7ThW VTBT TKT * 
5. m ~ m  - ritfc wnr nfusrnir arm p alq 0 

mrmr fvzd 
6. m w i  a s d  itvrwt ssr vm sq 11 e?ry%f~ 

M ~ ~ r z n s  eC 9~ 
7. arqr wrf=wmrfq p r r r r  a f a m  I a e ; r f ~  

rrar vq w I ~ B I B J ~  ~ l q '  



APPENDIX B-16 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Adityamalla (2) 

Place-C. D. 0 .  Office, Dailekh. 
Date-1243 Sake (1321 A.D.). 
Source-Surya Mani Adhikary, "Paichim Nepal ka 

kehl AprakiSit Abhilekh", Contributions to 
Nepalese Studies, Vol.  VII, No. 1 & 2 (1979- 
1980), pp. 177-1 78.  

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B-17 

The Copper Plr te Inscription of Adityamalla (3) 

Place-Taghwai Monastery, north of Gorkha. 
Date- 1243 sake (1321 A. D.). 
Source-Mo han Prasad K henal , Madhyakdlin Abhilekh 

(Kathmandu: 2030 B. S.), pp. 1-3. 
Note-The inscription is written in the vernacular 

Sifijall and the Tibetan. The same subject matter 
has been repeated in both the languages. In this 
Appendix only the Sinjali portion of the 
inscription is included. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPEN DIX B-18 

' h e  Copper Plate hseription of Puqyamrlla 

Plae-Taghwai Monastery, north of Gorkha- 
Dote-1250 sake (1328 A. D.) 
&urc+Mo han Praad  Khanal, ,~adh~*akdiin ~ b h ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

(Kathmandu: 2030 B. S.), pp. 9-10. 
Note-In this inscription also the same subject maaer 

has been repeated in the vernacular Sifi~all and 
the Tibetan. Only the  portion of the SiQU 
language is included in this ~ppendix* 
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Transcript of the Inscription 

a nrh 93x0 

APPENDIX B- 19 

The Kanakapatra of Punyamalla (1) 

Date-1258 Sake (1336 A.D.) 
Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Itikisa PrakiSarno' Samdhi- 

patra Sai~gralza, Vol. 1 (2022 B. S.), p. 761. 
Note-In the end of the inscription, a figure of sword 

and the name of Punyamalla are also inscribed. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B-17 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Adityamalla (3) 

Place-Taghwai Monastery, north of Gorkha. 
Date- 1243 sake (1321 A. D.). 
Source -Mo han Prasad K henal, Madhyakdlin Abhilekh 

(Kathmandu: 2030 B. S.), pp. 1-3. 
Note-The inscription is written . in the vernacular 

Siiijall and the Tibetan. The same subject matter 
has been repeated in both the languages. In this 
Appendix only the Sinjali portion of the 
inscription is included. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-18 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Punyarnalla 

Place-Taghwai Monastery, north of Gorkha. 
Date-1250 sake (1328 A. D.) 
Source-Mohan Prasad Khanal, Mad/zyakdlin Ablzileh-h 

(Kathmandu: 2030 B. S.), pp. 9-10. 
Note-In this inscription also the same subject matter 

has been repeated in the vernacular Siiijall and 
the Tibetan. Only the portion of the Siiijtil 
language is included in this Appendix. 
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Transcript of the Inscription 

sit n* qqwo 

aii wfnr I d m \  f q ~ t  ZT ( ~ ) H T  pm*> a~ (1) k~ 
x i  k~ arst gram> gfir3 bp* d~f~~r f t  
d 7 f ~  ~ a ; i  w'afa rg wwt mi ar? 
i n ~ r  qrfq tit ~rarfmt arawy' m rvr 
fe d% @a? i f ~ n  (a) d 3% koiq8 ar 
q B;~m~ilwfq m r a  - mfi; 
st q m w t  qa fq& m m  7 (rr) fq r& 
gsfqarn ~ r n  w*.CI f ~ ~ i a m  d !st) m7 

svrfm> ar~~wrv*n?fim F$T 

sshrft~isfif T n y ~ f ~  arJfq a ~ h  dta w 
a 9 r f r ~  ~? . t r  -ST p h r  si;rn=r~> qc?r 
h e r  ar@ q f ~  FBf~ir ~hr q? itsrr qam 
;rtmrs tnR q;rql ;tnr.it arqq;rk  irrt 
byr 2.w I 

APPENDIX B-19 

The Kanakapatra of Punyamalla (1) 

Date-1258 Sake (1336 A.D.)  
Source-Yogi Naraharinat h ,  itihisa Praka'Sami Samdhi- 

patra Saitgralta, Vol.  1 (2022 B. S . ) ,  p. 761. 
Note-In the end of the inscription, a figure of sword 

and the name of Punyamalla are also inscribed. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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4 .  ~Fl%Tfqf G T > ~ ~ ~ T ~ > ~ ; T C A ~ ~ ~ K ~ ~ ? ~ T T ~ T ~ ¶ ~ ? P H  

fq~sf~fw~afmfsl~rn?~ - 
7 r a n v r f ~ m ~ ? g h a ~ T + T i f i ~ 8 1 t ~ ~ ~ ? a a g ~ ~ ~ T ?  
FfimifqwuF+- v 

trsr~egdria-itw: g**fhfkr~f~u't I $sfa iiafmm-r. 
qrlt 1 1  T T ~ S ~ T ~ ~ T -  

Y ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T T ~ ~ T T - ~ ~ T ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ T T U ~ ~ ~ T ~ T ~ T F I ~ ~ U T ~ ~ T ~ T T ~ ~  

mss*f;r7s* v s=i- 
fssasr~r;af~~rzs7;51fufam~fafai5$~2~~1 ~ f i ~ q f ~ ~ i  W J ~ T ~ I ~  

~%fl719'JVT114f WT- 

vIaqrf*;;rf~ar ~ + P T ~ ' G ~ T ~ ' ~ T ~ ~ C ~ ~ ~ ~ T F ? ~ ~ ; I ~ ~ T S F ~ ; ~ ~ S ~ T ~ ~  
vv46;5~rsy3~~r~l~fq~ - 

~ f q  fasmsfq f?oasr;r ~ ~ s v w ~ r s ~ r a ; r r R ~ r ~ ~ 7 % ~ a i  
q?fts;r~ncrer~rPqr: sr- 
;a: g ~ ~ f ~ r m  T ~ ~ ~ T T T  fva.iw;g I I  sit sr8 q ?  2. ~ r f a ~ ;  
gfz fqwrmrlsi ~fqar't fwqg' 
o w f x  vyr 1 7 r g r m i T  11 7 1 ~ ~ )  mtn 11 

~9 zhrr h* ari arfaaif~ ~ c a ' t  eql 
afa q;rr T i l r r n v r ~ w ; ~  - ~ ; ; l ~ q 9 f ~  WB - ~ f i  =WTIP ?fsa q: 
qisrvba famz a mwr-  
d;Fsrvl sdarsrfsf;m'sa O sf7 qsr i f~  q s r  C E h qusasaf~ 
srrwrst WIT srfg~m q 4 ~ -  

svifsri~tqa~rfa - rrq rrfqjrr tfqw t m  arrfc ?'as q~s? 
T F ~  *fa 
ih>$ J ~ Z I  ~ r k ~ i  ;lm~ mv ~ f a d ~ f ~  741- qfts 591 O 

arT 

U T ~ H ~  q4fa;~w'  gqtTrifier: I ~ m ~ ~ r i  i7iil~Rm~;rr;1? a$- 
fcn: 
r r r :  11 f g t ~ f % @ ~ ~ r = r ~ r ~ f ~  ~fqfqwrfq T F I ~ ~  

w@e afg - 
mrsssa;rei;rraf;a$~iyrr;trh I I sf-4 trcqrsi ~rri 
fawfa vfqz: E 



The lianakapatra of Punyirmalla (2) 

Date-1259 Sike  ( 1  337 A.  D . ) .  
Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Irilta'sa Prakdiumi Samdhi- 

patra Sarigralta, Vol.  I ,  2022 B .  S.),  p. 762. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

f~~fasqk~n~~?fa~rjr~r~vd~r~;~~f~~~~s~'f~q qaZa ma: qm- 
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f6mt 7g.w s r r q ~  3 *err vg* wrat q qM fwqr~? mt 
q qk m h ~ t  wrq? q trlf pm arrsr  u. ~~$ra;rrrlrgafasyT1B 

yss&* r? frnm~~fiqrn: v4a: vhrtrrfafqg'a; 
arrfqm iqg ~ i r v f c ~  I @ a c ~  T ~ W  ~ I C T  ~ i f i  msr Y. WT WT I 

h i t p q ~ ~ l h  WTW dk1FT fqm7  jffg f~ WWl Wh v f ~ d  
Ba i t f q  q'a I 

ars e~ferv: asf~m't p mi ip: ~1fezrwrCsr~tf7 
w3 f$ar:ainnrf~~sa I 

qfqzi4qmfq ~ z m '  f~hi5fa rXf9c: I ~rr+margsarm*- 
~ - 3 q  I satoriwahq: I fit;m@3f~ qsq I I  

APPENDNIX B-21 

An Inscription of Dharmabhadra Thiipa 

Place-Khatyadivada, Bettisgaun, Kalikot. 
Date-1 260 ~ ~ k e  (1338 A. D.). 
Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Itihiisa PrakiiSa, Vol. II. 

No. 1 (Kathmandu: Itihisa Prakaiaka Samgha, 
201 3 B.S.) p. 45. 

Note-This is a stone inscription found in a water- 
recaptacle of khatyadivada. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

1 .  *i wfca 11 q;l+ WBT- 2.  f;l I I ~ I I  fam I I ~ ~ I I  

q@~f tsgh :  - fwfa 3. T ~ T ~ T :  fai "rsq sriuz smr qd - 
4. .... ... .......a ... ... I 

APPENDIX B--22 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Prithvimalla (1) 

Place-Singeda, Bajura. 
Date-1271 ~ ~ k e  (1349 A. D.). 
Sotrrce-Surya Mani Adhikary , Pas'clliult Nepiilko Aitiluisik 

Anve~ana (Kathmandu: C N AS, 2043 B. S.). 
pp. 8-9. 



Note-In the end of the inscription, thc figures of sword, 
conch, sun and moon, and the letters 'malla 
prithvi' are also inscribed, 

Transcript of the Inscription 

arf~wfea I I Gl sfaS~nfqsrwmm3mm ilr~ar 
7 ~ B T T ~ ~ ~ ' ~ T ~ T T $ ~ P E I T  *itrr;mr€Td$lT!TFJ4 

T ~ W T W I ~ ~  Sr l f~7q~i i fs~mms; ia  fmz3 
arfwkaa rrfkrf6;sahz b a r  Pf7wf~ T T I ~  713PfFl m 
p o ~  ~mfqq h r q f ~  ~ q i q  ' ~~wi i f rn~~q  d a f  a~ 

TIT.. ..TI* wT=av ~ i t f ~ i l ~ l  j~8errfwm 7Tmu 

a z f ~  a+ k w r a ~ ?  h r m s  w w g r 7 ~  4 ~ 7 7 '  

mfu~ra wawx G t v i m % a m :  4 WFT: qo: 
Cf~f~?rm: ~ $ 7  f%qfq;l: I I  $Tl% qpbq mmff 
y m w i  I 3wrKt II Tl'j*? &a 
w g e m  arfqqtif n% a 
fa arr q q~3mz larr.11 ddq* dq jtqfa ilrr q 
Wmt m r w  
mq? fmd itra srfa wr* q - m ~  vkrz an q 

f ~ v m  I xrig 

z; pm ar 3 II r:t~tfq e$m icarrrc 4 d~ f ~ q a  - (2)  

srz I e 
q q > $ f ~  T?~I$'$WTE - 4 ~  981d7  WT d 9 

~ r h  ailla? at? qmfq ~ j f ~  %r ;mrq I qt aim e- 
q + ~ a f ~  r r r r  TTK~T ~ t q  I knkR mr +fa* 
BF~? sa h ars n r f ~ ~ :  @r?irncrl. 33 7- 

i q  s (?) F4 YTJFIT: wifq 7lm. $Imsr 7TJFT I 

APPENDIX B -23 

An Inscription of Devavarma, Patharnauli, Dullu 

Date-1 276 sake (1354 A. D.), 
Source-G. Tucci Prelintinary Report on two Scientific EX- 

peditions in Nepal (Rome: I M E 0, 1957), p. 45, 
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Note-The inscription is engraved on the litltle of the 
Patharnauli made of large and massive stone 
blocks. I have also read the inscription at  the spot. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

ail 3f.l 8' 

APPENDIX B-24 

An Inscription of Devavarmi, Kuchi, Achham 

Date-1276 sake  (1354 A. D.). 

So~rrce-Yogi Naraharinath, Itihdsa PrakcSJa, Vol. IT, 
No. 1 (Kathmandu: Itihasa PrakaBaka Sarhhga, 
2013 B. S.), p. 45. 

Note-This inscription has been engraved on the lintle of 
the small reservoir (niull) of Kuchi village. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B--25 

An Inscription of Yabovawmii 

Place-Jayagadh, Achham. 
Source-Surya Mani Adhikary, "Pakhim Nepi! kL 

kehi AprakaSit Abh ilekh" Contibutions to 
Nepalese Studies, Vol. VII. Nos. 1 & 2 (1979- 
/980), p. 180. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-26 

Thc Kanakapatra of Prithvimalla - 
Place-Seridhuska, Jumla. 
Date-1 278 sake (1356 A.D.). 
Solrrce -Yogi Naraharinath, Ztil~bsa Prakdja, Vol. 11, 

No. 1 (Kathmandu: Itihasa Prakaiaka Samgha, 
2013 B. S.), pp. 49-52. G. Tucci has brought to 
light the photograph of this inscription in 
Preliminary Report on two Sciertt~jic Expeditio~rs 
in Nepal (Rome: I M E 0, 1956). 

Note-This inscription is in possession of Dhananjaya 
Regmi of Seridhuska. In the end of the inscription, 
the figures of conch, disc, sword and the letters 
'prithvimalla' are also inscribed. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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wimi  B O I w r;rm f q a ~ v  ~ f ~ i  f;rfqa aa (a) 



%ti2 m IZ) $ar errr m? ~ r f k  mi0 c. +a I wrmfir3 fgqfq3w 
arwr go4 f~fgca' shrm 9 f ~  r l ~ l  dx w t g i  E e I ~q mi;l'i; 

P* fr~qf+ WTW rllq q h f i ~ ~ r  ?a ~ r f a  rrcr f igt  I %hid 
$d wrfz w$ I srt g? waw fm7f9 mqr ~ n q  q;;rm 

q?tc q-qt? qlitwrwrr f q a ~  q+ 6 gaqr g'ritnr srv rp 
f q c 5  ~ W T  2z ~d *P qfa* ?i mt d q f ~  dR- 
sr qs rh  pn % R W J ~  fvaim vrvr mi ~ T F I B  qi i  m s  
iii~ arypl g n  rice am f?; sr %'fa 1 1  

fwafmg'thq I afaws9a3?dl?aafa$d5~~~$f~ I I ~ 4 -  
t r imimvir~rr iad  n I 

~ ~ q ~ ~ ~ v ~ ? f ~ s r a f i ~ ~ a $ m  I I mmi,q nai irr dt t$=q 

qgia7i I sfaiss&rear*fi ami ar- 

ts?~krvmr Cna ~rmr fca x r m r  5'- nwmaiii: 

APPENDIX B-27 

The Stone Pillar Inscription (Kirtistambha) of Prithvimalla 

Place-Dullu, Dailekh 
Date-1279 ~ i k e  (1357 A. D.)  
Sorrrce-Yogi Naraharinath, Ifil~dsa PrakdPa, Vol .  11, 
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No. 1 (Kathmandu : Itihasa PrakiiSaka Salhgha, 
2013 B. S.), pp. 58-61. G. Tucci, Preliminary 
Report on two Scientific Expeditions in Nepal 
(Rome : I M E 0, 1956), pp. 46-49, Fig. 1 1 .  
The author of this book has also read the 
inscription at the spot. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

I 2. orawmis8: I I I I aa: egratfv 1 3. mhfq f3.r (a) 

(:) 5rrr 1 'I? 
Back 

d(3hgijag 
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a~s?wvr amrisqhrsrs 7. Y C ~ ~ T  I I q~ 11 a n i r r ; ~  
8. s ~ a r w ; ~ q w :  I fxgw~ih d m  9. W ~ T ~ W :  11 q x  I 
arrfn~ 10 qeds fjmrfqq: mr~ 1 I .  ~ F T W  ?WP mil: I 
c r m ~  12. sfea: ad h aar~arrr 1 3. gsvq fw3r: 

(4 

11 15 I it mi qr- 14.  T T T I T ~ & T ~ ~ K * ~  I am 1 5 .  h m q :  

ysmmrosfq 1 6. -a 1 1  qu I ail: vry~r9r;rrm 1 7 .  sqmar- 
f v a r ~ r  I gam 9- 18. y ~ ~ ~ ~ r n ~  ma?mmrf< 19. q? 1 1  9s I 

amr* it ~ ~ ~ l r m a  i 0. sms* s$i)q.ri I B?T wi9q ;. 2 I .  3-w:  
wraqlfa fqa& 1 1  q 9 I 22. sarf;r cmrfbft eri d r f ~  2 3. 

@;iar I c - w ? h & ~ a d f a 6 s  P (:) 24. qaqlrfa: 1 1  9 0  I a6m a 
2 5. riararsrnziksra~~srw I 2 6 .  ~itb~?kiUf~$gfdr 2 7. 
srfq?r 11 7 q I f v v r  ~ B B  28. ~ V T ~ ~ W J J I ~  qqamr 29. I 

ftm* jtm* 3 0. ?r=izr$flr?+iqar: 1 I ? ? I 3 1 . mm- 
maigsfa (:) mrf fas~  3 2 . ~Wcsi 641f~gq: I Wfvf4 * 3 3. 
s f i ~ ~ g e l ~ l i g ~ :  t m ~ r j r t r  n 3 4. ~rn~va 11 73 I acfGqdwrc? CI 3 5. 
art ~hzirs ia% e a r 3  2 6. ntat ~?ra*ii.dtfq*frn: I I I 

Bottom Left 

4?Tn* 13Qt  

APPENDIX B-28 

The Stone Inscription of Jayasimha 

Place-Balabhairab Temple, Dullu. Dailekh. 
Dote-127 (9) Sake (1357 A. D.) 
Source-Surya Mani Adhikary, PaJcliim Nep~lko  AitilrtSsik 

Anve$ana (Kathmandu: C N A S, 2043 B. S.). 
p. 1 1 .  

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B-29 

The Mudedaval Inscription of Prithvimalla 

Place-Dullu, Dailekh. 
Date-1280 Sake (1358 A. D.). 
Sorirce-Yogi Naraharinath, Itilzisa PrakdEa, Vol. 11, 

No. I (Kathmandu : Itihasa PrakaSaka Samgha, 
201 3 B. S.) pp. 68-69 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B-30 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Prithvimalla (2) 

Place-Magistrate Office, Jumla. 
Date- 1280 sake (1358 A. D.). 
Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Itilzisa Prakiia, Vol. 11, 

No. 1 (Kathmandu: Itihasa Prakiisaka Samgha, 
2013 B. S.), pp. 69-71 

Notc-In the end of the inscription, the figures of sword, 
sun, moon, and the name 'Prithvimalla' are also 
inscribed. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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m ? ~  ma I arm- 5 .  aznwrjasa I mifmitsrrhm I 
7r;rar n a ~ f v  yf#wcrq~~cf fto*rn~ 6.  msapxrs~~rvrfq~r jr- 

s~hsrT7arpritrrr~$m1: srv: ~mkqrn: qgrrr- 7. TI: qfq 

faqfs: 11 v? sr% q7- $wsq qxq u. mifn'tafc q~ nM I 

7 ~ 5 ~ )  it8s y 8. dam 9 .  5) ssrard arl* 11 ~ i d d  Biz? srrfv7m . 
sa~farr fs;r rr?wr-t Aff~ i m m  ~f78i- I 0. nf~snr+f~ anisr 

0 ~ 1 8 ~ 7  m z  B ~ T  W T ~ T  W P T T ~ .  I qf y 1 3 ~ f q ~ q f i i m  (m) 
FTT W T T ~ T  I f a r  *??it 3v? ~y'q O I I 4. 811 
mr (VT) f ~ s :  q4Fq~rs~t I szz6dq: d I mar nfafkc o m  I h- 
I 5. mfa mar I f ~ f c  itaina I I a r ~  e I B P ~  T?$B I fid- 
unfx I 3q;r; q 16. 3rd i t jgfq I 8ftz<&r~mf~w? f-a6 

APPENDIX B-31 

An Inscription of Jagatisimha 

Place-Devargauda, Kalikot. 
Date-X 
Soirrce-Yogi Naraharinath, Itil~dsa Prakdja, Vol. 11, 

No. 1 (Kathmandu: Itihasa Prakaiaka Sahhga, 
2013 B. S.), p. 75; G .  Tucci, A Prelirtlinary 
Rvport on two Scientijic Expeditions h Nepal 
(Rome : 19561, fig. 60. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B-32 

An Inscription of  Prithvimalla 

Place--Tharpuchakha, Kalikot. 
Date-X 
Source-Yogi Naraharinath, Itihisa PrakciSa, Vol.  11. 

No. 1 (Kathmandu: Itihisa PrakaSaka Samgha, 
2013 B.S.) p. 77. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDIX B- 33 

The Copper Plate Inscription o f  Siiryamalla 

Date- 1289 sake (1 367 A. D.). 
Source-Govinda Prasad Bhattarai, Nepdl ra NepdIl 

(Kathmandu : 2037 B. S.). p. 89-91. 

Transcript of  the Inscription 

1. 8 f2lf~8 I 1  Gmfvtn- 
; r a ~ m i  f q ~ m i s m ~ ~ 3  O I I 2. a 3 n r s ~ a ~ l ~ ? ~ ~ r e r s ~ f ~ o ~ f ~ ~ v ~ z ~ ~ ~ -  U 

aamr;f;i;~;qasfqam~r~~u~i~s~ 3 . fqmrse~~es?trrhg~ifu~~; 
a r ~ r  a R q r  .r ?f~jmg7zOrlfqz U ~ ~ " S ~ ~ T T Z F T -  4 ~ ~ ~ q a i i i d ~  fqilw- 
wf$m;i ~ m a f ~ ~ i a ~ a r r r a i ~  P ; T ? ~ ; T T T I B ~ ~ c F T -  5 .  853 ~ T ~ Z G T ~ T T -  

;rqq~Pmiior~raq a ~ a  ~ ~ ~ ~ T ~ ~ T ~ ; T I F ~ T ; F ; T T  anoqtfa: 6 .  T T T ~ W ~ ~  

qts7 st' a 4 s r ~ s ? 4 n g ~ ? r r ~ f ~ p s f ~ s g z ~ ~ r n n f u ~ i  aaa- 7. 

rr8fzsm4?irrts xvri~rw~r j ~ ~ ~ a ~ ~ i ~ r ~ ~ r n d i r ~ ~ ~ v ~ ~ m ~ ~ ? ~ w f ~ -  
8. sm6fqwfao wn wifqGsnnsr: ma: g~~fwryr v37f~mf;q 1 
1 -  9.  t 1149 wivi6qfcarpnnli I gii ~r58it WZIR 10. 

fm7'fr nssr arfusr* wqT-7afa 1 I .  ar~at q 5;aTTsr n f ~ ~ >  ;tm- 
atal d'ia arra? q %ar;snm> I wrq? q q9p. ~ f q l  and I I 
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APPENDIX B-34 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Abhayamalla (1) 

Dote-1298 sake (1376 A. D.). 
Source-Hinzactat Samskrili, Vol, I , p. 35 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B-35 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Abhayamalla (2) 

Date-1298 ~ l k e  (1376 A. D. ) .  
Source-Hitnavat Samskriti, Vol. 1 ,  p. 36. 

Transcript of the Inscriptioo 
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APPENDIX B-36 

The Copper Plate Inscription of AbhayamaIIa (3) 

Place- Danduru Village, Bajhang. 
Date-1299 sake (1377 A. D . ) .  
Source-Raja Ram Subedi, "Bajhing jillakii Bahra 

Abhilc k h" Conrributions to Nepalese Studies, 
Vol. VI. No. 2 (1979). pp. 91-92 

Note-The inscription is reproduced here with correu- 
tions. In the end of the inscription, the figures of 
disc and conch and the name 'sri abhayamalla' 
are also inscribed. 

Transcript o f  the Inscription 

I . aii wf~ir I I ~~4ar~~~r~r~~rr~a~m't~f9f7~7r~itrj y r x r  
2. $wssra?wrqr: vqf~qrw: ~~g9rrr :  B ~ T  fqirfp;lt wq I ?. 

w? n~3i q 7~ h l w  fs;r w?mra't wr$m I 4. arfamft srd 
grr qrv drrw vPisfq ~ s r ~ a s *  arr d I I 5 .  fr'h~rfzsr wmfgsr 
qhrr q'mq d g ~  ;r;sr qrfqsrd 6 5.a I FI qjarii? ~ u ~ ? r r w d  
q;sr  at gr 7 qlitmsr I I 7.  tbrg~ryrf3v-c fqsAnq - zrrmbf- - 
ahra J I T ~  qifgaahr I 8 .  3s) zrrrrrs) ?fa pqq t1-4 rrar@qq 
daw qral fqe I 9. d r f ~  mfr; w i m h  Cl I ig  TI^ qtg ~rgarq? 
ga % wm I I 0. *?a-? f~arst nit irft R I V ~  ~ 4 1  f j r ~  g f m t  
pra? I t 1 1 . zrql I mrurd fgg) wrna*? fqa &+7 w i i h  
fqqq I I 2.  r f ~  d s ~ n i h f  t q ? ~ ?  ta f  arrz? mrrrfx f t r ~  d s f ~ q t  
8 - I 3 .  feu3 $a? wrk rg'w $?ma G ~ T  ~ t r r f t ~  6nm t a a p  
f ~ w p  4 I 4. rrh~ g j n ; r ~  amk? g ~ w r w  d m  mr-2 
rnrwrfisr~d I 1 5 .  5357 arm t I aqrm mmQ smr av O 

ar.r mfm: ~ m s r s r q -  16. s i m u i f  I %z?k I qmm CI arfk 
a r g o  TTJB TT~WTTV I 1 7. ~ T ~ T I Z  i t z 5 . q ~  ef~mt VJF~ 

t as  fnm Jltsf sri flmra I 8. wt 909 PI~PI I ;li 95 @ 
qwvr7 v? i t  r I 3 -  i 9 .  rwf3 s w 1 3  s s h  
srq.ifqfa I a f g ~ ~ q r r m i  (3) fqmfq T- 20. GITT 1 1  ??car 
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APPENDIX B-37 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Abhayamalla (4) 

Dote-1299 sake  (1377 A. D.), 
Source-R~.ja Ram Subedi, ''B~.jh81ig jillaki Bahra 

Abhile kh" Co~~tribut ions to Nepalese Studies, 
Vol. V1. No. 2 (1979). pp. 92-93. Purna 
Prakash Nepal "Yatri", Setikd Tirii (Biratnagar: 
Himali Saugat Prakashan, 2034 B.S.). 
pp. 246-247. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX B-38 

An Inscription of Malayavarma 

Place-Rainkasanghu, Kali kot. 

Date-] 300 Sake (1 378 A.D.) 

Soured-Yogi Narahar inat h, Duvabltiimi B/16rata eram 
Ad/~yitrnika Neplla, Vol. 1 (2038 B. S.).  p. 1 73. 

Note-This inscription is inscribed on a huge stone. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

APPENDlX B-39 

Thc Copper Plate Inscription of Abhayamalla (5) 

Place-Brahmatola, Bajura. 

Date-1 305 Sake (1383 A.D.). 

Solcrce-This inscription has been available by the 
courtesy of Mr. Puma Prakash Nepal "Yatri". 
According to him, this copper plate is in posse- 
ssion of Gopinath, Kalu jaisi and Govind jaisi 
of Brahmatola village of Bajura district. 
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Transcript of the Inscription 

fasr g'rrrf~; arc ~ q >  31s  zit itrrv7r ar3  h;qr;r?- 

znn fqd g'faar wforrft arf* sgqrFr I gmprmr afa I ~ T T T > E T ~  

w r d  1 1  q?~m~g?hr rarfira dasra * arsrw rhR ~f>mr~? armrnr 
Tir~ qfq yq?qeqf~ PTBT ~ r r r f q  B ~ W  C .J I J'SH'S ITts argipfq 
a r f ~  +f7 garfq krq? ~qrrr f ~ a r s '  irad U ;t?$ :tf~'i? +E? 
T?TT~T> sfafrr ~fafrr fc~iwi? ~ R T P T J ~ T  'if7 w f e i  WWIS @. * 1 1  

st VTTI$T ~ O ~ S F F T ~ ?  it%'qi?~it q j ' n  WTW TBTTT j l ~ v r z f ~  0 +fa$? 
tci? q'r I m nrfwor: qlfa;nmil $zori tia agrslis gar;rsri 
TTJW I @F?d 7TJal I qb?W 717al fsarfks $'q? I 

fdsriarra I 33 s a ~ r g  - I % ~ f ~ f u  dr~r$r%jua y ~fufom I aranpr;~~ I 

q FFT 
APPENDIX B-40 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Malayavarmi 

P/a e- Handetola, Jajarkot 
Date-131 1 sake (1 389 A. D.). 
Sorrrce-Surya Mani Adhikary, Pajchitzla Nc/~a'/ako 

Aililuisih-a Attvesana (Kathmandu: C N A S, 
2043 B. S.), p. 12 

Kote--In the end of the inscription there is a figure of 
sword. 
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Transcript of the Inscription 

1. wa? wiert q ~ q q  sk  Y, fas? qu. art r si+i q;r ei? 
arisih fqrr tat) ~i 2. araw f3fG-m . 9 3  Gr 93 q~r r j rd r~r r  
hilg~ i f x w  w b i  3. fi; srm ria ~rgmr wwitsm wfq 

fmi~? B fa34-34- e f ~ w  ~ h w h  sr~'b glst 4. srr7 ~ 7 % )  
@a wcr- jl7rl1 921 c. (i) ~ P T Z  *G TK~TS (I) ilf 3q9 B ; I B I Z ~ ~ I & ~  

dois (qhr?) r- 5 .  Fqa ilasid nkGa srq 4awipr;r 
t ~ q 3  ms' i;fqq~-rf~w i F V j  fs*~) 3 (a- 6 .  g 5 lg*) v 33 
ajalfq t$kT T$ $a171 BTF4 h7k4 ?'TI71 BUWJ 

a6 fgvrz 7. bfa ?%'at  ~1st hq a75 i 4  i r )  p ~ i sn  rr;~ ( I )  

f7 a m  (r)  t%? iljtsf~p fiq - 8. - (F) fafs fwrr rrmfnra 
s?f;r z h t  ~ q r f  fqa srfq r (r) amra' a @ f ~  -3' Qq 
9. ilk r i q ~  +jj ~1m wr mnm t @ ~ t f " r  (q) qjftr jll mi 
c r ~ t  trt 9 1 ~  VT& 3) its- 10. @ r l ~  ~ t.~?? 'WQ? qr? 

r r y ~ )  6W 6) a sa amm i f 7  m a ats arfq I 1. 4? wi? GI 
~ i a  xis: ~ E T  igTT ( m q ~ ~ )  ~iph BT* g$q' I I 1 1  

APPENDIX B-41 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Abhayamalla (6) 

Place-Samjelgaun, Myagdi. 

Date-1313 sake  (1391 A .  D . )  

Source-Mohan Prasad K haral. Madf~ya Ka'lina Abltileklt 
(Kathmandu: 2030 B .  S . ) ,  pp. 17-1 8. 

Transcript of  the Inscription 

1. ai? wfm s;r?6slm;lrl: I I ~r~a~~ ; l ; l r nvw mm~rTt9rq 
2. $itsna~arahtzra~rf~~;~?mg I I Ghrft g : q q inr- 3 .  sf%? 
~ v w r a t  qrsrr a r r h  arfmrft $ a ~ r m  dsmr  *- 4. amaqfz- 
rfqs; .nrm ~ r f z  f%ar~rm6? arv) q +n 5. Gg ?r> q 9 % 
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~;rt vrarxj Bar sfa q gsa~r?s;ii? 6. zi f~~; l> w;I?BTFTJ;~~ q 
wrq? gmrsr&xf*~ am3 q 7. q ? ~ w r  s f3  szr it- z7? 

ojmrparf BW q~q? it- 8. 91- ~ m c s r  f~ fqg' B$BT 

arm s$t$ fagz 'ii- 9. f ~ q y i  q i u p ~  qrfm B> m q$ qf0 

TW wfs d T& 10. Bfam e f ~ ~ r ~ a  nB &sxr? U i fass f v ~ w  - 
riv~tr~ d g f ~  I 1. arfw ~ ~ T T T J F T  mfm F~~WTTT q x>amr a r f ~  
8 3 ~ -  U I 2. rlq faqi m 3m Mr-c a>sfw s1f0 ampiqz- I 3 .  
WET v ~ m 7 ; r  h vrfs $F aaq? znwi ~f f i  ~ T T ?  sfq 14.  afqwssr 
srfs ;lf?sf f~ a n  aFi I ~crs~ri  q 7 w i  qr 1 5. st 6 % ~  
zrg;a7r I ~ f a z a i  s i y ~ ~ v i  ftaarsr ~ r s a  I% 1 6. fs: I I w s t g  II 

aT'+rmFT (gzr,  

APPENDIX B-42 

The Copper Plate Inscription of Medinivarmi 

Place- Jumlakot 

Date - 131 5 ~ i k e  (1 393 A. D.). 

Source--Yogi Naraharinath, Itihisa Praka'Sa, VoI. 11, 
No. 1 (Kathmandu: Itihasa Prakasaka Samgha, 
201 3 B. S.), pp. 103-105. 

Note-In the end of the inscription the figures of sword, 
sun and moon are also inscribed. 

Transcript of the Inscription 

I. aif wfrir 1 1  tqf-5 i (9) waii ir? RKT*~ T: ml3 

grrr (8) 213 q?Gtifi 2. mr riC?a 91rlt I I ?  f k ~ i f q u ~ q ~ ' ~  
vrt I 9.rfqa • sfta (a) 3 .  a a r ~  qgrriztlra~ h $fi~?qg I ma 
?;TI avls I A 4. fg %37 ~ T T  I hwm;nrn (a) T* I risaq 
i p g T i l l T l ~ f  WW (W) 5 .  ST1 C?WT s9f I rim74 ~qot -;I TCT I 

m fqfz (r I Y r m r  6 .  7 I irfq;l? sna B ? ~ T  ~ r ~ a  I tsq?r?s 

fp~lftr??~ l rZ. (5) 7. Z (TT) TTJT~BFTP I f'i*$q mq ~liil?I?% 
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sarfqor~ I .Am - 8 3 (a, fc;rl rp am nrwv nn 1 1  

*? s ~ f  q P q r siifmx g 9. fz q =  3mrtri I Wwiqx writ 
a m  \ I ~ . r s ~ r  arfcrmt? n f ~  9 10. q u r a  T . T I ~ T  qfir I ardt q 1 1  

3 )  I ai*> WT WTF(T fq it@v1 I I .  fq 911 fq~nrm f~ 
fn f~ aa U *E$~T tmrjr jl%$i~ f t rr  f~ I?. vr g - I warn g m ~  
T 1 )  ~t qg qkfq mr R ~ T  I af2;l?gg fq ~ 1 9 1  I 3. 

tRrt tqt ~m 5 7  ra \j jf~k $ 3 ~ ~ 7  ~ k f u  ~q a Jitsftrr~ +hit  
I 4. +at 3 3  I st? (r) arqmfv snfq e d ($1 ah is. 5 ig') z. 
h I a i 4 d  I W g  1 5 .  srah I 1 f ~ 4  q~ marry fr; arR srR cfz) 
f* WT fqsr e I ws mfws 1 6.  qshrsrrl I yqm e r k  p (T) 

0 

iasri mar I ns* war I i~fjrq 1 7 .  q~ TTWT I ~rfsqr 
naar I w'ma 5s.r I qrhg (g) t ~ s r a  aa; I 9 .  7rmr I qh 
TTJTI I ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 3 r l r c r  a I ata Cl 7r~;rr I f s m  19. z w r n i  I fqfm I 

faa2arr arrsra ~htrq J P ~ W ~  I I 2 0. FBC* fz3of pq mcmg 
( 3 )  mii (?I mar a (q) e r f t  F& 2 I .  f ~ :  5% (Fi) a*. I 

~ i y u ' r ' h i  rli (m) $ 5  vf&wic~d 0 22. ~7 ilnm?k (k) 
srafi;~s;rsia: I u;mras4> 23 .45% r r m  (=d 3 ) e m d  ((i) 
qmra T wiwrcq?fa I 2 4 .  mmaarn 9r ( T) sq II r n r q  CI C) 1 1  

APPENDIX B-43 

The Copper Plate Inscription o f  Baliraja 

Place-Kalaigaun, Mugu. 

Date-1322 sake (1.100 A. D.).  

Soirrt e-Surya Mani Adhikary, P ~ f c l t i n ~ a  1Vepilako 
Aitiltisik A~t~*rsaga (Kathmandu: C N A S 
2043 B.S.), p. 33. 

Transcript of the Inscription 
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APPENDIX-C 

The Thirty-six Taxes of the Khaba Kingdom 

The land grant charters of the KhaSa Kingdom mention 
various kinds of taxes collectively known as chhattisakar (thirty 
six taxes). Judicial fines, corporal punishments, forced labour 
and obligations were also included in these taxes. The taxes 
and their meanings seem to have been as follows : 

1 . Danda kundn-Collective phraseology for judicial fines 
and corporal punishments. 

2. Moda aputalf-State had claimed reversion of the property 
of those dying without heirs. 

3. Mudali-The meaning of I T I Z ~ & Z  is head. Probably, rnudcli 
was a kind of tax imposed on women of certain 
ethnic group of the Himalayas. 

4. Petall-Punishment for abortion. 
5. Chori-Punishment regarding theft. 
6. Jari-Punishment for elopement. 
7. Kar-Tax on trade. 
8. Kut-A tax levied on  agricultural produces. It can be 

interpreted as the rent of land. 
9. Jiu-This refers to a tax on domesticated animals and fowls. 
10. Kudiyo-House tax. 
11. Uido or Oido-A tax collected from the villagers for public 

welfare works or to help someone who 
suffered from natural calamities and other 
difficulties. 



12. JhyHfipa 
13. Gufiphyi -Taxes levied on forest produces. 
14. Kadito 

15. Pilkho-Piikho orpikhi  is the name o f a  kind ofwoolen 
blanket. So pcikho seems to have been the tax on the 
producers of woolen cloths. 

16. UhBro-A tax collected from the villegers for the enter- 
tainment of distinguished gues t coming from outside the 
village. 

1 7. Manu -Taxes consisting of foodgrains for feeding the 
18. Mufho } government officials and hermits. 
19. Beth BHulo-Forced and unpaid labour. 
20. DubSufi or Dubaro-Rakams paid by the people on such 

occasions like clthaiti (ceremony celebrated on the 6th day 
of a newly born baby), vratavandha (sacred thread investi- 
ture ceremony) and marriage of royal family and nobles. 

21. Pithiyo or  Potalo-Pithiyo or potalo denotes the tikfi and 
jamarti of the Dasaifi and Tihar festivals. As these terms are 
mentioned along with the names of taxes. they seem to have 
been the rakan~se paid by the people on these occasions. 

22. VandanBchZr or Dekhani-It was a kind of custom to 
show respect to the king. 

23. Chhapardam-A rakarn paid by the people to set up tour 
camps for the king, nobles and governors. 

24. Rub-Tax  on cotton. 
25. Suto-Tax oncotton thread. 
26. Katak kufid- Compulsory mililary service. 
27. SevB-It was, probably, a kind of compulsory service to 

be rendered by the people to the state. 
28. Dharii -It was also, probably, a kind of forced and unpaid 

labour for the construction of water-receptacles. 
29. Ropairo-Forced and unpaid labour to sow paddy crop 

on crown-land and the lands of nobles and village head- 
men. 

30. Pulo-A tax on grass and grazing lands. 
31. Maunr-Tax on fruits and vegetables. 
32. Chauni-Tax on nlilk, curd, ghee and honey. 
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33. Akaiako phal-It was, probably, a tax upon the hunting 
of the birds. 

34. Pitiilaki nidh-Tax on mines. 

Thus the tax system of the KhaSa Kingdom appears to 
have been diversified. However, its character was regressive. 
Brihmanas had got many Birtti lands with the exemption from 
all taxes. 

APPENDIX-D 

Origin of the Family Surnames of the Pahiid1 Caste 
Groups of Nepal 

The following nomenclatures show that most of the family 
surnames of the Nepalese PahiQI caste groups were derived 
from the governmental posts of the KhaSa Kingdom and from 
the place-names of the Karnali region. 

I. The governmental posts of the ~ h a i a  Kingdom which are 
taken as the family surnames : 

Adhikari 
KBrki 
Bhandiri 
Lekhaka 
Mahatara 
Rokityfi 
Thapfi 
Khadgi 
R i n i  
Budha 

- The officer of the Dara 
- An officer. 
- Treasurer 
- Writer 
- Village Headman 
- Associate of the Mahatir i  
- Paikela' (warrior) 
- Do 
- Do 
- Do 

I. Family surnames derived from the place-names of the 
Karnali region : 

Districts Village Family Surnarl~es 
Jumla Dhita Dhital 

9 r Piifidusera Pafide 
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Jumla 

¶ 3 

Achham 

9 9 

Baj hang 

9 9 

Bajura 

9 ¶ 

Mugu 
Rukum 

9 9 

Dailekh 

Sifija 
Chadilaghun 
SuvaQP 
Niyapanr 
Pyiikurl 
Timilsain 
Devakot 
Dhungani 
Ghimiryi 
Qhanku 
Vajgautl 
Rimi  
Svifiri 
Ghodisain 
Pudisain 
Dhamiilr 
DarnA 
Kuika 
Chalsa 
Regam 
Sota 
Khar 
Jama katti 
Chhatr 
KunQi 
Gajarai 
Dotekhola 
Khatyidf 
N i raul i 
Ojhana 
Kanda 
Bogat an 
Khaniyi  
Gotam 
SBpakot 
Lamachhanni 
BBfiskot 

Sijapati 
Chaulagiiifi 
Subedi 
Neupiine 
Pyakuryal 
Timilseena 
Devakota 
Dhuligana 
Ghimire 
Dhaikal 
Vajgaifi 
Rimal 
Svafir 
GhodasainT 
PuQasaini 
Dhaniala 
Darni 1 
Kuikyal 
Chilise 
Regmi 
Sot1 
Kharel 
Jamarkattel 
Chhatyal 
Kundyal 
Gajuryiil 
Do!el 
K hativada 
Niraula 
Ojhi 
Kafidel 
Bogatr 
K hanal 
Gotime, Gautam 
Sapakotg 
Lamichhane 
Baiiskotii 
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Dailekh 

9 9  

9  9 

9 9  

9  9  

9 ? 

9 T 

9 9  

9 9  

9 7 

9 7  

9 9  

9 9 

9 9  

9 9  

9 9  

9 9  

9 9  

BBiistolr 
Sitala 
Luyaii!r 
Vastakot 
Ch Apagauii 
Nep% 
Riju 
Pokhar 
Lamsu 
Lamji 
Daha 
Koirali 
DavAQa 
Gaihra 
Bhiirti 
Parajul 
Katti 
Bhusgkot 

Baiistola 
Saty iil 
Luitel 
Vasttikoti 
ChApBgaifi 
Nepal 
Rijal 
Pokharel 
Lamsal 
Lamjel 
Dhahal 
KoirAlB 
Davidi  
Gaihre 
Bhiirtel 

P a r i j u l ~  
Kattel 
Bhusal 

These are few examples. Hundreds of family surnames 
seem to have been derived from the names of the villages of  
the Karnali region. The Karnali region was the main cultural 
centre of the Pahgdi caste groups. People of the Pahiidi caste 
groups were distributed mainly from the Karnali region throu- 
ghout the kingdom of Nepal. 
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